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ABSTRACT 

The common complex disorders of obesity and alcohol use disorder (AUD) are recognized as major health 

problems, due to their associations to a large number of co-morbidities and premature mortality. Complex 

disorders are characterized by complex inheritance patterns, where both genetic pre-disposition and 

environmental factors interact, making the identification of susceptibility genes particularly challenging. In 

recent years, an emerging view has been that obesity and alcohol addiction are consequences of ingestive 

behaviors gone awry, mainly through shared disruptive brain reward circuitries that mediate food and drug 

motivated behavior. Hence, the overall aim of this thesis was to investigate the epidemiological 

relationship between obesity and alcohol consumption and to possibly identify genetic variants conferring 

risk for both obesity and alcohol consumption/AUD. This thesis included three studies: 

In the first study (study I), the relationship between obesity and alcohol consumption was investigated. A 

significant relationship was established between these two phenotypes. Alcohol intake was found to be 

inversely associated with BMI in women but not significantly in men, while alcohol intake increased central 

adiposity in both sexes. Light to moderate consumption seemingly protected against overall weight gain. 

Higher levels of consumption were however a risk factor for central fat deposition.  

In the second study (study II.A), it was investigated if a genetic overlap could be established between 

obesity and alcohol consumption. Genome-wide significant variants associating with BMI and WHR were 

investigated for their cumulative association with alcohol consumption by use of two genetic risk scores, 

one representing overall obesity (BMI variants) and one representing central obesity (WHR/WC variants). 

Moreover, it was investigated if an interaction effect between risk scores and alcohol intake in relation to 

BMI and WHR could be detected. Neither the BMI nor WC/WHR risk scores were found to associate with 

risk of alcohol consumption in men or in women. Furthermore, no interaction effects were detected 

between a high genetic load of BMI or WHR/WC associated variants and alcohol consumption in relation to 

overall or central obesity. 

The third study (study II.B), similarly to the second, addressed the potential genetic overlap between 

obesity (BMI, WHR and WC) and alcohol consumption. However, in this study the opposite approach was 

undertaken. Variants within a gene-network cumulatively associated with AUD were tested for association 

with obesity by single SNP analyses. Only one SNP rs2727603 within gene CTNND2 was found to be 

significantly associated with WHR after multiple testing corrections, which could be mediated through 

preferential fat deposition in the central abdominal area.  However, the association could not be replicated 

in GIANT or in an internal cohort likely making this a spurious association. The lack of significant 

associations may be ascribed to a too low statistical power to detect effects and larger homogenous sample 

sizes are thus warranted. 
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To summarize, this study contributed to the ongoing exploration and understanding of the possible 

overlaps between obesity and alcohol consumption/AUD. An epidemiological relationship was established, 

however, the hypothesis of shared genetic burdens was not corroborated.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Many diseases have plagued our society in the course of time. This plethora of different diseases 

has always placed burdens upon the society in which they have manifested, whether it has been 

personal or economical. Though the diseases defining any given time have changed, the diagnosis, 

treatment and prevention have always been of high priority in order to ensure a better quality of 

life. Diseases that have really come to define the twenty-first century are diseases such as obesity, 

diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, cancers and alcoholism. The many detrimental consequences 

and heavy economic burdens following these diseases are substantial.  

 Obesity is a prevalent metabolic condition, which in recent years has been increasing 

explosively, becoming a major global health challenge. Currently, the prevalence of obesity has 

been estimated to count 671 million individuals (Ng et al., 2014). If  trends continue, projection 

models have estimated the global obesity prevalence to reach 1.12 billion individuals by 2030 

(Kelly et al., 2008). In western European countries approximately 54.5% and 20.8% of the adult 

population (>20 years) are classified as being overweight (BMI ≥ 25kg/m2) or obese (BMI ≥ 

30kg/m2), respectively (Ng et al., 2014). Obesity has consistently been associated with high rates 

of morbidity and mortality (Must et al., 1999) and now constitutes a larger burden on disease than 

undernutrition does in developing countries (Lim et al., 2013). Obesity has thus become a major 

public health concern worldwide more or less affecting all age classes and socioeconomic groups 

demanding attention and proactive engagement (Rossner, 2002). 

 Alcohol is both an addictive substance and a source of energy. It is estimated by the 

world health organization (WHO) that there are approximately 2 billion alcohol users worldwide 

(www.who.int, 2014). The prevalence of alcohol use disorders (AUD) is in the United States 

estimated to be 8.5% among adults aged 18 and older (Grant et al., 2004) Alcohol has been 

suggested to comprise approximately 10% total daily energy intake in several developed countries 

(Jequier, 1999), raising the possibility that alcohol may be contributing to the current obesity 

epidemic. Apart from the hypothesized caloric mediated relationship between alcohol 

consumption and adiposity, a possible neurological relationship has been gaining interest among 

scientists. This neurological hypothesis suggests, that overeating and alcohol addiction may be 

mediated through the disruption of similar brain reward sites, mainly the dopaminergic system 

(Volkow et al., 2008), a relationship that could ultimately be a result of shared genetic risk. As a 

simulant alcohol may, in vulnerable individuals, reset reward thresholds after repeated stimulation 

http://www.who.int/
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leading to abuse/addiction through overactive reward circuits. Long-term substance abuse is 

thought to change the responsiveness of the dopaminergic system. (Volkow et al., 2008). Food 

ingestion is dependent on both the homeostatic and hedonic control system. The hedonic system 

signals mainly through the neurotransmitter dopamine and is important in modulating our 

behavioral responses including our motivation to eat and the pleasurable sensations we get from 

it (Palmiter, 2008). Lately, the view has been that food could have the same properties as 

addictive substances. Feeding and drug use involve habits which have been learned by the 

reinforcing properties of powerful repetitive rewards (Volkow et al., 2008). Upon repeated 

stimulation of reward pathways neurobiological adaptions are hypothesized to lead to increasing 

compulsivity and loss of control of intake. Studies supporting this view have found obese 

individuals to have decreased expression of dopamine levels and dopamine receptors (Stice et al., 

2008). Impairment of normal neurobiological signaling may override the homeostatic control 

mechanism of feeding, ultimately leading to overeating (Volkow et al., 2008). Other lines of 

evidence pointing to a shared vulnerability for these two disorders come from family studies. It 

has been demonstrated that a family history of alcoholism is associated with an increased risk of 

obesity (Grucza et al., 2010). A few genetic studies have found gene variants that contribute to risk 

of both disorders (Lichenstein et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2013) highlighting the notion that a 

person’s tendency for alcohol addiction and obesity may be mediated by similar genetic 

influences, perhaps through the dopaminergic system.  

 The correlation between alcohol consumption and adiposity has been studied 

previously. Epidemiological studies have investigated the relationship between alcohol 

consumption and risk of adiposity with findings providing inconclusive results. Some studies 

support a positive relationship while others find an inverse relationship between these two traits. 

Differences among men and women have also been reported (Sayon-Orea et al., 2011). During 

recent years a lot of genetic variants have been found to affect risk of adiposity but the underlying 

biological mechanism for these variants are not well known and needs further investigation (Locke 

et al., 2015a). Genetic studies of AUD and alcohol consumption have had more modest success 

with only a few validated genetic variants (Park et al., 2013). A better understanding of the 

relationship between alcohol consumption and adiposity is of relevance to understand human 

metabolic pathways in more detail. Ultimately this will hopefully be a future aid in the prevention 
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and treatment of these two conditions. One important step along this road would be to explore 

the genetic overlap between the two conditions.  
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AIM 
The overall aim of this thesis has been the investigation of the underlying epidemiological and 

genetic relationship between obesity and alcohol consumption. In the first chapter, focus will be 

on the epidemiological relationship between the lifestyle related metabolic diseases of obesity 

and alcohol consumption. First part will contain a review of the aetiology of the two complex 

disorders, followed by the first study which explores the relationship between the two traits. The 

second chapter will address the molecular genetic background of obesity and alcohol consumption 

and addiction. Literature outlining the addiction model of obesity, in comparison with alcohol 

addiction, will be presented. Also the molecular genetic approaches behind the identification of 

susceptibility variants will be described. Hereafter the two genetic experimental studies will be 

presented. 

Hopefully my work will, if just for a small part, be able to contribute to the understanding of the 

genetic background resulting in these diseases. 

 

In the following written report the specific aims are: 

1) Study I: The epidemiological relationship between obesity and alcohol consumption has not been 

clearly outlined yet. The first study investigates the association of alcohol consumption with overall 

and central obesity in the Danish Inter99 population in a sex-specific manner. 

2) Study II: Growing evidence is suggesting possible neuronal and homeostatic overlap between 

obesity and alcohol addiction and consumption. To test this hypotheses it has been investigated if 

shared genetic vulnerability could be demonstrated between alcohol consumption and adiposity 

by; A) analyzing the combined effect of obesity risk variants on alcohol consumption in the Inter99 

study sample and B) investigating if genetic variants in 39 genes, from a gene-network conferring 

risk of AUD, are associated with obesity in the Danish population.  
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CHAPTER I – EPIDEMIOLOGY 

BACKGROUND 

OBESITY 
Over the past decades, the prevalence of overweight and obesity has steadily been growing, and 

has become one of the world’s leading health concerns, reaching epidemic proportions 

(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development and iLibrary, 2010). In all its simplicity 

obesity reflects an abundance of adipose tissue, basically a result of an imbalance between energy 

supply and expenditure. The body mass index (BMI) is the most commonly used indicator to assess 

overweight and obesity. One of BMIs great strengths is the ease of which it is calculated, by the 

two simple anthropometric measurements weight and height, that is, (weight (kg)/ height (m2). In 

adults, WHO currently defines overweight as having a BMI ≥ 25 kg/m2 while obesity is defined as 

having a BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2 (www.who.int, 2014).  

 In 2008 it was estimated, that more than 1.4 billion adults worldwide were classified 

as being overweight, which equals to 35% of the adult population. Of these, 11% were defined as 

being obese. Over the last 3 decades, obesity has almost doubled in prevalence, a dramatic 

increase, projected to increase even further in the future (Sperrin et al., 2014; WHO, 2014). In 

Denmark the prevalence of overweight and obesity corresponds to global trends. It has been 

estimated that ~47% of the adult population is overweight while ~13% of the adult population is 

obese (www.sundhedsstyrelsen.dk, 2014). Obesity is a growing problem in many developing 

countries. With economic development comes the risk of obesity, a result of improved food access 

often followed by a switch to a more “westernized” diet and decreased physical activity (Prentice, 

2006). With these trends it is clear that obesity will still be a major problem worldwide for many 

years to come. 

Though obesity is not a disease per se, it is not just a trivial cosmetic nuisance either. 

Excess adiposity increases the risk of an array of possible co-morbidities such as type 2 diabetes 

mellitus (T2D), cardiovascular disease (CVD) and certain types of cancers in a graded manner with 

higher prevalence ratios associated with increasing severity of overweight (Hu et al., 2001; Must et 

al., 1999; Wilson et al., 2002). Studies have also found obesity to increase risk of several 

psychiatric diseases including binge eating disorder (BED) (Hudson et al., 2012), risk of major 

depression and bipolar disorder. In contrast, obesity has been found to associate with a reduced 
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lifetime risk of substance abuse (Simon et al., 2006). Obesity and co-morbidities are thus placing 

considerable burdens upon healthcare systems and expenditures (Muller-Riemenschneider et al., 

2008). Health expenditures are estimated to be as much as 25% higher per obese person as 

compared to a person of normal weight (OECD, 2010).  

Even though the BMI measurement is practical and works as an excellent proxy for overall 

adiposity (Gray and Fujioka, 1991) it does hold some limitations. Firstly, it does not discriminate 

between fat mass and lean/muscle mass. Secondly, it does not account for the specific distribution 

of fat. In this regard, additional measurements of waist circumference (WC) and waist-hip-ratio 

(WHR) serve as good surrogates of intra-abdominal fat, in which a high WHR reflects more 

abdominal fat. Intraabdominal adipose tissue is strongly associated with greater risk of several 

metabolic complications (Hamdy et al., 2006). In relation to myocardial infarction the highest 

quintile of WHR (Odds ratio (OR)=2.52) is a better predictor of risk than BMI (OR=1.44). Indeed 

after adjusting for WHR the significant relationship found between BMI and risk diminished (Yusuf 

et al., 2005). Similarly, it has been shown that the measures of WC and WHR when adjusted for 

BMI are able to identify risk of death among participants with low BMI, underscoring the 

importance of additionally assessing body fat distribution to identify metabolic risks among 

normal weight individuals (Pischon et al., 2008).  

 

Adipose tissue 

Obesity is characterized by excess adipose tissue. Adipose tissue is metabolically active and a key 

player in whole body metabolism. Adipose tissue works as an insulator and holds protective 

function against mechanical forces, but more importantly it is the main storage site for excess 

energy in the form of triglycerides.  As an endocrine organ, adipose tissue secretes many signaling 

molecules important for balancing body metabolism. Based on localization, adipose tissue can be 

classified as being either subcutaneous (underneath skin) or visceral (mostly surrounding the 

abdominal cavity). This distinction has implications for metabolic health and especially the intra-

abdominal fat poses a particularly negative effect on health even within the normal range of BMI 

(Hamdy et al., 2006).    

 Much effort has been put into understanding what molecular changes following 

obesity underlie these complications. It has been found that in obese individuals, increased 
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amounts of hormones, including leptin, pro-inflammatory cytokines and free fatty acids (FFAs) are 

secreted, these being important contributors to insulin resistance (Kahn et al., 2006). Adipose 

tissue has a limited storage capacity for lipids. When this capacity is exceeded, adipocytes will 

enlarge (hypertrophy) leading to diminished physiological function. Under these circumstances 

adipocytes will be less sensitive to the effects of insulin which leads to insufficient suppression of 

lipolysis and lipid uptake from circulation. Excess lipids will be deposited in other tissues such as 

the liver and muscles leading to organ dysfunction. Lipotoxicity is hypothesized to be an important 

link between obesity and insulin resistance (Virtue and Vidal-Puig, 2010). Elevated levels of 

adipose tissue correlates with increases in systemic circulating levels of inflammatory proteins 

believed to contribute to CVD risk (Berg and Scherer, 2005).  

 

Etiology of obesity 

It has been speculated what is causing the current obesity epidemic and it is as yet not completely 

understood. With the industrialization, profound changes have occurred in society, creating a 

milieu predominated by a sedentary lifestyle with limited need for physical activity and easily 

accessible dense-energy foods. These lifestyle changes have ultimately led to the increasing 

prevalence of obesity (Walley et al., 2009). However, we are all more or less equally subjected to 

the same obesogenic environment, but do not all respond equally. Some people gain weight at an 

early age, while others stay lean for a large part of their lives. A large part of this variation may be 

explained by the specific lifestyle of the individual person, while some part may also be explained 

by different genetic make-up. Though we realize that obesity clusters in families, common forms 

of obesity do not follow a clear cut Mendelian segregation pattern, which means they are not 

inherited in a predictable manner. The complexity of obesity is believed to be attributable to the 

many genes affecting this trait and their interactions with the environmental factors such as 

lifestyle.  

 If genes contribute to the variation of a trait, then on average, resemblance between 

biological relatives should be higher than in unrelated individuals. Estimating heritability can help 

us partition observed phenotypic variance into environmental factors and biological factors 

(Visscher et al., 2008). More formally, heritability is defined as the proportion of phenotypic 

variance in a population, at a certain time, age or setting, which is attributable to additive genetic 
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variance. Additive genetic variance is the genetic components passed on to offspring, and it is this 

variation that is usually searched for in association analysis when searching for inter-individual 

variation in susceptibility (Visscher et al., 2008). High heritability estimates indicate that the 

phenotype of an individual is a good predictor of the genotype.  

 Family history has an influence on disease susceptebility, since higher risk of obesity 

is found in offspring of obese parents. Before reaching the age of three, the primary predictor af 

adult obesity is parental obesity status. For children (3-5 years old) having one obese parent 

increases risk of adult obesity as much as 3 fold (OR=3.0). Having two obese parents in young 

adulthood increases risk of adult obesity even more (OR=15.3) (Whitaker et al., 1997). Based on 

family, twin and adoption studies it has been demonstrated that obesity is a highly herritable trait. 

In family studies, a highly heritable trait should correlate to a higher degree between members 

who are more closely related. Also positive correlations on a trait between adoptees and genetic 

parents provides evidence of a genetic influence. Twins can be used as natural experiments. 

Critical for these analysis is the fact that monozygotic twins (MZ) twins share all genetic 

components and dizigotic twins (DZ) share on average half the amount, with all twins having 

nearly similar environmental influences on risk of obesity. A greater concordance rate between 

MZ twins as compared to DZ twins is thus ascribed to genetic contributions (Guo, 2001), though it 

is a matter of hot debate whether MZ twins do share more similar environments than DZ twins, 

leading to an overestimation of heritabilitites. Family studies on parent-offspring and sibling 

correlations have found heritability estimates ranging from 20% to 80% (Maes et al., 1997). A 

study conducted in twins reared apart estimated a genetic contribution to BMI of ~70%  (Stunkard 

et al., 1990). Similarly, pooled heritability estimates from studies performed on MZ twins have 

found a mean correlation of 74% (Maes et al., 1997). 

 In addition to overall obesity, the distribution of fat deposits also varies largely 

among individuals, differences that are both ethnic and sex specific. Asians tend to have more 

intra-abdominal fat tissue than Europeans the same being true for men in comparison to women 

(Kohli et al., 2010). Several lifestyle factors are known to affect adipose tissue distribution. 

Smoking is a behavioral factor found to associate with increased central fat accumulation possibly 

through cortisol mediated abdominal fat deposition (Chiolero et al., 2008). Alcohol consumption is 

also another culprit believed to contribute to increased central adiposity. However, the effects of 
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alcohol on body weight and body composition emerging from many epidemiological studies are 

controversial. I will return to this topic later in this thesis.  

Though lifestyle factors explain a large part of the variation in body weight and body composition 

some part is also due to different genetic predispositions. Interestingly, many genetic variants 

associated with WHR do not overlap with the genetic variants associating with BMI, indicating 

different underlying mechanisms for central adiposity and overall adiposity (Grarup et al., 2014).  

 From an evolutionary perspective, it is known that the genetic pool of humans 

changes very slowly, and must do so over many generations (Falconer, 1981). The rapid rise in 

obesity these last 3 decades does not suffice in changing the gene pools of the human population. 

On the same note, the human population has not had enough time to evolve adequate 

physiological adaptions to oppose the obesogenic environment. The main driver behind the 

ongoing obesity epidemic must therefore be the environmental changes we have seen (Falconer, 

1981; Walley et al., 2009). Accordingly, Neel proposed the “Thrifty Gene” hypothesis some 50 

years ago to explain the prevalence of obesity and diabetes in modern society (NEEL, 1962). He 

argued that natural selection favored the thrifty genotype, a mechanism allowing early humans, 

likely hunter-gatherers, to survive very irregular food availability. An efficient fat deposition would 

have been advantageous under these conditions allowing humans to survive periods of famine 

(NEEL, 1962). In present settings, having gene variants that prepare for a famine that never comes 

renders these disadvantageous. The thrifty genotype thus serves as a vestigial mechanism in 

modern society. An alternative explanation to the thrifty gene hypothesis is the “Drifty Gene” 

hypothesis proposed by Speakman (Speakman, 2008). He argues that humans were actually 

optimized to stay lean and fit. Only after humans removed themselves from the evolutionary 

pressure of predation, the genes regulating the upper limit of our body fatness have been subject 

to random genetic drift (Speakman, 2008).  

  

Appetite regulation 

To understand the development of obesity and the potential relation with alcohol intake, it is 

important to understand the underlying mechanism food consumption and appetite regulation. 

Food consumption is a requirement for survival making this activity highly prioritized by the 
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human brain. Two importants feeding systems are recognized, these being the homeostatic and 

the hedonic symstems.    

 An important regulator of homeostatic feeding is the central nervous system (CNS), 

with the hypothalamus being central coordinator, regulating food intake through the gut-brain 

axis (Morton et al., 2006). The hypothalamus is responsible for collecting long- and short term 

feedback signals on food intake and energy expenditure from peripheral tissues. Hereafter 

appropriate neural and endocrine responses are organized through various downstream pathways 

to regulate energy balance.  

 The important role of the hypothalamus is in part attributed to the arcuate nucleus 

(ARC) (Neary et al., 2004).  Two important neurons involved in appetite regulation are the agouti-

related peptide (AGRP) neuron, the other being th pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) neuron. AGRP 

neurons increase appetite and promote food uptake (orexigenic) while POMC neurons inhibit 

appetite and promote satiety (anorexigenic) (Walley et al., 2009). Severel peripheral endocrine 

tissues exert their effects through the AGRP and POMC neurons, whereafter orexigenic or 

anorexigenic signals are relayed to to downstream effector neurons  expressing various receptors 

including the melanocortin 4 receptor (MC4R) (Walley et al., 2009). These downstream effector 

neurons also get additional input from other pathways including dopamine, serotonin and 

endocannabinoid signals  (Bell et al., 2005). Leptin and insulin hormones secreted by adipose 

tissue and the pancreas, respectively, regulate long-term control of food inake having anorexigenic 

effects. Ghrelin and the peptide YY (PYY) secreted by the stomch and gastro intestinal tract, 

respectively, regulate short-term control of food intake. Grehlin levels are high before a meal and 

serve as an appetite stimulator. PYY is secreted upon ingestion of foods leading to reduced food 

intake (Bell et al., 2005). Ultimately these various inputs balance the overall food intake together 

in complex interaction with many other signaling hormones. See figure 1 for an overview.  
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Figure 1 The leptin-melanocortin pathway. Peripherial signals PYY, leptin, ghrelin and insulin secreted by the gastro 

intestinal system, adipose tissue and pancreas relay their inhibitory signals (red stump arrows) and stimulatory signals 

(green arrows) through the orexigenic AGRP neurons and anorexigenic POMC neurons situated in the ARC. AGRP and 

POMC neurons send their signals further downstream to effector neurons expressing MC4R receptors. Furter 

modifying input comes from dopamine, seretonine and endocannabinoid signals. Ultimately signals are integrated 

resulting in an overall balance of food intake and energy expenditure (modified from Bell et al., 2004). 

 

 Hedonic feeding mediates the pleasurable feelings of eating. Food is a natural reward 

which induces the relase of neurotransmitters such as dopamine within the dopaminergic system, 

just as addictive substances including alcohol do. The release of dopamine is believed to 

coordinate the many aspects of our attempts to obtain food rewards and ultimately learning 

(Lutter and Nestler, 2009). It is well known that certain foods have particularly rewarding 

properties, especially foods rich in fat and sugar (Lenoir et al., 2007). An emerging view is that 

obesity could perhaps be a neurobehavioral disorder just as addiction to drugs, the underlying 

mechanism being dysfunctional dopamineric responses to food rewards leading to excessive food 

consumption. 
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ALKOHOL USE  
Alcohol is an intoxicating substance enjoyed by millions of people around the world. The 

relationship between alcohol and health is complex and multidimensional as it can affect 

morbidity and mortality in many different ways. Firstly, alcohol is intoxicating and can cause acute 

injury or even death through unconscious actions or poisoning. Secondly, alcohol may have long 

term toxic or maybe also beneficial biological effects hereby affecting disease outcome. Thirdly, 

alcohol may lead to dependence (Rehm et al., 2003b) leading to social problems on top of the 

health related problems. Excessive alcohol use may over time pose as a risk factor in the 

development of several chronic diseases such as cancers, mental health problems, social health 

problems and AUDs. Furthermore, it can worsen the outcome of many of these diseases (Rehm et 

al., 2003b). In women, relative risk of breast cancer is increased ~7% for each additional 10 g of 

alcohol intake per day, with 10 g corresponding to a beer or glass of wine. Consuming 35-44 g of 

alcohol a day increases risk of breast cancer (Relative risk (RR)=1.32) (Hamajima et al., 2002), with 

the carcinogenic effect possibly being mediated through increased estrogen levels (Katsouyanni et 

al., 1991). 

 Though alcohol in relation to many diseases is detrimental, moderate alcohol 

consumption is associated with a reduced risk of diabetes (Baliunas et al., 2009). In a study 

comparing drinkers with lifetime abstainers 22g alcohol a day had the greatest protective effect in 

men (RR=0.87) while 24g alcohol a day had the greatest protective effect in women (RR=0.60). The 

relationship between alcohol intake and type 2 diabetes was U-shaped, in that consuming 

moderate amounts of alcohol was protective compared with no or high amounts of alcohol 

consumed (Baliunas et al., 2009). A possible biological mechanism behind this relationship is 

alcohols effect in lowering insulin resistance (Lazarus et al., 1997).  

 A J-shaped relationship between alcohol consumption and coronary heart disease 

(CHD) has also consistently been demonstrated (Corrao et al., 2000). A comprehensive meta-

analysis found that moderate alcohol consumption as compared with abstinence had protective 

effects of up to 87g/day in men (RR=0.94), while the protective effect occurred at lower doses in 

women 31g/day (RR=0.93). Drinking more than 114g/day for men and 52 g/day in women would 

increase relative risk (RR=1.09) and (RR=1.12), respectively (Corrao et al., 2000). Most prospective 

studies have focused on various levels of drinking, however, pattern of drinking, and type of 

alcohol have also been speculated to affect disease outcome. It has been found that the measure 
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of binge drinking (eight or more drinks at one sitting) might blur the beneficial effects of alcohol. 

Actually, binge drinking increased the risk of coronary heart disease in men (hazard ratio 

(HR)=2.26) and in women (HR=1.10). However, moderate alcohol consumption as compared to 

abstinence still had an overall protective effect in men and women (Murray et al., 2001).  

 The positive effects of alcohol on some disease outcomes have led to a heated 

debate whether or not moderate drinking should be advocated. With alcohol being a stimulant, it 

is largely related to social life and many other lifestyle factors, there is thus a potential for a lot of 

confounding factors. Given the nature of lifestyle factors these are not very easy to measure and 

account for in a precise way. Given the dose-dependent negative effects of alcohol on many 

diseases such as cancers, it is therefore important that estimated beneficial effects are not 

attributable to confounders unaccounted for. Risk of CHD is known to be modulated by many 

factors, including sex and age. A study examining 30 known CHD risk factors found most of them 

to be more prevalent among non-drinkers. A potential confounding effect with BMI was shown. 

Non-drinkers were much more likely to have higher BMI seen consistently over different BMI 

classes (Naimi et al., 2005). Some of the beneficial effects of alcohol on CDH might thus be 

explained by such confounders.  

 

Alcohol use disorder 

When drinking becomes a problem it has been given the medical diagnosis of an alcohol use 

disorder (AUD) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). An AUD is a very heterogeneous 

psychiatric disorder in which an individual is mentally or physically addicted to the substance of 

alcohol. The profile of an alcoholic is described in The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders (DSM) originally developed as a tool to collect statistical information about mental 

disorders (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).  

 Over time, the DSM has been revised several times strengthening the empirical and 

diagnostic basis of the manual. As of 2014 the manual in working is the revised DSM-5. The clinical 

definition of a problematic pattern of alcohol use, formerly defined by two distinct disorders of 

alcohol abuse and alcohol dependency, has now been collapsed into one single disorder termed 

an AUD. The term AUD is in this thesis used irrespectively of whether it in other studies is referred 
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to as alcohol dependence or abuse. Moreover the AUD term is used interchangeably with alcohol 

addiction and alcoholism. 

 To be diagnosed as having an AUD one must fulfill at least two out of 11 established 

criteria that lead to clinically significant impairment or distress. 10 criteria are adopted from the 

DSM-IV, with the 11th criteria being the addition of alcohol craving. Anyone meeting at least two 

criteria, occurring during a 12 month period can receive a diagnosis of AUD. The severity of a 

diagnosis is further classified based on the number of criteria met, with a mild case being: the 

presence of 2-3 symptoms, a moderate case being: the presence of 4-5 symptoms and a severe 

case being: the presence of 6 or more symptoms (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). All the 

11 criteria included in the newly revised DSM-5 are listed in table 1. 

 

 
Table 1 The 11 diagnostic criteria for alcohol use disorder as defined in DSM-5. To be diagnosed with an AUD one must 
fulfill at least 2 out of 11 criteria (modified from American Psychiatric Association, 2013). 

DSM-5 

1.     Alcohol is often taken in larger amounts or over a longer period than was intended. 

2.     There is persistent desire or unsuccessful efforts to cut down or control alcohol abuse. 

3.     A great deal of time is spent in activities necessary to obtain alcohol, use alcohol, or recover from its effects. 

4.     Craving, or a strong desire to use alcohol. 

5.     Recurrent alcohol use resulting in a failure to fulfill major role obligations at work, school or home. 

6.     Continued alcohol use despite having persistent or recurrent social or interpersonal problems caused or  
        exacerbated by the effects of alcohol. 
7.     Important social, occupational, or recreational activities are given up or reduced because of alcohol use. 

8.     Recurrent alcohol use in situations in which it is physically hazardous. 

9.     Alcohol use is continued despite knowledge of having a persistent or recurrent physical or physical or  
        psychological problem that is likely to have been caused or exacerbated by alcohol. 
10.   Tolerance, as defined by either of the following: 

              a. A need for markedly increased amounts of alcohol to achieve intoxication or desired effect. 

              b. A markedly diminished effect with continued use of the same amount of alcohol. 

11.    Withdrawal, as manifested by either of the following: 

              a. The characteristic withdrawal syndrome for alcohol: (Insomnia, Autonomic symptoms, tremors,  
                   nausea/vomiting, anxiety, seizure and hallucinations) 
              b. Alcohol (or closely related substance, such as a benzodiazepine) is taken to relieve or avoid withdrawal     
                  symptoms.     
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It is estimated by the WHO that there are approximately 2 billion alcohol users worldwide 

(www.who.int, 2014). The prevalence of AUDs is in the United States estimated to be 8.5% among 

adults aged 18 and older. The societal and personal costs of alcoholism are enormous. Actually, it 

is estimated that as many as 3.5% of all deaths in the US were attributable to alcohol consumption 

in 2000, making alcohol one of the leading causes of deaths, only to be preceded by tobacco 

(18.1%) and poor diet and physical inactivity (16.6%) (Mokdad et al., 2004). These results do 

definitely warrant a better understanding of alcohol addiction. Delineating the genetic and 

environmental contributors to AUDs, are a crucial step in characterizing an individual’s risk of 

developing this disease and in developing effective treatment and prevention strategies.  

 

Etiology of alcohol use disorder 

The genetic and environmental factors driving underlying alcohol consumption and addiction are 

complex and multifactorial. There are mainly two categories of environmental risk factors 

affecting consumption and addiction. In the broad sense there is a huge cross-cultural and societal 

variation in drinking patterns setting different legal and normative regulations on behavior. In a 

narrower sense there are risk factors within the individual environment which rests on familial and 

inter-individual interactions (Hawkins et al., 1992).     

 It has been long noted that alcohol addiction does indeed run in families. A family 

history of alcohol addiction has consistently been found to be a predictor for risk of aloholism. A 

review of 39 studies has shown that alcoholics are much more likely to have an alcoholic father or 

mother than non-alcoholics. (Cotton, 1979). A prospective study following fathers and sons over 

an eight-year time period found that sons of alcoholic fathers had a 14.1% and 28.6% risk of 

alcohol abuse and dependence, respectively, as compared to 6.6% and 10.8% of sons with non-

alcoholic fathers (Schuckit and Smith, 1996). Animal studies have also demonstrated that it is 

possible to breed rodent strains with alcohol phenotypes including, alcohol preference, alcohol 

avoidance, alcohol sensitivity and withdrawal sensitivity (Foroud et al., 2010). Like most psychiatric 

diseases alcoholism is a complex disease, meaning that familial transmission reflects both the 

effect of shared environment and the effect of shared genes and possibly also an interaction 

between these two.  

http://www.who.int/
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 Research has sought to assess the independent contribution of environmental and 

genetic factors on risk of alcoholism through family, twin and adoption studies. In a Swedish study 

performed in adoptees evidence was found for a genetic transmission of alcoholism. 20% of sons 

adopted from registered alcoholic fathers were themselves registered for severe AUD, as 

compared with 6% of adopted sons from non-alcoholic fathers (Bohman, 1978). On the same note, 

twin studies have found that the heritability of alcohol consumption is approximately 43% (Swan 

et al., 1990). Though some early studies suggested that alcoholism is more heritable in men than 

in women, it has now been shown that genetic influence on risk of alcoholism is about equal in 

both sexes. Higher concordance rates were found in both sexes with heritability estimates of 

~60%, making this a moderate-highly heritable trait not only in men but also in women (Heath et 

al., 1997). It has been suggested that there is a genetic overlap between alcohol consumption and 

AUD, but also that there are other genes affecting AUD alone (Whitfield et al., 2004). The many 

detrimental physiological consequences of alcohol may not be related to addiction per se but to 

quantity consumed (Hamajima et al., 2002).  

 

 

OVERLAPS BETWEEN OBESITY AND ALKOHOL USE  

Etiological relationship between alcohol intake and obesity 
Many genetic and environmental factors have been found to contribute to risk of obesity including 

the commonly consumed calorie-rich beverage alcohol. Initially, heavy alcohol consumption was 

predicted to increase the likelihood of overweight and obesity. Rather, the relationship between 

alcohol and weight has proven to be complex, even paradoxical.  

 Short term experimental studies with a classic preload design, where participants 

consume either an alcoholic drink or a control drink, have predominantly concluded that alcohol 

consumers don’t respond with a dietary compensation thereby they are adding alcohol additively 

to their daily caloric intake (Yeomans, 2010). A short-term study found that consumption of 

alcohol prior to a meal failed to induce a dietary compensation resulting in an increasing energy 

intake. In subjects offered a 1 MJ preload of alcohol as compared to subjects offered no preload, 

the 24-hour energy intake significantly increased (3.5 MJ compared with 2.7 MJ, p<0.001) while 

meal duration was prolonged (14 min compared with 12 min, p<0.01). In subjects offered no 
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preload or ingesting preloads of fat, carbohydrates or proteins 24-hour energy intake would not 

increase. These data seem to suggest that the effects of alcohol on energy intake are additive 

predicting a body weight increase in moderate drinkers relative to non-drinkers (Westerterp-

Plantenga and Verwegen, 1999). It even appears that alcohol has a stimulatory effect on appetite. 

12 male participants attended a laboratory trial on 3 occasions. Before lunch they consumed a 

non-alcoholic lager one day and spiked lagers (1 unit of alcohol and 4 units of alcohol) the 

following days.  Again energy intake was significantly higher after the consumption of 4 units of 

alcohol but also ratings of appetite during the day was higher (Caton et al., 2004). Contrary to 

these result, a long-term experimental study did not find a significant relationship between 

alcohol and increased body weight. A 12-week cross-over trial performed on free-living subjects 

examined the effects of the addition of two drinks a day to the evening meal for 6 weeks followed 

by 6 weeks of abstinence. No significant changes (p>0.05) in energy intake, body weight or body 

fat were detected, suggesting that food was actually substituted by the additional alcohol 

consumed (Cordain et al., 1997; Sayon-Orea et al., 2011).  

 Long-term studies on the effect of alcohol on body weight have mainly relied on 

epidemiological approaches.  In one such study, the prevalence of obesity was not found to differ 

among drinkers and abstainers, although food frequency data paradoxically did show a significant 

increase in energy intake with alcohol consumption  (Jones et al., 1982).  Another study, which 

included detailed information on dietary habits, found that total energy intake did increase as 

expected with the consumption of alcohol in both men and women. This increase though, did not 

have a significant effect on men’s BMI, whereas alcohol in women was associated with a U-shaped 

relationship with BMI (Colditz et al., 1991). Interestingly, the consumption of sugar was inversely 

associated with alcohol, raising the possibility of a competitive relationship with alcohol (Colditz et 

al., 1991). In relation to WC, a study which also recorded energy intake found that alcohol 

consumption would only increase risk of a higher WC in men and not in women, although energy 

intake was increased in both genders (Schroder et al., 2007). While another study found a J-

shaped relationship between alcohol intake in men and women but only a significant J-shaped 

relationship with BMI in men (Lukasiewicz et al., 2005). Moreover, this study found that the type 

of alcoholic beverages consumed also seems to have specific effects on anthropometric 
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measurements in that wine had a J-shaped association with BMI, spirits a linear association while 

beer did not have any clear relationship with this trait (Lukasiewicz et al., 2005). 

 In a recent systematic review on alcohol consumption and body weight the complex 

relationship between these two traits is summarized. Results from epidemiological studies are 

contradictory, reporting positive, negative and no associations in men and women between 

various measures of alcohol intake, frequency and obesity measurements. To sum up, 7 studies 

found a positive correlation between alcohol intake and weight gain or BMI in men, 2 studies 

found this relationship to hold true in women. Contrary to these results, 2 studies reported a 

negative association between alcohol intake and weight gain or BMI in men and another 7 in 

women. 4 studies found no relationship at all (Sayon-Orea et al., 2011). Based on 31 publications 

the overall conclusion of this review seemed to support the possibility that heavy drinkers may 

experience weight gain, while light-moderate consumption may protect against weight gain 

(Sayon-Orea et al., 2011). 

 Finding an association between alcohol use and obesity, does not necessarily imply 

anything about causality. If BMI is indeed inversely related to alcohol intake, one proposed 

explanation is that alcohol and food consumption may affect shared biological pathways. The two 

stimulants may thus be competing for the same brain reward sites meaning that alcohol 

consumption may act as a “protective” factor against obesity and vice versa (Kleiner et al., 2004). 

On this note, a study has found a family history of alcoholism to be a moderator of BMI, a 

compelling argument for shared vulnerability between these two traits (Gearhardt and Corbin, 

2009). In this study, the relationship between alcohol consumption and BMI was demonstrated to 

be inverse, in that, obese and severely obese individuals drank significantly less than non-obese 

individuals. Furthermore, with family history of alcoholism obese individuals show attenuated 

drinking behavior while non-obese have higher alcohol consumption with a family history of 

alcoholism (Gearhardt and Corbin, 2009). These results corroborate the hypothesis that food may 

fulfill the addictive behavior in individuals who have a family history of alcoholism. Another 

epidemiological line of evidence comes from a study that has found a family history of alcoholism 

to be associated with increased risk of obesity in women (OR=1.48, p<0.001) and in men (OR=1.26, 

p<0.001) though not as strong, suggesting that women are more vulnerable to obesity having a 

family history of alcoholism (Grucza et al., 2010). Interestingly, a study has found that women with 
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a positive family history of alcoholism more often have cravings for sweets with higher sucrose 

concentrations than do women with no family history of alcoholism (Pepino and Mennella, 2007). 

These results corroborate the possible etiological links between alcohol addiction, over eating and 

ultimately obesity.  

 

Shared pathways in alcohol addiction and obesity 

Addiction is a chronic disease involving maladaptive patterns of substance use characterized by 

compulsive self-administration with little regard to physical or social consequences (American 

Psychiatric Association, 2013). The notion that obesity could be understood within the same 

neurobiological framework as addictions has been gaining interest among health professionals and 

wider public alike. Simply put, the view is that obesity could result from an addiction to food 

holding neurobiological, behavioral and genetic similarities with other addictions. Based on 

similarities between drug addictions and obesity or overeating it has been suggested that obesity 

should also be recognized as a mental disorder in the DSM-5 (Volkow and O'Brien, 2007). In the 

latest edition, obesity was not included in the DSM-5 as a mental illness due to inadequate 

evidence and due to the multiplicity of factors modulating risk of obesity (American Psychiatric 

Association, 2013). However, in this psychiatric problems with eating are recognized by the 

inclusion of BED, a disease characterized by severe disturbances in eating behavior (American 

Psychiatric Association, 2013). Not all but most subjects with BED are overweight and there clearly 

is an association between the severity of binge eating and degree of overweight (Hudson et al., 

2012). You could argue that a subtype of obesity has been included in the DSM-5 manual, though 

BED does not reflect all possible psychiatric aspects of obesity.  

 These messages have rooted at high political levels. Already propositions have been 

formed as to how policy making being effective in changing availability and costs of certain foods 

could be helpful in reducing availability of problematic and potentially addictive foods in the 

future (Gearhardt et al., 2011). The following will encompass the reasoning behind discussing 

obesity within the framework of addictions and highlight molecular commonalities between 

alcohol addiction and obesity. 

Unlike drugs, food is a necessity for our survival and thorough regulation of energy intake 

and expenditure is important for body preservation. The addiction model of obesity suggests that 
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the propensity to eat due to hunger is distinct from eating for pleasure. As previously mentioned 

feeding is mediated through the homeostatic and hedonic pathways (Saper et al., 2002; Walley et 

al., 2009). Both the homeostatic and the hedonic regulatory system are believed to be important 

in proper or improper maintenance of appetite control. Hedonic inputs are responsible for eating 

behaviors such as food preference and choice which means that total caloric intake is not only 

being dictated by meal size and frequency (Blundell and Finlayson, 2004).  

Emerging data are uncovering high levels of communication between homeostatic and 

hedonic feeding. For instance, several receptors of the of the homeostatic hormones such as 

leptin, ghrelin, insulin and glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) are expressed within the domaineric 

system  (Volkow et al., 2013). In this manner the orexigenic hormones can increase dopamine 

relase, while the anorexigenic hormones can decrease dopamine release, modulating the 

rewarding properties of food (Volkow et al., 2013). Some gut-brain hormones have been found to 

extend their effects on energy intake to include the control of alcohol consumption. GLP-1 is a 

small anorexigenic peptide important for food regulation and glucose metabolism with insulin-

releasing properties. GLP-1 receptors (GLP-1R) are expressed in brain reward areas. Data suggest 

that GLP-1 is capable of reducing the rewarding properties of alcohol. In rats peripheral 

administered GLP-1 or GLP-1 analog Exendin-4 (EX4) into the dopaminergic brain system was able 

to reduce alcohol consumption in rats in a trial with intermittent access to an ethanol solution. 

Moreover, blockage of the GLP-1R receptor by an anatagoist resulted in increased alcohol 

consumption (Shirazi et al., 2013). These results highlight a potential role for the homeostatic 

regulator GLP-1 in reward behavior control. 

Similarly to hedonic feeding, drugs of abuse including alcohol are known to activate the 

mesolimbic dopamine system. Upon drug activation the neurotransmitter dopamine is released in 

the striatum being responsible for reward-motivated behavior (Di, 1995). Just as the dopaminergic 

system plays a role in addiction behavior, food intake also increases extracellular concentrations of 

dopamine (Hernandez and Hoebel, 1988; Koob and Volkow, 2010). Using positron emission 

tomography (PET) alcoholics have been shown to have ~20% decrease in dopamine D2 receptor 

(DRD2) availability (Volkow et al., 1996). Similarly, by use of PET Wang et al. have shown that the 

availability of brain dopamine receptors was significantly lower in obese individuals (Wang et al., 

2001a). These results do not indicate whether low dopamine receptor levels are a result or the 
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cause of obesity and alcoholism. However, if these findings hold true then compulsive disorders 

such as drug and alcohol addictions, gambling, sex addiction and possibly types of obesity could in 

part result from a reward deficit (Blum et al., 2000) Reduced levels of dopamine receptors may 

then drive people towards pathological eating/drinking as a means to compensate for the 

decreased dopamine receptor action hereby reaching the reinforcement desired.  

Taken together, data are accumulating that the regulation of food and alcohol concumption may 

be mediated throught the same systems making it very possible that some of the risk factors for 

these disorders may converge.  
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STUDY I 

THE EFFECT OF ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION ON OVERALL AND 
CENTRAL OBESITY IN A DANISH POPULATION-BASED SAMPLE 

 

Introduction 

As described, obesity has become a major global health problem, increasing the burden of many 

chronic diseases such as diabetes, CVD and several types of cancers (Rehm et al., 2003b). Obesity 

is a complex multifactorial disease with body weight mainly being modifiable by lifestyle factors 

such as diet and physical activity, with these also being under the influence of genetic factors (Bell 

et al., 2005).  Alcohol is an energy-dense macronutrient, only second to fat on a per gram basis, 

and could represent an important energy source and ultimately be a contributor to the obesity 

epidemic. In addition, alcohol may lead to the inhibition of fat oxidation, thus favoring lipid 

storage preferentially in the abdominal area (Buemann and Astrup, 2001). Moreover, it has been 

suggested that shared neurologic molecular pathways are influencing both risk of alcoholism and 

obesity. Hence, a positive relationship between alcohol consumption and body weight might be 

expected. But as outlined, it was hypothesized that one stimulant is adequate meaning that excess 

alcohol or food is ingested to obtain the brain related reward. This would cause an inverse relation 

or a “protective” effect of alcohol in regard to increased body weight. The effect of alcohol on 

body weight and composition has been studied extensively but results from different studies are 

inconclusive. To understand more about the shared molecular pathways that may exist between 

alcohol and obesity, it is important to initially characterize the relationship between these two 

factors in the study cohort of interest. 

Aim 

 Given the many contradictory results on the relation between body weight/body composition and 

alcohol consumption, the aim of this study, was to examine the relationship between alcohol 

consumption, BMI and WHR in the Inter99 cohort, representative of the Danish population. As 

results in men and women have been diverse, we aimed to test the effect in a sex specific manner. 
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Materials and Methods 

Study population 

Participants included in the present study were collected from the population based Danish cohort 

Inter99 comprising 6,782 individuals living in the region of Copenhagen. Inter99 is a randomized 

population-based study cohort, sampled at the Research Centre of Prevention and Health in 

Glostrup. Inter99 was originally designed as a non-pharmacological intervention study on the 

prevention of ischemic heart disease (Jorgensen et al., 2003). A more detailed description of the 

Inter99 cohort can be found in Appendix I. 

Examination procedure 

At the baseline examination, all subjects filled in self-administered questionnaires concerning 

various health related questions including information on alcohol consumption, smoking habits, 

physical activity, education and income. Anthropometric measurements used in this study 

included BMI and WHR. Height (without shoes) and weight was measured in light indoor clothing. 

Waist circumference was measured in an upright position, while hip circumference was measured 

at the widest point. BMI was calculated as weight in kg divided by height in meters squared, while 

WHR was calculated as WC in cm divided by hip circumference in cm (Jorgensen et al., 2003). 

Alcohol consumption 

Participants were asked to report mean amount and type of alcoholic beverage (beer, wine, 

dessert wine and spirits) consumed on a weekly basis in the past 12 months. Following Danish 

standards one beer, one glass of wine or one glass of spirits were approximated to one standard 

drink containing 12 g or 1.5 cl of pure ethanol. Total weekly alcohol intake was calculated by 

summing up weekly intake of beer, wine, dessert wine and spirits. Subsequently, alcohol 

consumption was categorized into six classes of standards drinks per week; 0, >0-4, >4-7, >7-14, 

>14-21, >21. 

Other variables 

Covariates were estimated from the questionnaire. Smoking status was recorded into 4 categories: 

daily smokers, occasional smokers (<1 g of tobacco a day), ex-smokers and never smokers. Dietary 
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habits were recorded into 3 categories: healthy, average and unhealthy based on a validated 

dietary quality score using a 48-item food frequency questionnaire (Toft et al., 2008). Social class 

status was based upon working status and education level categorized into 4 classes: not 

employed with no education, not employed with >1 year of education, employed with no 

education and employed with >1 year of education. Physical activity was defined based on 

commuting and activity level in leisure time categorizing participants into 4 categories: sedentary, 

moderately active, regular exercise and regular vigorous exercise as described in (von Huth Smith 

et al., 2007).   

Statistical methods 

The purpose of the analyses was to estimate the effect of alcohol consumption on overall obesity 

(BMI) and abdominal obesity (WHR), while considering potential confounders. All statistical 

analyses were performed using the RGui version 3.0.1 available at (http://www.r-project.org). 

Alcohol consumption was categorized into 6 classes. Multiple linear regression analysis where 

performed by comparing abstainers with light drinkers and higher levels of drinking with light 

drinkers, using BMI and WHR as continuous response variables. The reference group comprised 

those consuming >0-4 beverages per week. All analyses were performed separately for the two 

genders and included the covariates age, smoking status, dietary habits, social class and physical 

activity. Analyses of WHR also included BMI as a covariate to extract an effect of alcohol on WHR 

independently of the effect of alcohol on BMI.  A significance level of p=0.05 was considered 

significant. 

Results 

General characteristics of the study population 

The general characteristics of the study population are summarized in table 2. The total 

population consisted of 5,894 individuals with available anthropometric measurements and 

completed food frequency questionnaires on alcohol consumption. There was no difference in 

gender distribution with 2,920 participating men (49.5%) and 2,974 participating women (50.5 %). 

Patterns of drinking differed between genders. More women (12%) than men (6%) were 

abstainers. A total of 67.5% of women were drinking within the gender specific safe limits <7 

drinks per week while this was the case for 63.8% of men (<14 drinks per week). 

http://www.r-project.org/
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Values are means (±sd) stratified by sex and 6 classes of weekly intake of standard alcohol drinks. For the four covariates 

smoking, diet, social class and physical activity values are given as % individuals in each category stratified by gender and alcohol 
consumption. 

 

Analyses of alcohol consumption and measures of obesity 

BMI 

The relationship between alcohol consumption and BMI risk score was evaluated, with alcohol 

intake (>0-4) as reference, by use of multiple linear regression adjusted for covariates age, 

smoking status, dietary habits, social class and physical activity. In women, an inverse relationship 

 Table 2 Clinical characteristics of the Inter99 study population according to alcohol intake  

 0 >0-4 >4-7 >7-14 >14-21 >21 Total 

N 561 1,741 889 1,281 673 749 5,894 

Men/women 179/382 617/1,124 385/504 681/600 448/225 610/139 2,920/2,974 

Age (years) 
    Men 
    Women 

 
45.6 ± 7.9 
43.4 ± 8.2 

 
44.4 ± 8.1  
44.7 ± 8.2 

 
45.7 ± 8.1  
46.7 ±7.9 

 
46.7 ± 7.9 
47.2 ± 7.4 

 
 47.4 ± 7.1 
48.0  ± 6.9 

 
48.9 ± 7.9 
47.8 ± 6.3 

 
46.6 ± 7.8 
45.8 ± 8.0 

BMI (kg/m2) 
    Men 
    Women 

 
26.8 ± 4.6 
27.4 ± 6.3 

 
27.0 ± 4.2 
25.9 ± 5.2 

 
26.9 ± 4.3 
25.2 ± 4.4 

 
26.7 ± 3.8 
25.3 ± 4.2 

 
26.5 ± 3.4 
24.8 ± 4.3 

 
26.8 ± 3.9 
25.0 ± 3.5 

 
26.8 ± 4.0 
25.7 ± 5.1 

WHR 
    Men 
    Women 

 
0.92 ± 0.07 
0.80 ± 0.06 

 
0.91 ± 0.07 
0.79 ± 0.06 

 
0.91 ± 0.06 
0.79 ± 0.06 

 
0.91 ± 0.06 
0.80  ± 0.06 

 
0.92 ± 0.06 
0.080 ± 0.06 

 
0.93 ± 0.06 
0.81 ± 0.06 

 
0.92 ± 0.06 
0.80 ± 0.06 

Smoking (%) 
Men / women) 
1 
2 
3 
4 

 
 
45 / 36 
  2 /  3 
18 / 19 
35 / 42 

 
 
31 / 31 
 4  / 4 
25 / 23 
40 / 42 

 
 
33 / 33 
3   / 4 
27 / 25 
37 / 28 

 
 
29 / 33 
 4  / 5 
27 / 28 
40 / 34 

 
 
37 / 48 
 4  / 4 
30 / 29 
29 / 19 

 
 
53 / 54 
4   / 2 
26 / 23 
17 / 21 

 

Diet (%) 
Men / women 
1 
2 
3 

 
 
33 / 15 
59 / 73 
8   / 12 

 
 
20 / 10 
70 / 71 
10 / 19 

 
 
18 / 9 
72 / 73 
10 / 18 

 
 
19 / 9 
70 / 71 
11 / 20 

 
 
17 / 11 
72 / 68 
11 / 21 

 
 
25 / 12 
68 / 70 
7   / 18 

 

Social class (%) 
Men / women 
1 
2 
3 
4 

 
 
10 / 9 
13 / 10 
17 / 16 
60 / 65 

 
 
  1 /  4 
  5 /  7 
13 / 12 
81 / 77 

 
 
 2  / 3 
  5 / 9 
15 /11 
78 / 77 

 
 
1   / 4 
5   / 6 
10 / 11 
84 / 79 

 
 
  2 / 2 
  6 / 9 
10 / 12 
81 / 77 

 
 
 3  / 4 
 8  / 10 
12 / 9 
77 / 77 

 

Physical activity (%) 
Men / women 
1 
2 
3 
4 

 
 
21 / 13 
18 / 24 
49 / 51 
12 / 12 

 
 
12 / 10 
22 / 24 
53 / 52 
13 / 14 

 
 
13 / 10 
25 / 21 
52 / 55 
10 / 14 

 
 
12 / 11 
22 / 24 
53 / 52 
13 /13 

 
 
12 / 8 
23 / 27 
53 / 50 
12 / 15 

 
 
13 / 14 
20 / 20 
56 / 52 
11 / 14 
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between levels of alcohol consumption and BMI was seen, table 3 and figure 2. Compared to the 

reference group (light drinkers 1-4 drinks per week), abstainers had 1.41kg/m2 (β= 1.41 [0.73; 

2.09], p=5.27x10-3) higher BMI, table 3. Women drinking more than 4 units per week had lower 

BMI than the reference group lying between (β= 0.87 [-1.43; -0.31], p=2.36x10-3) and (β= -1.11 [-

1.91; -0.32], p=6.09x10-3), table 3. The inverse relationship seemed to be less steep in groups 

drinking more than 4-7 drinks per week. This indicates that heavy drinking may only have a subtle 

lowering effect on top of moderate drinking, table 3 and figure 2. 

In men, a tendency of an inverse relationship between alcohol and BMI was seen. Men who were 

drinking more than the reference group had on average lower BMI but this association was only 

slightly significant for those drinking 7-14 a week, table 3 and figure 2. 

 

Results are expressed as the effect sizes (β) and 95% CI. All models included baseline age, smoking habits, socioeconomic status, 
physical activity and dietary habits. Analyses performed on WHR also included BMI as a covariate. 
 
 

WHR adjusted for BMI 

The relationship between alcohol consumption and WHR risk score was evaluated, with alcohol 

intake (>0-4) as reference, by use of multiple linear regression adjusted for covariates age, 

Table 3 Associations between alcohol consumption, BMI and WHR stratified according to gender and consumption 
class 

                                        BMI 
___________________________________ 
Effect size (95% CI)           P-value 

                                     WHR 
______________________________________ 
Effect size (95% CI)                      P-value 

Alcohol  
(Drinks/week) 
 
Men 
0 
>0-4 (reference) 
>4-7 
>7-14 
>14-21 
>21 
 
Women 
0 
>0-4 (reference) 
>4-7 
>7-14 
>14-21 
>21 
 
 

 
 
 
 
0.02 [-0.73; 0.789] 
 
-0.18 [-0.72; 0.37] 
-0.23 [-0.67; 0.23] 
-0.55 [-1.03; -0.07] 
-0.09 [-0.58; 0.41] 
 
 
1.41 [0.73; 2.09] 
 
-0.87 [-1.43; -0.31] 
-0.89 [-1.41; -0.67] 
-1.11 [-1.91; -0.32] 
-1.04 [-2.00; -0.08] 

 
 
 
 
P = 0.954 
 
P = 0.528 
P = 0.340 
P = 0.025 
P = 0.734 
 
 
P = 5.27x10

-5 

 

P = 2.36x10
-3

 
P = 8.35x10

-4
 

P = 6.09x10
-3

 
P = 0.03 

 
 
 
 
0.0011 [-0.0092; 0.0115] 
 
-0.0041 [-0.0113; 0.0031] 
-0.0025 [-0.0086; 0.0037] 
0.0015 [-0.0055;0.0086] 
0.0110 [0.0039; 0.0180] 
 
 
-0.000019 [-0.0070; 0.0069] 
 
0.0036 [-0.0026; 0.0097] 
0.0088 [0.0030; 0.0146] 
0.0164 [0.0079; 0.0249] 
0.0209 [0.0105; 0.0313] 

 
 
 
 
P = 0.835 
 
P = 0.262 
P = 0.432 
P = 0.670 
P = 2.43x10

-3
  

 
 
P = 0.996 
 
P = 0.258 
P = 2.98x10

-3
 

P = 1.55x10
-4

 
P = 8.60x10

-5
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smoking status, dietary habits, social class, physical activity and BMI. In women, the relationship 

between alcohol and WHR adjusted for BMI followed a J-shaped curve, figure 3. In women, there 

was no difference in WHR between abstainers and light drinkers (1-4 drinks per week).  With 

increasing alcohol consumption there was an increasing effect on WHR, reaching statistical 

significance at levels 7-14 drinks per week and above, table 3. In men the relationship between 

alcohol consumption and WHR adjusted for BMI also seemed to follow a J-shaped or a u-shaped 

curve, figure 3, though the relationship was only significant at the highest level of drinking >21 

beverages per week (β=0.0110, p=2.43x10-3), table 2. 

 

 
 
Figure 2 The relationship between alcohol intake and BMI. Plotted are the effect sizes (y) from the pairwise linear 
regression analyses between BMI and 6 alcohol consumption classes (x), with (>0-4) serving as the reference. Results 
are shown for men (blue), women (red) and whole sample (black). Results are adjusted for age, smoking status, 
dietary habits, social status and physical activity.  
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Figure 3 The relationship between alcohol intake and WHR. Plotted are the effect sizes (y) from the pairwise linear 
regression analyses between WHR and 6 alcohol consumption classes (x), with (>0-4) serving as the reference. Results 
are shown for men (blue), women (red) and whole sample (black). Results are adjusted for age, smoking status, 
dietary habits, social status and physical activity. 
 
 

Discussion  

In this study, we found increased alcohol consumption to be directly associated with lower BMI in 

women, a trend also observed in men though this was not statistically significant. Moreover, we 

found that higher levels of alcohol consumption were associated with increased WHR in both 

genders with the effect starting at >7 beverages per week in women and >21 beverages per week 

in men. The Danish Health and Medicines Authorities have in their recommendations set the safe 

limit for alcohol consumption to <7 beverages a week in women and <14 in men to minimize the 

adverse effects of alcohol on health (www.sundhedsstyrelsen.dk, 2014). Indeed, based on 

physiological differences between genders, the detrimental effects of alcohol start at a lower dose 

in women than in men (Rehm et al., 2003a), a tendency that also seems to correlate well with 

gender specific increases in WHR.  

 Our findings are in concordance with some previous studies concerning the effects of 

alcohol. The results on WHR are in concordance with results among participants from the 

Copenhagen City Heart Study, a cohort also representative of the Danish population, comprising a 

http://www.sundhedsstyrelsen.dk/
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sample of 2.916 men and 3.970 women. Here it was found that moderate-high alcohol 

consumption (> 28 beverages per week) increased the risk of a high WC in men (OR=1.65) and in 

women (OR=2.16) after a 10 year period, in comparison to the reference group of moderate 

alcohol consumption (1-6 beverages per week) (Vadstrup et al., 2003). Similarly, Lukasiewicz et al. 

also reported a significant positive relationship between total alcohol consumption and WHR in 

both men (n=1.210) and in women (n=1.418). However, in this study the relationship was J-shaped 

and women drinking moderate amounts of alcohol (0-12 g/day) had lower WHR than abstainers 

and women consuming > 12g/day (Lukasiewicz et al., 2005). A similar J- shaped relationship was 

observed between BMI and total alcohol consumption in men but not in women (Lukasiewicz et 

al., 2005). The dichotomous relationship between alcohol consumption and BMI has also been 

established in women. In a study conducted by Colditz et al., including 48,493 participating men 

and 89,538 women, a significant inverse or U-shaped relationship has been found between total 

alcohol consumption and BMI in women (Colditz et al., 1991). In a study performed by Arif et al. 

current drinkers (n=2.942) had much lower odds of obesity (OR=0.75) than non-drinkers (n=2.539). 

Moderate consumption (1 drink/day) was associated with lower odds of overweight (OR=0.75) and 

obesity (OR=0.46), while heavy consumption (≥4 drinks/day) increased the odds of overweight 

(OR=1.30) and obesity (OR=1.46) (Arif and Rohrer, 2005). Interestingly, pattern of consumption did 

also affect risk of obesity. Those engaging in occasional binge drinking actually had greater odds of 

overweight (OR=1.45) and obesity (OR=1.1.77) (Arif and Rohrer, 2005).  

 The above mentioned studies are just a selection of the many findings in this area of 

research. As to the reasons for the inconsistent results found between alcohol consumption and 

obesity, is as yet a matter of speculation. It could perhaps be due to population genetic differences 

or lifestyle related differences such as different consumption patterns among cohorts, which could 

also relate to different social cultures. For instance, type of alcoholic beverage has been found to 

influence body composition differently. Wine has been found to be significantly associated with 

lower WC which stands in contrast to the WC increasing relationship with total alcohol 

consumption (Lukasiewicz et al., 2005; Vadstrup et al., 2003). This effect could however be 

mediated through confounding factors in that wine has been found to associate with a higher 

intake of healthy food items (Tjonneland et al., 1999) or perhaps higher education. Moreover, 

pattern of drinking might also influence the relationship between alcohol and adiposity. In a 
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prospective study, comprising 43.543 individuals, performed in the Danish Diet, Cancer, and 

Health cohort taking into account both frequency and quantity, the odds of central obesity was 

lower among frequent drinkers as compared to those who drank less frequently. A relationship 

which was also seen after the adjustment of amount of alcohol consumed (Tolstrup et al., 2008). 

  Most studies performed so far have estimated overall and central obesity by use of 

BMI, WC and in some instances WHR measurements. In this study central obesity was estimated 

by use of WHR adjusted for BMI. WHR examines fat distribution and is a measure of abdominal fat 

relative to lower body mass. When adjusting for BMI, one is able to identify individuals with a 

large WHR even within the normal range of BMI. By using this measurement as opposed to only 

using WHR or WC we were able to show that alcohol is a risk for increasing WHR independently 

from BMI. Our results suggest that, at least in women, increased alcohol consumption is inversely 

related to overall adiposity, but it is positively related to increased abdominal fat deposition, 

which may be more detrimental for health than is overall adiposity. Alternatively, these 

observations could also be due to the inherent short comings of BMI assessments. High alcohol 

consumption could be associated with lower muscle mass hereby decreasing BMI, illustrating that 

BMI may be a poor measure of obesity. In the future more reliable body composition estimates 

through the use of Dexa scans or MRI scans may elucidate the true relationship between body 

composition and alcohol consumption. 

 Our results obtained for BMI in women support the hypothesis that food and alcohol 

trigger the same reward sites and could thus substitute each other in seek towards reward. In 

women, one could argue that consuming alcohol could be related to a reduced tendency of 

overeating and weight gain. However the fat that is deposited in people consuming high levels of 

alcohol is more likely to be localized to the abdominal area. 

 A study also performed in the Inter99 cohort has investigated the association 

between alcohol intake and diabetes and CHD intermediate risk factors. In this study alcohol 

consumption was significantly associated with diabetes and several risk factors including blood 

pressure, triglyceride levels and total cholesterol levels. These relationships were J-shaped, 

corroborating the hypothesized beneficial effects of low-moderate alcohol consumption on 

metabolic health while excess consumption has adverse effects (Husemoen et al., 2010). These 

findings are in line with results on the effect on obesity obtained in this study in that moderate 
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consumption reduces risk of overall adiposity, while heavy consumption increases risk of central 

adiposity, also a risk factor for metabolic health. It would be very relevant to further investigate 

changes in alcohol consumption over time and the relation to adverse outcomes in this population 

to further understand health risk or benefits. 

 

Strengths and limitations 

When interpreting our result, study limitations need to be considered. First, the validity of self-

reported alcohol intake may be questioned as it can be subject to flaws. It is recognized that 

people, and obese people in particular, have a tendency to underreport energy intake (Lissner, 

2002) which might also include alcohol.  

If underreporting occurs equally at all levels of obesity then the trend should stay the same. If 

underreporting only occurs at higher levels of BMI then it is possible to get an inverse or J-shaped 

relationship. Within the Danish society alcohol consumption is socially acceptable and a traditional 

constituent of the daily dietary pattern, which could perhaps minimize potential underreporting.   

Based on our analyses we cannot conclude what is the cause or consequence. Since alcohol intake 

is a factor very much affected by social factors and lifestyle, it is possible that the relationship 

observed is mediated by confounding factors that we are not able to account for.  Abstainers may 

differ in many other aspects of their lifestyle that may affect body composition. For example, a 

relationship has been found in the CCHS between a healthy diet and wine consumption 

(Tjonneland et al., 1999), a relationship that may explain part of the paradoxical beneficial effect 

of wine on body composition and mortality. Furthermore, in drinking situations abstainers may be 

more likely to consume other caloric beverages/snacks. Thus the inverse relationship between 

BMI and consumption could be a behavioral consequence of not consuming alcohol as much as it 

could be due to alcohol (Yeomans, 2010). The main strength of this study was the relatively large 

sample size with equal number of participants from both genders. Furthermore, this thoroughly 

described cohort allowed the adjustment of several important confounders. A strength in the 

present study, was that the effect of alcohol was evaluated by including the covariates smoking 

habit, physical activity, diet and social class, although residual confounding cannot be eliminated 

entirely, other than in controlled experimental trials.  
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Though the cross-sectional design offers the possibility of large scale analysis with many 

participants and comparison of many different variables, it is a snapshot of time which does not 

provide any information about the time course and effect relationship between variables. The 

Inter99 is a longitudinal study providing 5-y follow-up data. It would be of interest to expand 

existing analyses to include the effects of alcohol consumption on body weight and composition 

over time, furthermore frequency of consumption and types of beverages could be of future 

interest to analyze.  

Conclusion 

In conclusion, we found that alcohol intake is inversely related to BMI in women, but not to the 

same degree in men. Higher levels of consumption were found to be a risk factor for central fat 

deposition in both genders, with the effect being stronger in women. Independently, this study 

does not resolve the question whether alcohol consumption is beneficial for health. It does 

however add to the compiling evidence pointing to an effect of heavy consumption on increasing 

abdominal obesity and light-moderate consumption to protect against overall weight gain. Since 

alcohol has been reported to increase risk of many types of diseases we do not support abstinence 

as a means of weight control. Future research should be directed towards longitudinal studies 

including beverage type and drinking pattern to fully resolve the effects of alcohol over time. 

Hopefully a joint assessment of alcohol’s effect on obesity will form, which should be considered 

in the development of future public health policies. 
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CHAPTER II - GENETIC ANALYSES 

BACKGROUND 

 

GENETICS 
The field of genetics has come a long way since the Austrian monk Johan Gregor Mendel (1822-

1884) through his cross breeding of pea plants discovered the basic laws of heredity. Though his 

findings were not really appreciated until many decades later these concepts have over time 

formed into practical tools for discovering genes underlying human disease. Although some 

specific traits are inherited according to Mendel’s theory it is now recognized that many, especially 

common traits, have much more complex inheritance patterns being affected by multiple genes 

and non-genetic factors. It has thus become  clear that the penetrance of genetic variants that 

contribute to a given disease/trait may cover a wide spectrum of effects ranging from definite 

disease-causing mutations to moderate and weakly predictive genetic variants (Welch, 2011). 

 

Genetic variation 

The human genome consists of approximately three billion base pairs and about 20,500 protein 

coding genes (NIH, 2007). The reference sequence of the human genome, a product of the Human 

Genome Project, was first published in 2001 (Venter et al., 2001). Genetic variation comes in many 

forms the most common being the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in which only one 

nucleotide differs at a single base position. Other examples of human genetic variation are 

structural rearrangements including deletions, insertions and copy number variation as well as 

epigenetic modifications (Abecasis et al., 2012). SNPs are the only source of variation investigated 

in this thesis and only SNPs will therefore be discussed further.  

 The number of recognized SNPs has dramatically changed with improving 

technology. Some 38 million SNPs across several populations have been recognized, which 

includes SNPs at rare frequencies (<0.1%) (Abecasis et al., 2012). Mutations can occur across the 

entire genome. If a polymorphism occurs within the coding region of a gene it can be synonymous 

or non-synonymous. Non-synonymous SNPs alter the amino acid sequence of a protein while 
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synonymous SNPs do not. Moreover, SNPs may modify splicing pattern of a gene. SNPs occurring 

outside coding regions of a gene also have the possibility to affect gene expression through 

functional elements like promoters, enhancers and silencers. Variants reducing fitness will be 

under purifying selection. The rate of non-synonymous mutations is generally lower than the rate 

of synonymous mutations since amino acid changing mutations are more likely to reduce protein 

function, hereby being under negative selection (Gibson, 2011).  

 

Inheritance of complex disease 

Mendelian diseases are mostly caused by rare genetic variants that lead to the impairment of a 

single gene. These variants can follow simple patterns of inheritance being dominant or recessive 

but ultimately these mutations are characterized by their very high penetrance. At the other end 

of the spectrum, lay the complex diseases, such as diabetes, cancer, alcohol use disorder and 

obesity. Even though these diseases have been proven to have a strong genetic component and 

also tend segregate in families, they don’t follow a clear cut Mendelian segregation pattern. 

Complex diseases tend to be multifactorial, resulting from complex interactions between the 

biology and the environment of an individual (Altshuler et al., 2008). 

 Common diseases tend often to have late onset with no or little obvious impact on 

reproductive fitness. Several theories have been proposed attempting to explain the inheritance 

patterns. One such theory is the common disease – common variant (CD-CV) hypothesis. The CD-

CV hypothesis predicts that common variants, with minor allele frequencies (MAF) of >5%, all with 

a modest additive or multiplicative effect, together will contribute to risk of complex disease 

(Lander, 1996; Wang et al., 2005). In relation to BMI, at least 32 common variants have been 

identified. Although, added together these susceptibility variants only explain 1.45% of the 

phenotypic variation equivalent to 2-4% of the heritability they still offer insight into the 

pathogenesis of obesity (Speliotes et al., 2010). An alternative theory is the common disease – rare 

variant (CD-RV) hypothesis. The CD-RV hypothesis states that common disease could be a result of 

several low frequency or rare variants individually rare in the population but with high penetrance. 

Given a sufficiently large number of disease alleles these may confer susceptibility to disease 

(Pritchard, 2001). The allelic spectra of common diseases will probably not be limited to either one 

hypothesis but more likely fall in between these two. 
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Approaches to identify susceptibility variants 

Studies of human genetic variation have undergone extraordinary transformations in the last 

decade. Traditionally, studies seeking to identify variants predisposing to disease have made use 

of two methods; the linkage analysis and the candidate approach. Linkage analyses have been 

fruitful in identifying genes of strong penetrance inherited according to Mendelian ratios. These 

analyses rely on the relatedness of participants and seek evidence of co-segregation across 

generations between phenotype and genetic marker more often than by chance  (Lindgren and 

McCarthy, 2008). The candidate gene approach focuses on a limited number of variants in or 

around pre-selected genes. A candidate gene may be selected a priori based on presumed 

biological function of the gene product, or a gene may be selected according to its position under 

a linkage peak. The defined set of variants is tested in an association study, by comparing allele 

frequencies between cases and controls, to see if there is a correlation between variants and 

phenotype (Tabor et al., 2002). Due to the rapid technological improvements and reduced costs 

the analysis of human variation has shifted from being locus specific to being genome wide, paving 

the way for the genome-wide association studies (GWAS). 

 

Genome-wide association studies  

Advances in genotyping technologies and increasing knowledge of the human genome have paved 

the way for low-cost, high-throughput GWASs. By use of high throughput SNP arrays, GWASs 

simultaneously tests the association of multiple SNPs (up to ~10 million) with disease status or 

trait. Due to the relatively low cost, genotyping arrays have been purchased in large quantities by 

research environments all over the world, thus making it possible to gather a very large sample of 

individuals for association testing and replication. Association testing is usually performed by use 

of a case-control design, e.g. presence or absence of a disease or by use of continuous variables, 

e.g. anthropometric measurements. The GWAS is a means of identifying variation associating with 

a trait in that it assumes no prior hypothesis about biological functions of genes. In that sense, 

GWASs can be considered hypothesis generating, helping to prioritize genes or genomic regions 

worth of further investigation. GWASs rely on the assumption of the CD-CV hypothesis where 

multiple common loci explain a proportion of phenotypic variance. Early SNP-arrays were designed 
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to cover common variation across the genome with focus on variants with frequencies of more 

than 5% in the general population (Stranger et al., 2011).  

  A prerequisite for the development of GWASs was the release of the human genome 

sequence (Lander, 1996) and the subsequent development of an extensive catalogue of common 

sequence variation and  haplotype structure  across the human genome, a collaborative work also 

known as the HapMap project (The International HapMap Consortium, 2005). Important for 

GWASs is the fact that nearby alleles tend to be strongly correlated, being inherited together. The 

non-random association of variants on a chromosome is termed linkage disequilibrium (LD) and a 

particular combination of variants along a chromosome is termed a haplotype. Mutations will arise 

on a particular copy of the chromosome. LD is therefore the result of shared ancestry of 

contemporary chromosomes. Recombination will only slowly (~1 crossover per 100 megabases per 

generation) break up non-random associations between alleles. LD can be assessed by calculating 

the correlation coefficient r2 between SNPs, ranging from 1 (e.g. complete disequilibrium) to 0 

(e.g. no disequilibrium) (The International HapMap Consortium, 2005). LD patterns facilitate the 

selection of relatively few tag SNPs that can serve as proxies for linked variants, when performing 

association studies. Variants examined may therefore not be causal but serve as markers (The 

International HapMap Consortium, 2005). 

 The HapMap project and early GWASs have focused on common SNPs providing very 

little information about rare variants (MAF < 1%). The sequel to the HapMap project was the 1000 

Genomes project seeking to characterize especially rare variants. In this project an extensive 

public catalogue of human genetic variation has been built, by capturing 95% of SNPs at 1% allele 

frequencies. This has been accomplished by sequencing 1092 individuals covering 5 major 

population groups (Europeans, West Africans, Americans, East Asians and South Asians). The full 

project has later included sequencing of 2500 individuals. As of 2012 ~50%, 98% and 99.7% of 

SNPs with frequencies of ~0.1%, 1% and 5%, respectively, have been captured in the above 

mentioned populations. A validated haplotype map thus includes 38 million SNPs, 1.4 million short 

insertion/deletions, and more than 14,000 large deletions (Abecasis et al., 2012). The publicly 

available resource on human genetic variation has provided researches with the opportunity to 

enhance genetic coverage in existing GWAS. By use of a statistical technique called imputation, un-

typed SNPs are inferred from a reference panel, such as HapMap and the 1000 Genomes Project. 
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Based on the densely mapped reference panels, LD and haplotype structures of the human 

genome un-typed SNPs can be tested for association hereby improving genetic coverage (Nielsen, 

2010).  

 The statistical power of a GWAS to detect an association is dependent on the effect 

size of variants, sample size and allele frequency. Effect sizes of common variants are modest with 

most alleles increasing risk by a factor of 1.1-1.5. To illustrate, being able to detect an allele at 20% 

frequency and OR=1.2 will require 8600 samples (Altshuler et al., 2008). To overcome this 

limitation GWASs have been pooled into meta-analysis, greatly increasing sample size and power 

to detect risk alleles of modest effect size. Since GWASs involve many association tests, multiple 

hypothesis testing is an important consideration. In this regard, the conventional p<0.05 will not 

suffice. A more stringent significance threshold is needed to distinguish true findings from chance 

findings. The conservative Bonferroni correction has become the golden standard of significance 

threshold where the conventional p-value is divided by the number of independent tests 

performed. In a GWAS setting the Bonferroni correction is based on 1 million SNPs which gives a p-

value of 5x10-8 (reviewed in (Stranger et al., 2011)). Besides Bonferroni correcting, another 

method to reduce the number of false positives is the multistage GWAS design. First, genome-

wide scans will be performed in an initial cohort where after SNPs reaching at least nominal 

significance will be replicated in a second cohort (Pearson and Manolio, 2008). Although GWAS 

studies include internal replication phases, subsequent validation in other well powered study 

populations will still be necessary to truly validate positive associations. 

 In our search for mutations underlying disease, one of the next steps is an even 

greater resolution of the human genome. GWASs are not able to provide full coverage of rare 

alleles. By use of the sequencing approach we are now able to create population specific 

catalogues of common and rare variation. Whole genome sequencing (WGS) and whole exome 

sequencing (WES) will in the future provide the tools for testing the association between very rare 

variants and complex disease. Already, WES has been proven applicable for clinical diagnosis of 

genetic disorders. It has been shown that de novo mutations and copy number variation 

contributes substantially to autism spectrum disorder explaining 30% of all and 45% of female 

diagnosis (Iossifov et al., 2014). Over the coming years, the use of WGS and WES will be likely to 
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expand significantly hopefully providing a deeper understanding of the genetic architecture of 

human disease.  

 

Genetic discoveries in obesity 

Obesity is in most cases not a monogenic disease but some rare monogenic forms of obesity have 

been revealed. Many of these genes which includes the leptin receptor (LEPR) gene,  MC4R and 

POMC are expressed in the hypothalamus and constitute part of the leptin-melanocortin pathway 

which is crucial for energy homeostasis, reviewed in (Walley et al., 2009). The fact that many 

mutant genes resulting in monogenic obesity are indeed inolveed in the leptin-melanocortin 

pathway could lend support to the idea that obesity is in part a neurobehavioral disorder caused 

by defects in neuronal control of appetite and food intake (Walley et al., 2009). 

 As technology developed genetic studies aimed at elucidating the genetic basis of 

complex obesity has progressed. In many years the success was limited but in 2007 the first GWAS 

of BMI was performed which identified a SNP situated within the fat mass and obesity associated 

gene (FTO), a former candidate gene (Frayling et al., 2007). Individuals homozygous for the 

common A risk allele of FTO weigh on average 3 kg more than non-carriers (Frayling et al., 2007). 

As to the possible mechanistic workings in driving excess energy intake,  

FTO, with demethylase properties, has been found to influence the methylation of ghrelin mRNA 

which might affect expression levels of this circulating protein (Karra et al., 2013). On a behavioral 

level, homozygous rs9939609 AA risk carriers were found to have higher circulating levels of the 

orexigenic acyl-ghrelin as compared to controls leading to attenuated postprandial appetite 

reduction. Moreover, AA carriers were found to have increased FTO mRNA expression in 

peripheral blood cells and reduced ghrelin mRNA methylation and increased ghrelin mRNA (Karra 

et al., 2013). 

 To generate more statistical power for the detection of low-penetrance, common 

variants pooling studies together in meta-analysis such as the international consortium of Genetic 

Investigation of Anthropometric Traits (GIANT) many more variant shave been associated with 

obesity. Until recently, as many as 80 different loci have been found to associate with various 

adiposity phenotypes (Grarup et al., 2014). A published GWAS meta-analyses including 339,224 

individuals from 125 studies has just identified 97 BMI associated SNPs whereof 56 are novel. 
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Identified SNPs passing strict, probably over-corrected, association statistics explained ~2.7% of 

BMI variation. Including SNPs of higher p-values could explain as much as 21% of variance, which 

means that there is still a lot of potential common variants left to be discovered (Locke et al., 

2015a). Similarly, a meta-analysis on WHR adjusted for BMI performed in up to 210,088 individuals 

from 101 previous GWAS and MetaboChip studies has identified 49 SNPs, whereof 33 are novel 

(Shungin et al., 2015). Pathway analyses reinforce the already hypothesized functional role of BMI 

associated variants. The most strongly BMI loci enriched gene sets include CNS pathways, related 

to synaptic function, neurotransmitter signaling including glutamate, dopamine and GABA (γ-

aminobutyric acid) receptor activity (Locke et al., 2015a). Loci identified in relation to WHR adj. 

BMI were enriched for genes expressed in adipocytes. Moreover, pathway analyses implicated 

these gene sets with adipogenesis, angiogenesis, transcriptional regulation all processes affecting 

fat distribution (Shungin et al., 2015). Enrichment analyses are thus suggesting an 

overrepresentation of developmental genes regulating central adipocyte fat deposition 

contrasting the hypothalamic regulation of overall obesity. It seems that fat distribution is 

independently regulated from overall obesity. Indeed, the regulation of WHR seems to be 

particularly gender dimorphic with effects being stronger in women (Heid et al., 2010; Shungin et 

al., 2015). The complete etiology of obesity is still not understood, but slowly the molecular 

mechanisms of obesity are being unraveled, further exploration of affected transcripts and 

pathways are still needed to fully understand their potential link with obesity.  

 

Genetic discoveries in alcohol use disorder 

Just as obesity, AUD is a complex disease not following Mendelian segregation. Alcohol intake has 

been shown to interfere with endocrine hormone levels, likely through its inhibitory effect on 

orexigenic ghrelin secretion and induced secretion of the satiety hormone Leptin (Calissendorff et 

al., 2005; Pravdova et al., 2009). Unlike obesity, the AUD has not been found to have any subtypes 

of monogenic phenotypes. Though alcohol may have small effects on homeostatic control, it is 

unlike food, not a necessity to survival and may therefore not be as extensively regulated as food 

consumption. Despite a clear contribution of heritability to the vulnerability of alcoholism and 

alcohol consumption (Heath et al., 1997; Swan et al., 1990), GWA methods have only recently 

been applied to gene mapping of alcohol abuse. 
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 Genes with the greatest contribution to alcoholism vulnerability and consumption 

constitute part of the alcohol metabolizing apparatus. The best known risk loci are found within 

the alcohol dehydrogenase 1B (ADH1B) gene and aldehyde dehydrogenase 2 (ALDH2) (Li et al., 

2011; Li et al., 2012). The ADH enzyme converts alcohol to the toxic byproduct acetaldehyde while 

ALDH converts acetaldehyde into acetate. Thus, dysfunction in any of these proteins lead to 

increased levels of acetaldehyde which is the cause of toxic effects including flushing, elevated 

heart rate and nausea. This means that individuals having genetic variants leading to dysfunctional 

alcohol degradation are likely to limit their alcohol consumption due to the experience of more 

toxic effects.  

 A few identified candidate genes act on neurobiological mechanisms such as reward 

and behavioral control pathways. For instance, the catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) gene, a 

metabolizer of catecholamine’s, including dopamine, has been found to modulate the vulnerability 

of alcoholism. A common risk allele (MAF~40%) is responsible for a three-fold reduction of enzyme 

activity. In a small study on late-onset alcoholics from Turku (n=67) and Kupio (n=56) in Finland, 

the frequency of the low activity allele was significantly lower as compared to controls (n=3140). A 

possible mechanistic explanation is that ethanol-induced euphoria is the result of rapid dopamine 

release. Those with the low activity Methionine allele, which results in low dopamine inactivation 

rate, are more prone to develop ethanol-dependence via dysfunctional dopaminergic 

neurotransmission (Tiihonen et al., 1999). 

 Genes affecting the dopaminergic systems response to alcohol have been implicated 

in alcohol dependence. The dopamine receptor (DRD2) gene rs1800497 T minor allele, present in 

∼28% of the population (Noble, 2000), has been found to have a small effect on risk of alcoholism 

(OR=1.21, 95%-CI: 1.13-1.30, p<0.001) (Munafo et al., 2007). It has been demonstrated that a 

likely physiological effect is reduced dopamine receptor levels (Noble et al., 1991). These results 

are in line with PET studies that link brain DRD2 receptor deficiencies to addictive behaviors. The 

view is that the inefficient dopaminergic rewarding properties of the T allele renders carriers more 

susceptible to abusive behavior to increase brain dopamine levels (Noble, 2000). By use of PET, 

elevated striatal dopamine activation was found in risk allele carriers in response to alcohol. The 

risk variant is thus proposed to be a genetic determinant of dopamine’s response to alcohol, with 

this allele enhancing sensitivity to reward (Ramchandani et al., 2011). Also the µ-opioid receptor 
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(OPRM1) gene rs1799971 G risk allele contributes to risk of alcohol dependence and has been 

found at higher frequencies in subjects diagnosed with an AUD in comparison to controls (Miranda 

et al., 2010). 

 A group of SNPs within the γ-amino butyric acid receptor A2 (GABRA2) gene that 

encodes the GABAA receptor have been shown to associate with risk of alcohol dependence 

(Edenberg et al., 2004; Li et al., 2014). This receptor conveys signals from the inhibitory 

neurotransmitter GABA. The receptor is sensitive to ethanol and is believed to mediate several 

effects of alcohol, including alcohols sedative and anxiety reducing effects, disruption of motor 

coordination, tolerance and dependence (Edenberg et al., 2004; Li et al., 2014).  

 So far, published GWAS results on AUDs have been limited. Few SNPs have passed 

the stringent genome-wide significance threshold and those passing have rarely been replicated. 

The limited genes and SNPs identified by use of GWASs have had little overlap with previous 

findings. The so far largest GWAS study performed on alcohol dependence, including 16,087 

individuals, has identified SNPs within the alcohol metabolizing genes ADH1B and alcohol 

dehydrogenase 4 (ADH4) gene cluster in Caucasians (Gelernter et al., 2014a). A few additional 

genes such as PECR, KCNJ6 and AUTS2 have been found to associate with alcohol consumption or 

dependence and other endo-phenotypes. What all these genes have in common are their 

implications in neuronal processes, through which alcohol use disorders likely occur (Edenberg 

and Foroud, 2013).   

 The GWAS performances on AUDs have been somewhat disappointing. A big 

challenge is the fact that the diagnosis of an AUD is very heterogeneous and has changed over 

time. Furthermore, sample sizes have been limited which is possibly why several proposed 

candidate genes associated with AUDs have not been identified by GWAS. Novel methods 

integrating GWAS results and gene-network based analyses hold promise as to the identification 

of functional gene networks and pathways associated with AUD. This method has recently 

identified a gene network enriched with genes related to neuronal systems (Han et al., 2013). 

 

Obesity and addiction – similarities 

GWASs have demonstrated that pleiotropy is a very common property of genes and SNPs 

associated with various diseases. Actually it has been estimated that approximately 16.9% and 
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4.6% of identified genes and SNPs, respectively, for a range of traits and diseases, show pleiotropic 

effects (Sivakumaran et al., 2011) suggesting shared etiologies between previously unrelated 

diseases. Obesity and alcohol use have been proposed to overlap through corresponding 

neurological pathways. If this holds true, there could be shared genetic predisposition as well. 

Many genes have been identified relating to obesity (Locke et al., 2015a; Shungin et al., 2015) 

while only few loci have been genome-wide significant in relation to alcohol dependence and 

consumption (Edenberg and Foroud, 2013; Gelernter et al., 2014b).  

 Smaller studies have explored the contribution of specific variants in relation to 

addiction and obesity, where especially genes that constitute part of the dopaminergic pathways 

have been proposed to overlap with both diseases. Given the reinforcing properties of food, the 

involvement of the DRD2 rs1800497 T allele, associated with AUD, has also been assessed for its 

involvement with obesity. Indeed, lower striatal brain levels of dopamine receptors are found 

within obese individuals which suggests that a hypo-functional dopaminergic system might 

underlie obesity (Wang et al., 2001b). The OPRM1 gene constitutes part of the opioid system 

which has an important role in mediating the palatability of food. The rs1799971 G risk allele has 

also been reported to be associated with obesity, binge eating and the preference for foods high 

in sugar and fat (Davis et al., 2011; Davis et al., 2009). One study did try to replicate the two 

specific variants rs1800497 (DRD2) and rs1799971 (OPRM1) in a larger population based study 

with BMI as outcome. By combining BMI data across children (n=3,720) and mothers (n=2,460) 

DRD2 rs1800497 was not significantly associated with BMI (p=0.9), nor was OPRM1 rs1799971 

(p=0.4) (Hardman et al., 2014). Discrepancies may be due to previous findings being false 

positives, which is a serious problem especially with small sample sizes, but could also be the 

result of sample heterogeneity.   

 Recently, also variants within FTO have been linked to alcohol consumption and 

addiction.  Among drinkers, rs9939609 was inversely correlated with lower mean ethanol 

consumption with a decrease of 0,21g/day (p=0.012).  This variant was also inversely correlated 

with alcohol dependence (Sobczyk-Kopciol et al., 2011). Additional SNPs in FTO have also been 

found to be inversely associated with alcohol dependence (Wang et al., 2013). These findings do 

corroborate the hypothesis that obesity or overeating may provide protection against alcohol 

addiction through competition for reward sites (Kleiner et al., 2004). It has recently been shown 
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that dopamine receptors D2R and D3R in mice with a dopamine neuron specific deletion of FTO 

have reduced activation upon cocaine stimulation (Hess and Bruning, 2014). The result suggests a 

role of FTO in reward-related hedonic food uptake, with reduced activity possibly leading to 

compensation through increased food intake.    

 Neurotransmitter signaling including the GABA receptor has, as described earlier in 

relation to AUD, has also been proposed as a mechanism through which BMI is modulated. 

Indeed, GWAS based enrichment analyses highlight pathways within the CNS which are especially 

enriched gene sets include those responsible for neurotransmitter signaling including dopamine 

and GABA receptor activity (Locke et al., 2015a). 

 GWAS analyses have not been able to robustly associate plausible candidate genes 

with either obesity or alcohol dependence or consumption, except for FTO with obesity, and these 

genes are not amongst the present GWAS signals. Especially analyses on alcohol phenotypes are 

suffering from small sample sizes (Gelernter et al., 2014b). Moreover, no systematic investigation 

of all obesity related SNPs has been tested in relation to alcohol consumption. To test the 

hypothesis of shared reward sites I will in the following study II.A and II.B describe my analyses of 

a genetic overlap between measures of obesity and alcohol taking two approaches.  

In study II.A I will test if a genetic risk of obesity affects amount of alcohol consumed. Moreover, I 

will test if alcohol consumption and a genetic risk of obesity through interaction effects affect risk 

of obesity or distribution of fat. In my study II.B I will take the opposite approach. From genes in a 

network related to alcohol addiction I will test if variants within these associate with measures of 

obesity. Before reaching studies II.A and II.B, a description of experimental procedures and 

methods in common for the studies will be outlined. 

 

 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND QUALITY CONTROL 
When planning a genetic study, the frequency of alleles and their effect sizes must be taken into 

account when considering sample sizes needed to discover statistically significant variants. 

Complex diseases which are affected by multiple alleles of small effect sizes necessitate testing of 

genetic markers in a large sample. For me to be able to perform these analyses, large population 

cohorts have been collected. Sampling and genotyping of these are the fruits of many years of 
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labor. My experimental contribution to the NNF-CBMR data collection has been through 

genotyping of subjects from other cohorts than what is used for genetic analyses in this thesis.  

 During my master thesis project I have been genotyping individuals from the Diet, 

Cancer and Health (DCH) cohort. This cohort includes data on 57,053 Danish adults with detailed 

information on lifestyle, health and demography including 13 year follow-up information. 5,500 

T2D cases and 9,500 randomly selected controls from this phenotypically well-described cohort 

have been selected for genotyping. The overall aim is to apply genome-wide variant genotyping to 

identify interactions between gene variants and lifestyle factors on T2D-risk. Genotyping has been 

performed on the Illumina HumanCoreExome BeadChip. 

 Genotyping procedures are standardized and the genotyping that I have performed is 

in accordance with the protocols used on the cohorts used in my thesis, procedures which I will 

describe in the following. Furthermore, a general description of the genotyping and quality control 

(QC) procedures will be described.  

 

Genotyping arrays 

The genetic analyses performed as part of my experimental work has been done using the Illumina 

HumanCoreExome BeadChip, which provides genome-wide coverage of common variation tagged 

by 240,000 SNPs, and another 240,000 common and rare variants providing a dense coverage of 

the functionally most relevant exonic regions, approximating 500,000 SNPs. Experimental 

protocols are similar for the various chips. In the laboratory the preparation of the 

HumanCoreExome BeadChip includes loading of DNA samples, staining with fluorescent dyes, 

which is performed by a Texan pipetting robot. Subsequently, chips are scanned on the Illumina 

HiScan by use of an AutoLoader to ensure high reproducibility of results. Amounts of DNA may 

vary from chip to chip but ~300 ng have been used for this BeadChip. 

Data which I have worked with as part of my thesis have been genotyped on three different 

genotyping arrays. 

 The Metabochip is a genotyping array designed to follow up on already identified 

GWAS association signals on 23 traits, including diabetes, height, blood pressure etc. Containing 

approximately 200,000 SNPs the Metabochip aims at replicating SNPs showing nominal 

associations in GWAS analyses and enable fine mapping already established loci. Moreover, many 
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other SNPs have been added on this array for other reasons specified by the consortia members 

(Voight et al., 2012).   

 The Exomechip is also a specially designed genotyping array. The polymorphisms 

aggregated on this chip are based on querying the exomes sequenced in ~12.000 individuals for 

variants. The Exomechip contains ~250.000 nonsense, missense and splice site variants with a 

MAF of ≤1%. In this manner, functional and rare variants can be studied in large sample sizes in an 

economically feasible manner (www.genome.sph.umich.edu, 2014). 

 The Illumina 610 k quad chip was used on the ORG-ADIGEN case-control sample. 

After data cleaning 545,349 SNPs remained for further analysis, making this a true genome-wide 

association analysis with SNPs representing the whole genome (Paternoster et al., 2011). 

 

Genotyping and calling 

Genotyping of participants has been performed by use of the Illumina HiScan system 

(www.support.illumina.com, 2015). Many DNA samples from a study cohort will be run which 

necessitates the partitioning of samples into small batches when analyses are run. A masterplate is 

a welled plate that can hold 96 samples. Individuals are plated randomly to avoid any systematic 

bias due to genotyping also called batch effects. Subsequently these will be distributed onto 

beadchips following a specific order ready for genotyping. To keep track of individuals all chips are 

added a barcode which makes it possible to go back to the original data if any spurious results or 

systematic biases turn up during QC procedures. 

 The sequencing workflow is based on three steps distributed across three days. On 

day 1 DNA samples are denatured and amplified followed by fragmentation. On day two DNA 

fragments are precipitated and re-suspended, ready for subsequent hybridization onto BeadChips. 

Beadarray microarray technology utilizes small silica beads assembled into wells which are 

covered with thousands of specific oligonucleotides that bind specifically to complimentary DNA 

sequence fragments. Different reagents supplied by Illumina are added to facilitate allele specific 

enzymatic single-base extension. Added nucleotides are dual-color labeled with fluorescent 

staining. Upon laser excitement, the nucleotide label emits a signal that is detectible by the HiScan 

imaging system which records color and signal intensity (www.technology.illumina.com, 2015), for 

an overview see fig. 4.  

http://www.genome.sph.umich.edu/
http://www.support.illumina.com/
http://www.technology.illumina.com/
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Figure 4 Assay overview. On BeadChips silica beads are covered with specific oligonucleotides whereupon DNA 

fragments bind. After the single base extension of labeled nucleotides, the scanner records the fluorescent color signal 

representing various genotypes (Modified from www. technology.illumina.com). 

 

Upon genotyping, generated data can be further analyzed using a genotype calling algorithm 

software. Recorded images of SNP intensity data from the chip are imported into the 

GenomeStudio software. From the Illumina data the two values Theta (x) and R (y) are supplied 

which can be used to visualize the genotype clustering in a geno-plot for all individuals 

simultaneously. 

 A cluster file for the SNP rs12912971 from the Health06 cohort genotyped on the 

metabochip is illustrated in fig. 5. The Theta value is the same as the B allele frequency ranging 

from 0 to 1, which represents the fraction of bases genotyped as the B allele where 0, 0,5 and 1 

refer to the genotypes AA, AB or BB, respectively. The R value represents the fluorescence 

intensity value of that probe of that sample. A standard cluster position is provided by Illumina 

and obtained values are plotted relative to this. Ideally, three perfect points would be created 

from the genotype reads, but since the technology and underlying chemistry is not a 100% 

accurate we will hopefully observe 3 fairly well separated cluster clouds, indicating good data 

(Gondro et al., 2013). SNPs outside all of the three expected clusters will be set as missing for the 

particular individual. In this manner, all SNPs on a chip will be analyzed and genotypes for 

individuals will be assigned (called). 
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Figure 5 Clusterplot of the rs12912971 allele in the Health cohort genotyped on the Metabochip. The normalized 

Theta value is the ratio of signal intensities assayed for the A and B alleles against the normalized R value representing 

signal intensity. Subjects cluster within one of three genotypes can be homozygous AA carriers (red) heterozygous AB 

carriers (purple) and homozygous BB carriers (blue). Individuals with genotype callings outside the expected clusters 

(black dots) will are defined as missing and removed from subsequent analysis. 

Quality Control 

Once genotypes have been called several QC procedures must be performed. One advantage of 

large sample size and chip data is the huge amount of genotype information enabling crucial QC 

steps to be performed which can detect and remove poor samples and SNPs. These are crucial 

steps, since small systematic errors can in a large sample result in many false positive findings. 

 

SNP quality control 

Call rate 

A first important step is the removal of bad quality markers and samples. The call rate is a measure 

of the genotyping efficiency and is used to prune data on an individual level and on a marker level. 

On SNP level genotyping efficiency is a good indicator of marker quality. SNPs with a call rate 

below 95% will be excluded from further analyses (Turner et al., 2011).  
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Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 

The Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) theory states that allele frequencies and genotype 

frequencies will remain stable from one generation to the next under specific assumptions such as 

random mating, an infinitely large sample size, no selection, mutation or genetic drift and etc. If 

some of these forces occur, the HWE may be disrupted resulting in the disequilibrium of allele 

frequencies (Anderson et al., 2010; Turner et al., 2011). Departures from the HWE may thus be 

indicative of population stratification or potential genotyping errors which is why markers that 

deviate substantially from the HWE should be excluded from analysis. However, deviations from 

the HWE may also be due to selection, so that a variant may actually be associated with disease 

(Anderson et al., 2010; Turner et al., 2011). When testing for HWE the significance, threshold is 

based on the Bonferroni corrected value of (0.05/ number of markers) with a HWE p-value<10-6. 

Individual quality control 

Call rate 

Again, the call rate is a measure of genotyping efficiency and, for individuals, a large proportion of 

SNPs failing genotype calling can be indicative of poor quality DNA. A recommended call rate 

efficiency threshold for individuals is 95%, after first excluding poor quality markers (Turner et al., 

2011). 

Sex check 

An important step is checking for potential sample id problems which could result from a mix up 

during sample handling. An X chromosome heterozygosity rate can be used to compare the 

reported sex of an individual against the genetic sex. If an individual for example is recorded as a 

female but is homozygous for all X markers, this could be due to an erroneous gender label or a 

more serious labeling error with DNA being linked to the wrong phenotype. In case of miss-

specified gender these will be removed from analyses.  

Sample relatedness 

Closely related individuals induce correlation structures that might inflate the amount of false 

positive (type I) and false negative (type II) errors in downstream analysis if unaccounted for. 

Using dense marker data enables the computation of pairwise kinship estimates which can detect 

these cryptic structures. Furthermore, sample duplicates will be detected in using this procedure. 

Identity by descent (IBD) is a measure of the proportion of loci where two individuals share 0, 1 or 
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2 alleles. Monozygotic twins or duplicate samples share 2 alleles at every locus (IBD=1). Individuals 

sharing 0 alleles at every locus are unrelated (IBD=0). Parent-child pairs share 1 allele at every 

locus (IBD=0.5). For siblings, 0, 1 or 2 alleles are on average shared in 25%, 50% and 25% of the 

genome, respectively (IBD=0.5). Second degree relatives such as half-siblings, grandparents and 

grandchild have an IBD=0.25, while third degree relatives like cousins have an IBD=0.123 which 

eventually merges with the background population. An empirical relatedness threshold between 

second and third degree relatives (IBD=0.1875) is a practical division (Weale, 2010).    

Population outliers                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

While most of the human genome is identical between individuals, variations in evolutionary 

history have left subtle genetic differences between populations. Population stratification is 

defined as the presence of allele frequency differences between populations. When performing 

genetic association analyses, population stratification may lead type I errors, that is, spurious 

results arising from differences in ancestry rather than allelic differences of importance for the 

disease. It can also be causing low power to find true associations leading to type II errors (Turner 

et al., 2011). One means to avoid population stratification is choosing a study group that is drawn 

from a homogenous population, as has been done with the study groups in this thesis.  

 To illustrate the degree of population structure in these studies, multidimensional 

scaling plots (MDS) have been created, capable of detecting population structure, see figure 6. 

Individuals genotyped on the Exomechip, from the Danish cohorts Inter99, Health06 and Helath08, 

(black dots) have been plotted alongside 7 other defined worldwide populations gathered from 

the 1000 Genomes project using PLINK. Using ancestry informative markers (AIMs), distributed 

across the exomechip, ancestry is estimated. AIMs are markers that have significantly different 

frequencies among two or more populations used to distinguish these (Liu et al., 2013). To 

construct the plot, Plink measures distance based on genome-wide pairwise identity-by-state 

(IBS), which can subsequently be converted into a genetic distance and plotted. Those who are 

genetically more similar will cluster together, while those that are more dissimilar will cluster 

further away. In figure 3, the first dimension MDS1 (x-axis), represents the largest SNP based 

variance and shows that the African population (green) clusters the farthest away from the Danish 

(black) and European (red) populations. The second dimension (MDS2) (y-axis) also distinguishes 

the East Asian (blue) population from the Danish and European populations. The plot clearly 
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confirms that used study participants cluster within the European populations. Though this study 

sample clusters nicely within the European population, smaller stratification patterns may still be 

important to correct for in the analyses (Turner et al., 2011). 

 

Figure 6 MDS plot of Danish study sample plotted against curated populations derived from the 1000 Genomes 

project. MDS plot of the matrix of genome-wide IBS distance. The two dimension MDS1 (x-axis) and MDS2 (y-axis) 

represent the largest genetic variation. 7 population clusters are defined. Group 1 represents Europeans (EUR), group 

2 East Asians (EAS), group 3 Africans (AFR), group 4 Colombians (CLM), group 5 Mexicans residing in LA, USA (MXL), 

group 6 Puerto Ricans (PUR), group 7 African Americans (ASW) and group 8 Danes (DAN).  

 

 Principal component analyses (PCA) is another method to address population 

stratification in large-scale studies. By using genome-wide genotype data, sample variation will be 

broken down into 10 axes, also called principal components, that capture as much of the 

variability as possible. When performing association analysis the top principal components can be 

included as covariates and the model can thus be adjusted for population structure (Price et al., 

2006). In study II.B I have adjusted for the top 4 PCAs constructed. 
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STUDY II.A 

INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF OBESITY RISK GENE VARIANTS 
ON ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION 

 

Introduction 

Epidemiological studies have found correlations between alcohol consumption and obesity. 

Inconsistent results have not enabled us to draw any final conclusions since studies have found 

positive, negative and no relationship between alcohol consumption and obesity in men and 

women (Sayon-Orea et al., 2011). In the analyses in study I, alcohol consumption was in the 

Inter99 cohort found to be significantly associated with BMI in women but not in men, though the 

relationship followed the same trend. The relationship was inverse; abstainers had higher BMI 

than moderate consumers, while heavier consumption was associated with lower BMI. Heavy 

alcohol consumption was however found to increase risk of a larger WHR independently of BMI in 

men and women.  

 Similarities between alcohol consumption, addiction and obesity have been 

proposed pointing towards possible common neural mechanisms (Volkow and O'Brien, 2007; 

Volkow et al., 2008). Taken together, results are suggesting the possibility that alcohol and food 

consumption are actually competing for overlapping reward sites, including the dopaminergic 

pathways, in the brain. Furthermore, studies are also demonstrating the possible homeostatic 

similarities between control of food consumption and alcohol intake such as the inhibition of 

ghrelin secretion, responsible for food seeking behavior, upon alcohol consumption (Calissendorff 

et al., 2005) which could explain the inverse relationship between moderate consumption and 

BMI. However, we also show in Inter99 that measures of abdominal obesity increases at least in 

women with increasing alcohol consumption, suggesting that alcohol intake may be affecting the 

body composition in a non-healthy way although decreasing BMI. 

 Accumulating evidence linking obesity and alcohol consumption and addiction could 

be suggestive of a genetic overlap. For instance, the obesity FTO rs993960 risk allele has been 

found to be inversely associated with AUD. Also other variants within the FTO gene have been 

inversely associated with AUD (Sobczyk-Kopciol et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013).  
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 Previous studies have demonstrated that combining multiple identified loci into a 

genetic risk score may improve disease prediction and statistical power to find associations 

(Weedon et al., 2006). It has not been investigated how the cumulative genetic risk of obesity 

affects alcohol consumption in the general population. As shown in study I, BMI and WHR adjusted 

for BMI are differently related to alcohol consumption in Inter99. Thus it is important to evaluate 

the effect of BMI increasing variants isolated from the effect of loci related specifically to 

abdominal adiposity as estimated from WHR adjusted for BMI. A potential effect should also be 

evaluated in men and women separately as we find that the relationship between alcohol 

consumption and obesity measures are not equal among men and women. With this in mind, the 

aim of this study was to test the combined genetic effect of established obesity variants on alcohol 

consumption in a Danish population sample. 

Aims 

The three major aims of this study were to; 

1. Examine the potential cumulative effect of 32 confirmed BMI associated variants, on alcohol 

consumption. 

2. Investigating the effect of 16 confirmed central adiposity associated variants, 2 relating to WC and 

14 to WHR adjusted for BMI, on alcohol consumption, by the construction of a genetic risk score.  

3. Test for an interaction effect between WHR risk score and alcohol intake on WHR. Likewise, an 

interaction effect between BMI risk score and alcohol intake on BMI levels will be investigated. 

Materials and Methods 

Study population 

Individuals included in the present study were obtained from the Danish Inter99 cohort 

comprising 6,782 participants living in the region of Copenhagen. The inter99 cohort is a 

population-based randomized non-pharmacological intervention study on the prevention of 

ischemic heart disease (Jorgensen et al., 2003). 6,121 individuals were genotyped whereof 5,951 

Individuals had available information on full genotypes, with these being eligible for further 

analyses. More information on the study cohort can be found in Appendix I.  
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Assessment of alcohol consumption and covariates 

The outcome variable alcohol consumption was as, previously described in Study I, categorized 

into six classes of standards drinks per week; 0, >0-4, >4-7, >7-14, >14-21, >21. Similarly, 

descriptions of the covariates smoking status, dietary habits, social class and physical activity can 

be found in Study I.  

SNP selection and genotyping 

SNPs were selected based on their previous genome-wide significant association with adult 

adiposity in the European population, including the measurements of BMI, WC and WHR adjusted 

for BMI. For those SNPs not represented on the Metabochip a proxy search was performed based 

on the 1000 Genome Pilot 1 data and LD was estimated using SNAP (SNP Annotation and Proxy 

Search) provided by the Broad Institute (www.broadinstitute.org, 2014). Proxy SNPs had 

correlation coefficients of (r2≥0.70). The identified SNPs represented 32 loci known to be 

associated with BMI (Speliotes et al., 2010), 2 loci associated with WC (Chambers et al., 2008; 

Heard-Costa et al., 2009)  and 15 loci associated with WHR adjusted for BMI (Heid et al., 2010), 

which generated 48 non-redundant SNPs. For more information on chosen SNPs and the genes 

they reside in, see Appendix III table III.1. All SNPs conformed to the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 

and were eligible for further analysis (p>0.001).  

Genetic risk score 

Genetic risk scores were used to evaluate if there was a cumulative effect of obesity related alleles 

on alcohol consumption. Two un-weighted genetic risk scores were calculated under the 

assumption of similar effects of all alleles, one including 32 BMI-associated variants the other one 

including 14 WHR alleles as well as 2 WC alleles. The genetic risk scores were calculated as the 

total number of alleles associated with the given risk-factor, summarizing the burden of genetic 

variants carried per individual. 

Statistical methods 

All regression analyses were performed using the RGui version 3.0.1 available at (http://www.r-

project.org), while HWE tests were performed in PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007). Multinomial logistic 

regression models were used to estimate the cumulative effect of obesity risk scores on alcohol 

consumption adjusting for age, smoking status, dietary habits, social class and physical activity. 

Moreover, performed analyses with BMI risk scores were adjusted for BMI, while performed 

http://www.broadinstitute.org/
http://www.r-project.org/
http://www.r-project.org/
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analyses with WHR risk scores were adjusted for BMI and WHR. No transformation of data was 

performed. Alcohol consumption class was the outcome variable with consumption class >0-4 set 

as reference. These tests were performed independently in both sexes. A significance threshold of 

p<0.05 was considered statistically significant.  

 The interaction effects of adiposity risk scores and alcohol consumption on the 

outcome variables WHR and BMI were tested by including the interaction term (alcohol 

consumption x risk score) in the analyses. Analyses of variance were tested by use of a one-way-

ANOVA test. This analysis was performed in men and women, adjusted for the covariates age, 

smoking, dietary habits, social class and physical activity. Moreover, analyses on WHR were also 

adjusted for BMI.  

 

Results 

Calculation of risk scores 

The 32 BMI SNPs were used to calculate a genetic risk score, which was normally distributed 

(mean: 29.43 ±3,46; range 14 to 43), figure 7. Similarly, the 14 WHR and 2 WC SNPs were used to 

calculate a genetic risk score which also conformed to the normal distribution (mean: 16.13 ±2.65; 

range 6 to 25), figure 8.  
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Figure 7 The histogram represents the distribution of risk allele counts in participants, based on the BMI risk score. 

 

 

 

Figure 8 The histogram represents the distribution of risk allele counts in participants, based on the WHR/WC risk 

score. 

 

The effect of the genetic BMI risk score on alcohol consumption 

The potential summed effect of 32 confirmed BMI risk alleles on alcohol consumption was 

assessed by constructing an un-weighted obesity risk allele score. There was no significant 

difference between alcohol consumption classes in comparison with the reference class in men or 
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in women, see table 4. As illustrated in figure 9, there was no difference in number of risk alleles 

between individuals in the alcohol consumption categories. 

 The BMI risk score was tested for an interaction with alcohol consumption by 

including the term (alcohol consumption x BMI risk score) in relation to BMI. As expected, the BMI 

risk score was significantly associated with risk of BMI in men (p=1.77x10-9) and in women 

(p=2.94x10-13). No interactions were observed between BMI risk and alcohol consumption classes 

in the prediction of BMI for men (p=0.117) or women (p=0.349). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OR and p-values are the adjusted values for covariates age, smoking status, dietary habits, physical activity and social 
status. Moreover, analyses on BMI risk scores are adjusted for BMI, while analyses on WHR risk scores are adjusted for 
WHR and BMI 
 

Table 4 Analysis of BMI and WHR risk scores and BMI and WHR 

                                BMI 
____________________________ 
  OR (95% CI)                 P-value 

                           WHR 
______________________________ 
OR (95% CI)                    P-value 

Alcohol  
(Drinks/week) 
 
Men 
0 
>0-4 (Reference) 
>4-7 
>7-14 
>14-21 
>21 
 
Women 
0 
>0-4 (reference) 
>4-7 
>7-14 
>14-21 
>21 

 
 
 
 
1.03 [0.98 - 1.09] 
 
1.00 [0.94 - 1.06] 
1.00 [0.95 - 1.06] 
1.00 [0.95- 1.06] 
1.01 [0.95 - 1.07] 
 
 
1.01 [0.97 - 1.05] 
 
0.98 [0.94 - 1.03] 
1.01 [0.97 - 1.05] 
1.00 [0.95 - 1.05] 
1.00 [0.94 - 1.06] 

 
 
 
 
0.240 
 
0.996 
0.984 
0.944 
0.770 
 
 
0.535 
 
0.485 
0.621 
0.920 
0.960 

 
 
 
 
0.96 [0.90 - 1.03] 
 
0.95 [0.88 - 1.02] 
0.96 [0.89 - 1.02] 
0.95 [0.89 - 1.03] 
0.97 [0.90 - 1.04] 
 
 
0.99 [0.96 - 1.06] 
 
1.02 [0.97 - 1.07] 
1.01 [0.96 - 1.07] 
1.01 [0.95 - 1.08] 
1.00 [0.92 - 1.09] 

 
 
 
 
0.293 
 
0.145 
0.202 
0.202 
0.384 
 
 
0.400 
 
0.737 
0.593 
0.716 
0.962 
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Figure 9 Boxplots showing the number of BMI risk alleles stratified by alcohol consumption class in men and 

women. The black line represents the median number of risk alleles while the grey boxes represent the interquartile 

range. Whiskers denote range of risk alleles within each alcohol consumption category. 

   

The effect of the genetic WHR/WC risk score on alcohol consumption 

The potential summed effect of 16 confirmed WHR/WC risk alleles on alcohol consumption was 

also assessed by constructing an un-weighted risk allele score reflecting central obesity. The 

WHR/WC risk score was not associated with alcohol consumption. No significant difference was 

found between consumption classes in men or in women, table 4. Similarly, number of WHR risk 

variants did not differ between different classes of alcohol consumption, figure 10.  

 The WHR/WC risk score was also tested for an interaction with alcohol consumption 

in relation to WHR by including the interaction term (alcohol consumption x WHR/WC risk score). 

The WHR/WC risk score was significantly associated with WHR in women (p=9.05x10-9) but not in 

men (p=0.250). No interactions were observed between WHR/WC risk and alcohol consumption 

classes in the prediction of WHR for men (p=0.297) or women (p=0.874). 
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Figure 10 Boxplots showing the number of WHR/WC risk alleles stratified by alcohol consumption class in men and 

women. The black line represents the median number of risk alleles while the grey boxes represent the interquartile 

range. Whiskers denote range of risk alleles within each alcohol consumption category. 

 

Discussion  

The aim of this study was to investigate the genetic overlap between obesity and alcohol 

consumption. Two risk scores were constructed, one representing overall adiposity (32 BMI 

associated variants), and one representing central adiposity (14 WHR and 2 WC associated 

variants). Many of the genes known to cause monogenic obesity are involved in the hypothalamic 

control of appetite and food intake (Vliet Ostaptchouk et al., 2009). Similarly, many risk variants 

associated with BMI are suggested to include genes expressed in the hypothalamus, although their 

molecular mechanisms are not well described (Vliet Ostaptchouk et al., 2009). Based on emerging 

evidence linking alcohol consumption with food consumption and obesity, these genes could also 

partly affect an individual’s susceptibility to alcohol consumption.  
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 A proposed hypothesis suggests that food and alcohol compete for similar reward 

sites. This would imply that individuals over-consuming food would have a reduced need for 

stimulus from alcohol. A lower alcohol intake would thus be anticipated.  However, one other 

theory would be that a person could not choose to have either stimulation with food or alcohol 

but to have both stimuli on different time points leading to an increased use of both food and 

alcohol. The inverse association between alcohol intake and BMI in Inter99 established in study I 

supports the first theory. This relationship could be due to specific genetic variation rendering the 

reward system more likely to respond positively to food and not alcohol or vice versa. Indeed, for 

individuals with a family history of alcoholism, risk of obesity is increased (Grucza et al., 2010). The 

observed relationship could also be due to specific social factors influencing individuals that 

consume alcohol and individuals that do not.  

 The BMI risk score did not associate with alcohol consumption in men or in women. 

Thus, results obtained in this study did not explain the association and possible genetic overlaps 

between alcohol consumption and overall adiposity. Furthermore, we also tested whether an 

increased load of genetic variants for obesity would interact with alcohol consumption in relation 

to BMI. The rationale behind these analyses was the possibility that the genetic effects on obesity 

may differ with various degrees of consumption. As expected, an increased load of genetic 

variants did associate significantly with BMI in men and in women. However, no interaction was 

observed between BMI risk and alcohol consumption.  

 Genes associating with WHR have been proposed to be site specifically expressed in 

adipocytes modulating central fat distribution (Heid et al., 2010). These genes could also possibly 

be related to alcohol consumption since this drink has been shown to increase abdominal obesity 

in epidemiological studies (Lukasiewicz et al., 2005) also supported in the Inter99 cohort, see study 

I. The WHR/WC risk score was not associated with alcohol consumption in men or in women and 

the hypotheses of a genetic overlap between alcohol consumption and WHR was not supported by 

these results. Again, we tested if an increased load of genetic variants for central obesity would 

interact with alcohol consumption in relation to WHR under the hypothesis that increased alcohol 

consumption, on top of an increased genetic risk for abdominal obesity, could have interactive 

effects leading to an even larger increase in abdominal deposition of fat. The WHR/WC risk score 

was not associated with WHR in men, only in women. No interaction between the genetic 
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WHR/WC risk score and alcohol intake was detected in relation to WHR suggesting that these 

factors only additively increase the abdominal fat deposition. 

 These results suggest that risk variants affecting overall adiposity and central 

adiposity do not have a strong impact on alcohol consumption. Moreover, the lack of interaction 

effects suggests that these two variables influence outcome independently in this cohort. Non-

genetic factors may modulate the genetic influence on alcohol consumption, and confounding 

factors should therefore be adjusted for where possible. Alcohol consumption is particularly 

influenced by environmental factors such as moral, religious and societal drinking norms 

influencing the drinking behavior of an individual which may be difficult to quantify and adjust for. 

These behavioral factors could explain the inverse relationship between different consumption 

patterns and obesity. Functional studies have outlined many physiological aspects of obesity and 

alcohol consumption and addiction that overlap. Volkow et al. has reviewed similarities in neural 

circuitries underlying the motivation to acquire and ingest food and drugs with common 

neurotransmitters such as dopamine and opioids functioning in these pathways (Volkow et al., 

2013). Though these two phenotypes do seem to share vulnerabilities, it might not be the same 

genes that affect these complex motivation and reward networks, which is why identified obesity 

genes might not be directly linked to alcohol consumption.  

 Variants within the FTO have in previous studies been found to associate with AUD. 

(Sobczyk-Kopciol et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013). Due to these findings a post hoc single SNP 

analyses was performed on FTO rs1421085 to test its association with alcohol consumption. 

Rs1421085 was not significantly associated with alcohol consumption and previous findings could 

net be replicated in Inter99. 

  Though this study does not seem to support the hypothesis of obesity related genes 

being the common denominator between the two traits, it is still possible that effect sizes in 

relation to alcohol consumption are so small that power to detect them is limited. 

Strengths and limitations 

The strengths of the present study include the use of a well characterized cohort with extensive 

data on life-style factors enabling control of many possible confounders. A relationship between 

alcohol consumption and obesity has been established in this cohort in men and women 

separately, and with genotype data of good quality it has been possible to investigate if this could 
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be due to genetics .A limitation to this study is the fact that measures of alcohol consumption 

were derived from self-administered questionnaires increasing risk of underreporting. We cannot 

rule out that single variants could affect alcohol intake independently of other variants in the risk 

scores. Although no general effects of risk scores were detected, explained variance could be very 

small and potentially not detected due to lack of statistical power. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion this study does not suggest that the cumulative effect of risk variants affecting 

overall and central obesity has strong impact on alcohol intake. These observations do not support 

the hypotheses that shared genetic variants are affecting overlapping reward sites or shared 

hypothalamic regulation of food and alcohol intake. Further studies will be needed to support or 

deflate this hypothesis. 
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STUDY II.B 

ASSESSING THE POTENTIAL OVERLAP OF A GENE-SUBNETWORK 
ASSOCIATED WITH ALCOHOL USE DISORDER ON OBESITY 

 

Introduction 

Similarly to Study II.A this study attempts to address the potential genetic overlap between alcohol 

use and obesity. In this study however, the opposite approach has been taken by selecting genes 

from a gene-network shown to associate with AUD and asses them in relation to obesity. 

 Since GWASs have had limited success in identifying single variants related to AUDs, 

researchers have turned their focus towards other methods to identify the numerous genes 

believed to contribute to complex diseases. Due to multiple testing corrections, conventional 

GWASs rely on the stringent genome-wide significance threshold. Some genes of moderate or 

weak effects, that are genuinely associated with disease, are bound to be overlooked in this 

manner (Wang et al., 2010). Gene products do not work in isolation but are part of complex 

molecular networks and cellular pathways. Network based analysis of GWAS data is one approach 

by which existing biological knowledge about genes and pathways can be used to identify novel 

genes and mechanisms involved in disease pathogenesis (Jia and Zhao, 2014).  

 By superimposing GWAS derived p-values onto identified protein-protein interaction 

networks (HPINs) researchers recently identified a gene subnetwork, consisting of 39 genes that 

contributed to alcohol dependence risk (Han et al., 2013) . The subnetwork was significantly 

associated with AUD in European Americans (p<0.0001) and African Americans (p=0.0008). 

Moreover the association was replicated in three cohorts (Han et al., 2013). The variants within 

genes (±20 kb) were identified and tested for association with AUD. The smallest p-value mapped 

to each gene was assigned to the gene, followed by a search for modules significantly enriched for 

small p-value genes within an HPIN. Based on permutation based association tests, it was assessed 

if the genes within the subnetwork were collectively associated with AUD. The identified sub-

network was thus significantly enriched with low p-values conferring risk of AUD, which had to 

small an effect to be detected individually (Han et al., 2013). No genes identified by the gene-
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network approach have previously been genome-wide significantly associated with obesity (Locke 

et al., 2015b; Shungin et al., 2015). Enrichment analysis revealed that genes encompassed by this 

network were mainly involved in cation transport, synaptic transmission and transmission of nerve 

impulses, supporting their potential role in neuronal systems responsible for regulation and 

addiction to alcohol (Han et al., 2013). Bearing in mind the shared neurological pathways for 

overconsumption of food and AUD, it was thus hypothesized that these 39 genes may hold 

variation of importance for obesity.  

Aim 

The aim of this study was to investigate if any variants in these 39 genes in the subnetwork 

conferring risk of AUD were also associated with measures of obesity (BMI, WC and WHR). The 

specific aims were to test the association of single SNPs within the 39 genes, in the general Danish 

population. Additionally, SNPs were tested in a Danish case-control cohort of male draftees; to 

investigate if AUD associated SNPs would confer risk among individuals at the upper tail of the BMI 

distribution (BMI≥31 kg/m2) in comparison to the background population. Looking at younger 

individuals at the more extreme ends of distribution has been done under the rationale that these 

are more likely to be enriched for alleles of interest than those sampled from the random middle-

aged population, thus providing more power to detect associations.   

Materials and methods 

Study populations 

This study involved participants from the Inter99, Health06, Health08 and the ORG-ADIGEN 

cohorts, with all individuals being unrelated and of Danish ancestry. A more thorough description 

of study cohorts can be found in Appendix I. 

Examination procedure 

Anthropometric measurements in all four study groups followed similar standard procedures 

described in study I. 

Selection of gene variants 

Genes tested for association with obesity, were chosen based on their previous cumulative 

association, with AUD. The subnetwork of genes whose protein products interacted to convey risk 

of AUD consisted of 39 genes (Han et al., 2013), see figure 11. SNPs were chosen and assigned to a 
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gene if they were located within or 20 kb upstream or downstream of the gene. Gene positions 

were defined according to the hg19 assembly by use of the UCSC Genome browser 

(www.genome.ucsc.edu.com). For more information on genes, gene positions and SNP number on 

the various genotyping arrays, see Appendix IV table IV.1. 

 

 

Figure 11 Gene-interaction network associated with AUD. This figure illustrates the 39 genes associated with AUD 

and the protein interaction network that they create. The red-white color gradient represents the individual genes 

strength of association with AUD.  The size of the node represents the degree of interaction in the network (Han et al., 

2013). 

Genotyping 

Participants were genotyped by 3 different chip assays, these being the Metabochip, the 

Exomechip and the 610k quad chip, described in the experimental procedures and quality control 

section. SNPs were filtered based on frequency. MAF was set to >0.05. The reason for filtering out 

low frequency SNPs was based on the low statistical power to detect association with these. 

Furthermore, the higher number of rare alleles, for which statistical power was limited, would 

increase the number of tests performed which in turn would decreases power to detect signals 

from other SNPs, by increasing the penalty for multiple testing (Weale, 2010).  
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Metabochip: For the analysis in Inter99 and Health06 phenotype data were available in 8,971 

individuals for BMI, 8,963 individuals for WC and 8,961 individuals for WHR. For the analysis in 

Inter99 alone, 6,116 individuals had non-missing phenotypes for the BMI measure, 6,107 

individuals for WC and 6,105 individuals for WHR. The 39 identified gene ranges provided 2,844 

SNPs. After frequency pruning (MAF>0.05) in PLINK, 1,329 SNPs were available for analysis. 

Though the Metabochip is not designed for genome-wide coverage, SNPs were present in 38 

genes though some genes were overrepresented by a high SNP number in comparison to others. 

Exomechip: For participants from Inter99, Health06 and Health08 phenotype data on 10,145 

individuals were available for BMI, 10,137 individuals for WC and 10,133 for WHR. The 39 gene 

ranges provided 840 SNPs. After frequency (MAF>0.05) pruning in PLINK, 116 SNPs were readily 

available for further analyses. This drastic decrease in available SNPs is due to the inherent design 

of the Exomechip which mostly covers rare variation within the coding regions of exons. 34 genes 

were represented. 5 genes were not represented by any SNPs, these regions only included rarer 

SNPs (MAF<0.05). 

610k quad chip: For the case-control analysis of BMI, in the ORG-ADIGEN cohort, phenotype 

information was available for all male participants counting 1,465 individuals (n=673 cases and 

n=792 controls). The 39 gene ranges provided 3,691 SNPs whereof 3,490 SNPs made it through 

frequency (MAF>0.05) pruning in PLINK. This genome-wide chip had SNPs representing 38 genes. 

 

For an overview of cohorts genotyped on different arrays, number of individuals with available 

phenotypes and number genes represented, see table 5.  

 

Table 5 Overview of the number of individuals available for the three phenotype measurements BMI, WC and WHR, 
and number of SNPs and genes represented on the three different genotyping platforms. 

 Exomechip Metabochip Metabochip 610k quad chip 

Cohorts Inter99 

Health06 

Health08 

Inter99 

Health06 

Inter99 ORG-ADIGEN 

Individuals 

      BMI 

      WC 

      WHR 

 

10,145 

10,137 

10,133 

 

8,971 

8,963 

8,961 

 

6,116 

6,107 

6,105 

 

1,465 

SNPs 116 1,329 1,329 3,491 

Genes 34 38 38 39 
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Statistical analysis 

Statistical analyses were performed using Plink software (http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/purcell/plink/). The 

three anthropometric measures of BMI, WC and WHR were analyzed and no transformations were 

performed. To avoid bias, all regression analyses were adjusted, where needed, for the confounding factors 

sex and age while WHR was also adjusted for BMI. Moreover, to minimize population stratification, 

regression analyses were adjusted for the top 4 PCAs. 

 For the quantitative measures of BMI, WC and WHR general linear regression analysis were 

performed, assuming an additive model. Logistic regression was used to examine the difference in 

genotype distributions in the case-control studies performed in the ORG-ADIGEN cohort, also assuming an 

additive model. 

 Looking for SNP associations in relation to the various traits (BMI, WC and WHR) 

multiple testing was accounted for by use of the Bonferroni correction. On the Metabochip 1,329 

tests gave a corrected p-value of 3.76x10-5. For 116 SNPs on the Exomechip the p-value was 

4.31x10-4, while it was 1.43x10-5 for 3,490 tested SNPs on the 610 k quad chip. 

 The interpretation of association studies can be greatly facilitated by visualization. A 

quantile-quantile (QQ)-plot is a commonly used graphical tool used to compare a data set to a 

theoretical model by plotting the observed association statistics against the expected association 

statistics. For each SNP, the observed log p–value (y-axis) is ranked from smallest to largest and 

plotted against the expected log p-value (x-axis) ranked from smallest to largest. A diagonal line 

can be drawn which corresponds to the null-hypothesis, a line representing the case where the 

expected and observed values are exactly the same. Deviations from this line indicate loci that 

deviate from the assumed distribution which could be true by association (Pearson and Manolio, 

2008). If SNPs within the gene-network associates with obesity in a higher degree than expected, 

we would see an overshoot of significant p-values.   

 Rs2727603 was further investigated in relation to secondary phenotypes. For those 

traits not conforming to the normal distribution, which included serum cholesterol, triglycerides, 

LDL, HDL and leptin logarithmically transformations were performed prior to analyses. 

 

 

 

http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/purcell/plink/
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Results 

Association analyses of Exomechip derived SNPs 

On the Exomechip, 6 SNPs were nominally associated with BMI, 5 with WC and 7 with WHR. After 

Bonferroni correction no single SNP was significantly associated with any trait. For a thorough 

overview of all nominally significant associations, see Appendix IV table IV.2. To investigate if a 

higher number of SNPs than expected were nominally associated with any given trait under the 

null-hypothesis of no-association, QQ-plots were created for all association analysis. Normally, 

QQ-plots can be difficult to interpret due to sampling variability and looking at results from the 

Exomechip no clear overrepresentation was detected, figure 12. The plot was only based on 116 

SNPs which could obscure interpretation due to sampling variability.  

 

 

  

Figure 12 QQ-plot of the association of 116 identified SNPs on the Exomechip with BMI, WC and WHR. The QQ-plot 

illustrates the expected (x-axis) versus the observed (y-axis) values of –log10(p-values). The red line (y=x) has the slope 

of 1 and an intercept of 0.  

 

Association analyses of Metabochip (Inter99+Health06) derived SNPs  

On the Metabochip 46 SNPs associated nominally with BMI, 65 with WC and 85 with WHR. A 

thorough overview of all nominally associating SNPs can be found in Appendix IV table IV.3. After 

Bonferroni corrections only the rs4723498 SNP within the Endonuclease/ Exonuclease/ 

Phosphatase Family Domain Containing 1 (EEPD1) gene reached a significant p-value (β=-0,00463, 

p=3.57x10-7) associating with WHR. As illustrated by QQ-plots the distribution of low p-values did 
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not deviate from the expected distribution for BMI and WC, figure 13. These plots did not support 

an overrepresentation of significant SNPs. 

 

 

 

Figure 13 QQ-plot of the association of 1,329 identified SNPs on the Metabochip with BMI, WC and WHR for Inter99 

and Health06. The QQ-plot illustrates the expected (x-axis) versus the observed (y-axis) values of –log10(p-values). 

The red line (y=x) has the slope of 1 and an intercept of 0. In relation to WHR the SNP r rs4723498 SNP does seem to 

be a positive association. 

 

The rs4723498 variant studied in the whole sample including Inter99 and Health06 was initially 

flagged as it did deviate slightly from the HWE (p=0.00069). This prompted a closer look into the 

potential reasons for deviation. The genotype frequencies in Inter99 alone did not departure from 

the HWE (p=0.60796) but for Health06 the genotype frequencies were severely out of HWE 

(p<1.59x10-85) with only two individuals carrying the TT genotype, table 6. Visual inspection of 

Health06 derived genotyping cluster plots confirmed that the extreme deviation from HWE was 

due to failure in separating the samples into three clusters, figure 14. This led to one homozygous 

class (blue) being called as heterozygous (purple) along with the presumably true heterozygotes, 

figure 14.  
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Table 6 Testing Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium of the rs4723498 SNP in the collective samples of Inter99+Health06 and 

in the separate samples. 

Gene SNP Major/minor Study group CC CT TT P-HWE 

EEPD1 rs4723498 C/T I99 + H06 1915 3947 1739 0.00069 

      I99  1271 3013 1737 0.60796 

      H06 644 934 2 1.59x10-85
 

For the collapsed study group of Inter99+Health06 the genotype frequencies are not in HWE. Testing Inter99 alone 
genotype frequencies are in HW-equilibrium, while the genotype frequencies in the Health06 are out of HWE.  

 

 

Figure 14 Clusterplot of the rs4723498 allele in the Health06 cohort. The normalized Theta value is the ratio of signal 

intensities assayed for the A and B alleles against the normalized R value representing signal intensity. Few samples 

are clustering in one homozygous cluster (blue) these being skewed towards the heterozygote cluster (purple). Black 

dots indicate those individuals who have a missed genotype call for this particular SNP. 

 

Due to this genotyping error, Health06 samples were removed from the analysis. After removing 

Health06 samples, rs4723498 was only nominally associated with WHR (beta=-0.0020, p=0.0045, 

CI; -0.0039;-0.0005) in Inter99.  

Association analyses of Metabochip (Inter99) derived SNPs 

When realizing this potential bias, created from pooling of the study samples, we performed the 

same analyses in the Inter99 cohort alone. Regression analyses identified 82 SNPs associating with 

BMI, 78 with WC and 73 with WHR. For a thorough overview of all nominally significant 

associations, see Appendix IV table IV.4. As illustrated by QQ-plots the distribution of low p-values 
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did not deviate from the expected distribution for BMI and waist circumference, figure 15. One 

single SNP rs2727603 within the catenin (cadherin-associated protein), delta (CTNND2) gene 

reached a Bonferroni corrected significant p-value (β=0,00705, p=6.78x10-6) for WHR with a minor 

allele frequency of ~11%, figure 15. This SNP was not significantly associated in the earlier analyses 

where we pooled the samples. 

 

 

Figure 15 QQ-plot of the association of 1,329 identified SNPs on the Metabochip with BMI, WC and WHR for Inter99 

alone. The QQ-plot illustrates the expected (x-axis) versus the observed (y-axis) values of –log10(p-values). The red 

line (y=x) has the slope of 1 and an intercept of 0. In relation to WHR the SNP rs2727603 SNP does seem to be a 

positive association. 

 

Further investigation of rs2727603 

I investigated if the significant rs2727603 identified on the Metabochip could be replicated in the 

Health06 cohort in relation to WHR. It was not found to associate with WHR in Health06 (β=-

0.008, p=0.175), moreover the possible effect was not in the same direction. A look-up was 

conducted to investigate if rs2727603 was significantly associated with WHR in data from the 

GIANT consortium by use of the web-based plotting tool Locus Zoom 

(http://csg.sph.umich.edu/locuszoom/).  Locus Zoom facilitates regional plots of association 

results from previous genome-wide or candidate gene studies. Using published results from the 

GIANT consortium it was found that the rs2727603 and all variants in LD were not significantly 

associated with WHR adjusted for BMI (β=0.0338, p=0.198, n=4,844) (Heid et al., 2010), figure 16. 

http://csg.sph.umich.edu/locuszoom/
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Using recently published data from the GIANT consortium creating a larger sample size, rs2727603 

could not be replicated (β=0.0028, p=0.730, n=83,118) (Shungin et al., 2015).   

 

 

Figure 16 Plot of CTNND2 SNP rs2727603 against WHR adjusted for BMI in GIANT. The association of SNP rs2727603 

(purple dot) with WHR adjusted for BMI in the GIANT consortium meta-analyses (p=0.198). 

 

It was investigated whether the rs2727603 variant associated with other phenotype traits relating 

to obesity in Inter99. Assessing the relationship between the discovered variant and secondary 

phenotypes could provide valuable information on possible biological function. All analyses were 

performed by use of linear regression models adjusting for age, sex and BMI were needed. The 

rs2727603 variant was found to be associated with a higher waist, probably the measure through 

which this variant increases risk of a larger WHR. Moreover, rs2727603 was significantly 

associated with a 3.89% increase in triglyceride level (p=0.03), table 7. For replication purposes 

significant secondary phenotypes were also investigated in relation to the rs2727603 variant in the 

Health06 cohort, where no significant association was found, data not shown. 
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Table 7 The association of SNP rs2727603 with obesity related phenotypes; Cholesterol (Chol), triglyceride (Trig), low 

density lipoprotein (LDL), high density lipoprotein (HDL) and leptin (LEP). Tests were performed in the Inter99 cohort. 

Genotype β[CI] P 

rs2727603 C/C T/C T/T   

n (m/w) 4887 (2399/2488) 1155 (559/596) 79 (39/40)   

Age (years) 46.2 ± 7.9 46.0 ± 7.8 46.8 ± 7.6   

BMI (cm) 26.3 ± 4.8 26.3 ± 4.6 26.4 ± 4.8 0.089   [-0.170-0.348] 0.501 

Waist (cm) 86.5 ± 13.1 87.3 ± 14.4 87.1 ± 13.5 0.750   [0.09 3-1.407] 0.025 

Hip (cm) 101.0 ± 9.85 101.0 ± 9.85 100.2 ± 10.5 -0.112  [-0.670-0.446] 0.695 

WHR 0.85 ± 0.09 0.86 ± 0.09 0.87 ± 0.09 0.007   [0.006-0.010] 6.78 x 10-6 

Weight (kg) 78.2 ± 15.9 78.5 ± 17.08 78.3 ± 15.6 0.334   [-0.483-1.150] 0.423 

Chol (mg/dL) 5.40 (4.80-6.20) 5.40 (4.7-6.20) 5.50 (4.95-6.60) 0.22%  (-1.27%-0.81%) 0.673 

Trig mmol/L 1.10 (0.80-1.50) 1.10 (0.80-1.60) 1.10 (0.80-1.34) 3.89%  (0.21%-6.08%) 0.036 

LDL (mg/dL) 3.43 (2.84-4.11) 3.49 (2.79-4.12) 3.45 (2.30-4.52) -0.03%  (-1.58%-1.51%) 0.965 

HDL (mg/dL) 1.39 (1.14-1.67) 1.35 (1.13-1.66) 1.48 (1.15-1.77) -0.38%  (-1.82%-1.06%) 0.604 

LEP (ng/ml) 5.64 (2.64-11.85) 5.94 (2.83-12.8) 5.54 (3.03-10.46) 4.62%   (-1.22%-10.8%) 0.122 

Unadjusted mean±SD or medians (interquartile range) are given. Values of cholesterol, triglyceride, low density lipoprotein, high 

density lipoprotein and leptin were logarithmically transformed prior to statistical analyses, and there effect sizes (β) and 

confidence intervals [CI] are presented as increase/decrease in percent. All analyses are adjusted for sex and age. Moreover, WHR 

was adjusted for BMI. 

 

Association analyses of 610 k quad chip derived SNPs in ORG-ADIGEN 

In the ORG-ADIGEN cohort logistic regression analyses, between cases and controls, identified 168 

SNPs associating with BMI. After Bonferroni correction no single SNP reached the significance 

threshold. For a thorough overview of all nominally significant associations, see Appendix IV table 

IV.5. As illustrated by the QQ-plot associations in the ORG-ADIGEN cohort also followed the 

expected distribution well which did not support a higher degree of association with BMI for this 

network of genes, see figure 17. 
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Figure. 17 QQ-plot of the association of 3490 identified SNPs on the ORG-ADIGEN chip with BMI. The QQ-plot 

illustrates the expected (x-axis) versus the observed (y-axis) values of –log10 (p-values). The red line (y=x) has the 

slope of 1 and an intercept of 0. 

Discussion 

In the present study, the aim was to investigate if variation in 39 genes, associated with AUD, were 

associated with the obesity related phenotypes BMI, WC and WHR in a population-based sample 

of Danes being genotyped on the Metabochip and Exomechip and in a case-control study sample 

comprising heavily obese men genotyped on the 610k quad chip.  

 For the 1,329, 116 and 3,490 SNPs on the Metabochip, Exomechip and 610k quad 

chip, respectively, an overabundance of significant SNPs was not found to associate with BMI, WC 

and WHR, as witnessed by the QQ-plots, thus the hypothesis of shared genetic susceptibility could 

not be corroborated.  

 For single SNP associations, the rs4723498 in the EEPD1 gene did not turn out to be a 

true association but an artifact due miscalled genotypes in the Health06 cohort. Investigating the 

Inter99 cohort independently, produced a significant SNP rs2727603 in the CTNND2 gene found to 

associate with WHR. In addition to the observed increase in WHR, the rs2727603 T-allele was also 

found to associate with higher a fasting serum triglyceride level in Inter99. This suggests a 

phenotype of dyslipidemia, which is frequently seen with obesity. These findings could not be 

replicated in Health06 or in the GIANT consortium. Failure of internal replication in Health06, 

sampled in a very similar manner and from the same geographical area, and replication in GIANT 

could be indicative of this being a chance finding in the Inter99 cohort. To establish this as a true 
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finding, future replication is crucial. Due to the network based design by Han et al, we cannot 

conclude whether the association for rs2727603 would imply a higher or lower WHR for those 

individuals at higher risk for AUD. 

 Although replication of the discovered rs2727603 SNP failed, the CTNND2 gene has 

been found to associate with obesity related traits in previous studies. The gene is a member of 

the β-catenin superfamily and is primarily expressed in neural and neuroendocrine tissue 

(Paffenholz and Franke, 1997). In the Framingham heart study including 1,341 participants 

distributed across 310 families two SNPs, the rs10513097 and rs2012187 within CTNND2, 

associated with BMI based on a combined generalized estimating equation and family-based 

association tests, p=6.8x10-5 and p=3.6x10-4, respectively (Fox et al., 2007). Moreover, a study 

has found several SNPs on chromosome 5, clustered on various genes functioning in the cell-cell 

adhesion pathways, to be associated with various obesity phenotypes and secondary phenotypes. 

SNP rs6894869 in the CTNND2 gene for instance,  has been found to associate with lipid particle 

size (Zhang et al., 2013). None of these SNPs were in LD with the rs2727603 variant. However, 

different variants within the same gene could lead to the same phenotype. Cell-cell adhesion is an 

important event in several cellular processes including proliferation, mobility, differentiation and 

cell death and it is hypothesized that these cell-cell adhesion genes might play a mechanistic role 

in the development of body composition (Zhang et al., 2013), perhaps aiding in the preferential 

deposition of fat into the abdominal region, leading to a higher WHR and dyslipidemia.  

 Large GWASs on obesity measures have been performed, meaning that the majority 

of common variations within these 39 genes have already been tested in relation to measures of 

obesity. However, at the time of performing this study only the lowest hanging fruits had been 

picked in this area; with the latest large GWAs on obesity measurements BMI and WHR adjusted 

BMI being published in 2010 (Heid et al., 2010; Speliotes et al., 2010). Given the broad and 

massive testing in GWASs stringent significance levels are set to minimize risk of false positive 

findings. Only a subset of the most highly associated variants will pass on to phase 2. True 

genotype-phenotype associations may be missed in this manner, however, in obesity the 

discovery set is already extremely large providing good power to pick up true associations.  

 If discrepancies between associations are observed, these should not necessarily be 

considered spurious findings, as there could be other reasons. In large studies, comprising several 
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cohorts, the effects that are picked up are general effects and not effects that may be specific for 

each cohort due to interactions with other factors, such as environment. In smaller cohorts 

specific testing of a priori specified genes may overcome the hurdle of the stringent significance 

corrections which might identify true associations. Moreover, large between study heterogeneity 

may also exist due to specific cohort gene-gene or gene-environment interactions in larger cohorts 

which may be avoided in smaller homogeneous cohorts 

Strengths and limitations 

The strengths of the present study include a thorough investigation of available SNPs in 3 different 

well-characterized cohorts. The Inter990, Health06 andHealth08 cohorts represent the general 

Danish population. In the ORG-ADIGEN case control study, cases represent the tail of the 

population-wide BMI distribution, hypothesized to hold a larger proportion of risk variants as 

compared to the general population. Also the young age of the ORG-ADIGEN cohort is a strength 

since BMI is estimated to be more heritable at a younger age (Elks et al., 2012).  

 The 5% MAF cut-off may have left out rare variants, with a potential effect on 

obesity. The rationale behind choosing a MAF of more than 0.05 was providing greater statistical 

power to detect common alleles. However, statistical power was still a major limitation in the 

present study, especially as a consequence of the multiple testing corrected significance 

thresholds. In Inter99 the power was ~80% to detect effects of 0.45 kg/m2 and 0.70 kg/m2 on BMI 

assuming allele frequencies of 10% and 40%, respectively and a p-value of ~0.00005. For WHR we 

had ~80% power to detect effects of 0.013 and 0.008 for 10% and 40%, respectively. Thus we had 

low power to find smaller effect sizes. 

 Another limitation to this study was the fact that two of the genotyping platforms did 

not provide the required coverage of all common variation in the selected gene regions. The 

Metabochip has been designed to provide good coverage of preselected regions previously 

associated with traits such as diabetes, blood pressure and height (Voight et al., 2012). That 

resulted in an overrepresentation of some genes, such as the gene KCNE1 associated with long qt 

syndrome, while other genes from the network did not have sufficient coverage.  

The Exomechip, on the other hand, mostly focuses on rare coding variants, with the vast majority 

of SNPs having a MAF<0.01 (http://genome.sph.umich.edu/wiki/Exome_Chip_Design, 2015). 

Using the 5% MAF cut-off on the Exomechip left only very few SNPs to analyze and low coverage 

http://genome.sph.umich.edu/wiki/Exome_Chip_Design
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of individual genes. Those SNPs left for analyses could however have been of some effect due to 

their inherent position within genes. 

 The 39 genes were discovered through a network analysis, while we only undertook 

single SNP analyses. It is thus still a possibility that if the genes were to be combined in a similar 

way, they may affect risk of obesity as well. A clear limitation of the present study is that we did 

not have the SNP data available for doing similar network analyses in a large scale study set-up. 

Conclusion 

 Variation in 39 genes from a gene-network related to AUD was not associated with obesity in this 

study. We are thus not finding any genetic support for the hypothesis of shared neurological 

pathways in obesity and alcohol dependence with the present study design. However, the power 

of the present study is low which should be taken into account when reporting non-significant 

associations. The SNP rs2727603 in the CTNND2 gene could perhaps play a role in fat distribution, 

although the associations of this SNP with WHR should be replicated in other studies for 

confirmation. Most likely the rs2727603 is a chance finding. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 
Overeating and obesity have been linked to addiction, an hypotheses mainly based on 

neurological similarities detected. Neuroimaging studies, shared genetic vulnerability and animal 

model studies have been used to test this link and the emerging view has been that studies 

support an overlap. The ultimate goal would be to use these findings to define novel effective 

intervention and prevention strategies for alcohol addiction and obesity. 

 Epidemiological results have through many years investigated the relationship 

between alcohol consumption and obesity. In the Inter99 cohort we found the relationship 

between BMI and alcohol consumption to be inverse, which could corroborate the hypothesis of 

alcohol consumption offering protection from obesity and vice versa. However, we also found that 

in the Inter99 cohort, alcohol consumption is positively related to deposition of abdominal fat 

which may have more adverse effects than overall adiposity.   

The described inverse relationship between BMI and alcohol consumption supports the view that 

alcohol and food may be competing for similar rewards sites in the brain. However, it has as yet 

not been determined if the established effect due to shared genetic components modulating 

reward sensitivity and hereby addiction prone ingestion of either substance. A part of this thesis 

was aimed at investigating if a common genetic basis for alcohol consumption and obesity could 

be identified. Although previous genetic studies are pointing towards some of the same pathways 

to be involved, we do not find any support for the hypothesis of shared genetic vulnerability. In 

addition, so far no genome-wide significant variants have been found to be shared between 

obesity and alcohol consumption or addiction.  

 Especially in relation to AUD and consumption searching for possible risk variants 

have proven a difficult quest. A genetic basis may very well underlie these traits, but alcohol 

consumption and AUD may be especially prone to confounding due societal, moral and religious 

views determining phenotypic expression thus undermining genetic predisposition. On top of all, 

the all-inclusive AUD is based on a very diverse set of diagnostic criteria ranging from mild to 

severe cases. This potentially adds a lot of additional heterogeneity to the phenotype and 

complicates the discovery of genetic underpinnings. The few genetic discoveries made in relation 

to AUD have been lacking replication. These may be true findings, however, these may also be 

artifacts due to the very limited sample sizes of the studies performed up to know. Future larger 
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meta-analyses should be conducted, although heterogeneity of diagnosis and cohorts, due to 

different societal and ethical norms can still potentially reduce power. Future studies should 

perhaps also aim at defining homogenous cohorts with homogeneous phenotypes.  

 Inconsistent results on the relationship between alcohol addiction and obesity have 

been pointed out, making some scientists very skeptic about the hypothesis of an overlapping 

neurological basis. Ziauddeen et al. argue that now is perhaps the time to acknowledge that the 

relationship is not that forward and the narrowly focused research, that has been gaining 

popularity lately, should be abandoned (Ziauddeen et al., 2012). Existing obesity measures, such as 

BMI and WHR, may not cover the complexity of a possible addiction phenotype of eating. Perhaps 

obesity should be partitioned into more clinically relevant phenotypes such as BED or phenotypes 

including more emotional aspects of eating instead of using general obesity measurements when 

comparing with addiction. 

 Network-assisted analyses of GWAS datasets have been proposed as a natural 

expansion in search of still unidentified variation underlying disease (Jia and Zhao, 2014). The 

rationale behind these methods is the search for multiple SNPs or genes that have biologically 

interpretable results. Variants may contribute modestly to complex disease but collectively have 

significant effects. If there is a genetic relationship between AUD and overeating/obesity perhaps 

such networks could in the future highlight pathways on which these phenotypes converge and 

aid to prioritize genes which should be closer investigated and eventually targeted in future 

clinical studies. 
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Appendix I: Study populations 
Inter99 

Inter 99 is a population based randomized intervention study for the prevention of ischemic heart 

disease (IHD) and other life-style diseases, investigating the effects of non-pharmacological 

lifestyle based intervention. The study population is based on 61,301 persons living in the South-

Western part of Copenhagen County, drawn from the Danish Civil Registration System (CPR). 

From the study population a random sample of 13,016 individuals were drawn, these being 

stratified by sex and age (30-60 years). From this sample group 6,904 turned up for the 

examination. After excluding 122 individuals due to alcoholism or drug abuse the study group 

consisted of 6,782 eligible for further analysis. Participants underwent anthropometric and 

biochemical examinations at Steno Diabetes Center and Research Centre of Prevention and Health, 

conducted by medical staff. Furthermore, all participants filled out questionnaires concerning 

smoking habits, food and alcohol intake, physical activity, working, health status and family 

occurrence of chronic diseases such as diabetes and cardiovascular disease (Jorgensen et al., 2003). 

The participants from the initial screening cohort with available genomic DNA included 6,515 

individuals. 

 

Health 2006 

Health 2006 is a randomized prospective study cohort established at the Research Centre for 

Prevention and Health (RCPH). With the establishment of the cohort researchers have been able to 

address questions dealing with a wide range of life-style related chronic diseases such as coronary 

heart disease, diabetes, asthma, allergy, etc. Thorough phenotypic descriptions have been performed 

covering morphological components, cardio-respiratory components, muscle components, mental 

components and metabolic components. Furthermore, all participants have filled out similar 

questionnaires as the Inter99 cohort including smoking habits, food and alcohol intake, physical 

activity, working, health status and family occurrence of chronic diseases such as diabetes and 

cardiovascular disease. Participants were randomly drawn from the background population aged 18-

69 years. Off the 7931 persons sampled 7770 were eligible to participate in the study, and a total of 

3,471 persons accepted the invitation and participated (Thuesen et al., 2014). Participants from the 

initial screening cohort with available genomic DNA included 3,471 individuals. 
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Health 2008 

The Health 2008 is an extension of the Health 2006 cohort similarly it addresses the same questions 

about life-style related diseases such as CHD, diabetes, asthma, allergy, etc. It a population based-

based   cross-sectional study established at the RCPH from 2008-2009 with individuals being drawn 

from the same background population as the Health 2006 cohort constituting a sample of (n=2,218) 

subjects (Aadahl et al., 2013).  

 

ORG-ADIGEN 

The ORG-ADIGEN cohort is a longitudinal case-control dataset comprised of Caucasian men, 

originally collected to investigate the epidemiology behind obesity risk. All Danish men are at the 

age of 18 registered with the military authorities and are soon hereafter called in for a mandatory 

draft board examination to investigate if they are fit for service. 362,200 men from Copenhagen and 

its surrounding areas have been examined systematically by the medical board during 1943-1977. 

From this study population a thorough search was made to find all men fulfilling the criterion of 

severe obesity with a BMI≥31 kg/m
2
 (n = 1,940). A randomly chosen control group of 1% were 

selected from the same study population, while excluding subjects with no measurements and 

subjects already included in the obese cohort (n = 3,601) (Sonne-Holm et al., 1989). Subsets of 

these two groups have been invited to two follow-up studies conducted in 1982-1984 and in 1992-

1994 as part of the Copenhagen City Heart Study surveys (CCHS). The fourth and last follow-up 

examination was conducted in 1998-2000. Participants still living in the same region having no 

known diseases were examined as part of the Adiposity and Genetics (ADIGEN) study (Black et 

al., 2005). The ORG-ADIGEN dataset has later expanded, aiming at identifying genetic variants 

conferring risk of extreme adiposity and other well characterized intermediate phenotypes of 

obesity. Participants have been genotyped by use of blood samples collected at the second CCHS 

survey from 1992-1994. 1,715 individuals participated in this survey whereof 1,465 have been 

successfully genotyped totaling to (n =673) cases and (n = 792) controls. All anthropometric 

variables used in this thesis are baseline measurements from draft board examinations. The average 

age is at this point 19.9 years for the whole cohort.. From the initial screening cohort 793 obese 

individuals and 921 controls had available genomic DNA. 
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Appendix II: Statistical analyses 
The ultimate goal of population association analyses is to identify patterns of polymorphisms that vary 

systematically between individuals according to the outcome, which could represent variants conferring 

risk or a protective effect on outcome. 

 

A general linier model may be used in the analyses of quantitative traits (BMI for example) to test if 

differences exist between genotype groups. Many of these phenotypic traits follow a normal distribution; 

however, some deviation may occur. For those traits deviating slightly logarithmical transformation can be 

performed to fit data into a normal distribution. It is in these models possible to adjust the p-value for 

confounding factors such as sex and age. 

A general linier model is used to test for a genetic effect on the trait under study. The null hypothesis (H0) 

of a general linear model is given by the quantitative trait (y) and is explained by the intercept (α) and the 

independent contributors of the estimated parameters, for example a genetic component (β1XGM), age 

(β2age) and sex (β3sex), see model 1. 

 

Model 1: y=α + β1XGM + β2age + β3sex 
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Appendix III: Supplementary data for Study II.A 
Table III.1 List of SNPs associating with obesity measures of BMI, WC and WHR. 

GENE Trait CHR SNP 
A1 

(minor) 
A2 

(major) 
MAF 

 
References 

MTIF3 BMI 2 rs1006353° A G 0.272 Speliotes et al. 2010 

PRKD1 BMI 14 rs10134820° T C 0.036 Speliotes et al. 2010 

RBJ BMI 2 rs10182181* G A 0.476 Speliotes et al. 2010 

GNPDA2 BMI 4 rs10938397 G A 0.413 Speliotes et al. 2010 

LRRN6C BMI 9 rs10968576 G A 0.307 Speliotes et al. 2010 

PTBP2 BMI 1 rs11165643* C T 0.421 Speliotes et al. 2010 

GPRC5B BMI 16 rs12444979 T C 0.126 Speliotes et al. 2010 

CADM2 BMI 3 rs13078807 G A 0.199 Speliotes et al. 2010 

SLC39A8 BMI 4 rs13107325 T C 0.046 Speliotes et al. 2010 

FTO BMI 16 rs1421085* C T 0.415 Speliotes et al. 2010 

TNNIK3 BMI 1 rs1514175 T C 0.427 Speliotes et al. 2010 

NRXN3 BMI 14 rs17109256* A G 0.215 Speliotes et al. 2010 

LRP1B BMI 2 rs17834293° C T 0.117 Speliotes et al. 2010 

BDNF BMI 11 rs2030323* T G 0.226 Speliotes et al. 2010 

NUDT3 BMI 6 rs206936 G A 0.203 Speliotes et al. 2010 

FLJ35779 BMI 5 rs2112347 G T 0.368 Speliotes et al. 2010 

MAP2K5 BMI 15 rs2241423 A G 0.231 Speliotes et al. 2010 

QPTCL BMI 19 rs2287019 T C 0.211 Speliotes et al. 2010 

NEGR1 BMI 1 rs2815752 C T 0.408 Speliotes et al. 2010 

TMEM18 BMI 2 rs2867125 A G 0.170 Speliotes et al. 2010 

KCTD15 BMI 19 rs29941 T C 0.328 Speliotes et al. 2010 

TMEM160 BMI 19 rs3810291 G A 0.328 Speliotes et al. 2010 

MTCH BMI 11 rs3817334 T C 0.397 Speliotes et al. 2010 

SEC16B BMI 1 rs543874 G A 0.217 Speliotes et al. 2010 

MC4R BMI 18 rs571312 T G 0.251 Speliotes et al. 2010 

RPL27A BMI 11 rs7127684* A G 0.490 Speliotes et al. 2010 

FAIM2 BMI 12 rs7138803 A G 0.401 Speliotes et al. 2010 

SH2B1 BMI 16 rs7359397 T C 0.411 Speliotes et al. 2010 

ETV5 BMI 3 rs7647305° T C 0.198 Speliotes et al. 2010 

FANCL BMI 2 rs887912 A G 0.286 Speliotes et al. 2010 

TFAP2B BMI 6 rs987237 G A 0.168 Speliotes et al. 2010 

ZNF608 BMI 5 rs6864049*
 

A C 0.48 Speliotes et al. 2010 

MC4R WC 18 rs11663816* C T 0.283 Chambers et al. 2010 

NRXN3 WC 14 rs7144011* T G 0.215 Heard-Costa et al. 2010 

GRB14 WHR 2 rs10195252 C T 0.4315 Heid et al. 2010 

NFE2L3 WHR 7 rs1055144 A G 0.175 Heid et al. 2010 

LY86 WHR 6 rs1294421 T G 0.372 Heid et al. 2010 

HOXC13 WHR 12 rs1443512 A C 0.230 Heid et al. 2010 

DNM3-PIGC WHR 1 rs2227198* T C 0.434 Heid et al. 2010 

RSPO3 WHR 6 rs2745353* G A 0.472 Heid et al. 2010 

ZNRF3-KREMEN1 WHR 22 rs4823006 G A 0.432 Heid et al. 2010 

LYPLAL1 WHR 1 rs4846567 T G 0.292 Heid et al. 2010 
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NISCH-STAB1 WHR 3 rs6784615 C T 0.053 Heid et al. 2010 

ADAMTS9 WHR 3 rs6795735 T C 0.394 Heid et al. 2010 

VEGFA WHR 6 rs6905288 G A 0.454 Heid et al. 2010 

ITPR2-SSPN WHR 12 rs718314 C T 0.254 Heid et al. 2010 

CPEB4 WHR 5 rs747472* G A 0.326 Heid et al. 2010 

TBX15-WARS2 WHR 1 rs984225* G A 0.360 Heid et al. 2010 

This table lists all 48 SNPs used.  For those SNPs not directly genotyped on the Meatobchip a proxy 

was found. 

* SNP proxies in r
2
 > 0.90 

° SNPs proxies with r
2
 > 0.70  
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Appendix IV: Supplementary data for Study II.B 
Table IV.1. This table lists all 39 genes within the interaction-network associated with AUD with 

information on gene names and genomic positions including ± 20 kb. Further, SNP number within 

each gene either on the Metabochip, Exomechip or 610 k quad chip is noted (MAF > 0.05). 
   Chr.   Position +20 kb 

upstream 
 Position + 
20kb     
downstream   

SNPs on 
Exomechip 

 SNPs on 
 Metabochip 

        SNPs on 
610 k quad chip 

AKAP9 7 9157018991 91739987 4 0 7 
AVPR1B 1 206224283 206231482 1 2 4 
BTRC 10 103113790 103317078 0 2 13 
CDC25A 3 48198668 48229801 0 1 0 
CLCA1 1 86934526 86965974 2 2 2 
CTNND2 5 10971954 11904155 5 17 247 
DOCK1 10 128594023 129250780 5 21 243 
DSCAML1 11 117298489 117667976 4 16 96 
EEPD1 7 36192836 36341152 1 9 58 
FLNC 7 128470483 128499328 1 2 6 
FYN 6 111981535 112194655 1 6 55 
GPM6A 4 176554088 176923842 1 5 52 
GRID2 4 93225550 94695706 5 12 164 
GUCY2D 17 7905988 7923658 1 2 11 
KCND2 7 119913722 120390387 1 4 49 
KCNE1 21 35818986 35884573 3 13 13 
KCNIP1 5 169780881 170163637 5 17 140 
KCNIP4 4 20730239 21950374 8 35 267 
KCNMA1 10 78629359 79397577 4 20 182 
KCNMB1 5 169805165 169816681 2 4 7 
KCNQ1 11 2466221 2870340 11 629 131 
MAGI2 7 77646374 79082890 9 39 411 
NCAM1 11 112831969 113149158 3 10 70 
NRD1 1 52254866 52344609 0 1 2 
PRKCA 17 64298926 64806862 3 71 148 
PRKCB 16 23847300 24231932 3 5 106 
PRKCE 2 45879043 46415129 5 24 228 
PRKG1 10 52750911 54058110 3 38 339 
PTK2 8 141668481 142011412 1 6 32 
RAF1 3 12625100 12705700 2 4 14 
RGS2 1 192778169 192781407 0 1 1 
RPS6KA2 6 166822854 167275771 4 15 180 
SCN5A 3 38589553 38691164 6 165 38 
SDC2 8 97505882 97624037 3 7 34 
SGCG 13 23755060 23899304 3 12 22 
SMAD3 15 67358195 67487533 2 6 12 
SORBS1 10 97071530 97321171 3 4 75 
STXBP1 9 130374486 130454995 0 1 4 
TGFA 2 70674412 70781147 1 3 34 
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Table IV.2 Nominal statistically significant associations with BMI, WC and WHR, with 

individuals from Inter99, Health06, and Health08 being genotyped on the Exomehip.  Effect 

sizes and p-values shown are from an additive genetic model adjusted for age, sex and 4 

PCAs. Moreover, WHR has been adjusted for BMI. 

Gene SNP Chr Position  MA β p-value Trait 

RPS6KA2 exm2270542 6 167267919 G 0.38720 0.002477 BMI 

RPS6KA2 exm594146 6 167271716 T 0.21190 0.004187 BMI 

KCNE1 exm-rs727957 21 35880072 T -0.19010 0.018250 BMI 

GPM6A exm2269885 4 176721793 C -0.13790 0.032660 BMI 

SCN5A exm-rs12053903 3 38593393 C -0.13960 0.041610 BMI 

PRKCB SUND_20K_16_23847574 16 23847575 A -0.16560 0.043460 BMI 

RPS6KA2 exm2270542 6 167267919 G 0.9624 0.003177 Waist 

RPS6KA2 exm594146 6 167271716 T 0.5013 0.007865 Waist 

RPS6KA2 exm2266358 6 166860996 G 0.8123 0.026560 Waist 

MAGI2 exm-rs11525066 7 78175977 A 0.6201 0.029500 Waist 

DSCAML1 exm-rs714438 7 77982305 A 0.3613 0.043900 Waist 

SGCG exm1056587 13 23898664 A 0.003596 0.001555 WHR  

SCN5A exm-rs11129795 3 38589163 A 0.002483 0.006690 WHR  

SCN5A exm-rs12053903 3 38593393 C 0.002055 0.014690 WHR  

TGFA exm-rs454305 2 70736219 G -0.001913 0.018640 WHR  

SGCG exm-rs4770433 13 23903791 G -0.001734 0.027620 WHR  

RAF1 exm-rs2290159 3 12628920 C -0.002039 0.033620 WHR  

KCNIP1 exm2266045 5 170095415 G 0.001666 0.035390 WHR  

β: Effect size, MA: Minor allele 

 

Table IV.3 Nominal statistically significant associations with BMI, WC and WHR, with 

individuals from Inter99 and  Health06 being genotyped on the Metabochip.  Effect sizes and 

p-values shown are from an additive genetic model adjusted for age, sex and 4 PCAs. 

Moreover, WHR has been adjusted for BMI. 

Gene SNP Chr Position  MA Beta  p-value Trait 

CTNND2 rs886526 5 11148027 T 0.1367 0.048080 BMI 

DOCK1 rs11017980 10 129215249 T 0.2579 0.021360 BMI 

DOCK1 rs3903040 10 128866798 T -0.2695 0.041590 BMI 

DSCAML1 rs582285 11 117362948 C 0.1487 0.039750 BMI 

KCNE1 rs727957 21 35880072 T -0.1761 0.040610 BMI 

KCNIP1 rs10045333 5 170121808 G 0.1888 0.030750 BMI 

KCNIP1 rs12652223 5 169996594 C 0.1382 0.048480 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs1878001 10 79378558 A 0.1828 0.016460 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs1567999 10 79370274 A 0.1804 0.018310 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs2247887 10 78931473 T 0.2108 0.032080 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2692970 11 2736394 T 0.3688 0.004705 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2431215 11 2474639 T -0.2444 0.020600 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2498221 11 2541645 T -0.2183 0.027010 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2490633 11 2534057 C -0.1946 0.030180 BMI 
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KCNQ1 chr11:2495168 11 2538592 T -0.2123 0.031990 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2529697 11 2573121 A -0.1706 0.033070 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2429887 11 2473311 T -0.2162 0.035630 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2494327 11 2537751 A -0.2062 0.036400 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs2237870 11 2537967 T -0.2094 0.036810 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2497741 11 2541165 C -0.2041 0.038330 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2497579 11 2541003 C -0.2027 0.040260 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2530272 11 2573696 T -0.1614 0.043110 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2693259 11 2736683 A -0.1904 0.048700 BMI 

MAGI2 rs10244261 7 77985992 G -0.1609 0.018350 BMI 

MAGI2 rs3735444 7 77782074 G -0.1969 0.020100 BMI 

MAGI2 rs17404237 7 77954675 G 0.1533 0.036950 BMI 

MAGI2 rs848909 7 78993910 G 0.1580 0.040540 BMI 

MAGI2 rs323143 7 78349645 T -0.2938 0.043030 BMI 

MAGI2 rs12705545 7 78162105 C 0.1991 0.049280 BMI 

NCAM1 rs10891490 11 112885527 T -0.1871 0.006638 BMI 

NCAM1 rs1865732 11 112960722 A -0.1464 0.033300 BMI 

NCAM1 rs10891498 11 112921522 G -0.1406 0.043220 BMI 

NCAM1 rs2509377 11 112926259 A -0.1364 0.049770 BMI 

PRKG1 rs10998193 10 53325659 T -0.2291 0.031530 BMI 

PTK2 rs4961287 8 141706320 A 0.1454 0.041300 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38576241 3 38601237 C 0.1760 0.009897 BMI 

SCN5A rs6797133 3 38656033 A -0.1767 0.013730 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38625464 3 38650460 T -0.2247 0.016890 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38629813 3 38654809 C -0.2211 0.018540 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38629975 3 38654971 G -0.2199 0.019060 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38646564 3 38671560 G 0.3850 0.023050 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38569977 3 38594973 G -0.2216 0.025450 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38643199 3 38668195 G 0.3711 0.028030 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38624928 3 38649924 T -0.1907 0.043550 BMI 

SGCG rs1410518 13 23795767 C -0.2272 0.004864 BMI 

SMAD3 rs2028762 15 67482003 A -0.1701 0.036820 BMI 

CTNND2 rs187511 5 11534426 C 0,492 0,0281 Waist 

DOCK1 rs3903040 10 128866798 G -0,672 0,0467 Waist 

DSCAML1 rs582285 11 117362948 T 0,4218 0,02233 Waist 

EEPD1 rs4723498 7 36280696 T -0,4719 0,01512 Waist 

FYN rs6930230 6 112063482 T -0,4868 0,005704 Waist 

FYN rs6914091 6 112081735 C -0,4828 0,006117 Waist 

FYN rs6925303 6 112066432 A -0,4735 0,0072 Waist 

KCNIP1 rs10045333 5 170121808 A 0,4623 0,03829 Waist 

KCNMA1 rs2247887 10 78931473 C 0,6596 0,008595 Waist 

KCNMA1 rs7087345 10 78651808 A 0,8485 0,02552 Waist 

KCNMA1 rs577360 10 78986111 C -0,3722 0,03488 Waist 
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KCNMA1 rs11594258 10 79218030 A 0,4356 0,03749 Waist 

KCNQ1 rs10430833 11 2574708 G -0,6732 0,005386 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2528098 11 2571522 C -0,6415 0,007803 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2528052 11 2571476 T -0,6365 0,008186 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2526741 11 2570165 C -0,6225 0,01034 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2529697 11 2573121 G -0,5226 0,01054 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2533471 11 2576895 G -0,6059 0,0123 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2528762 11 2572186 T -0,4847 0,01705 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2530272 11 2573696 C -0,4824 0,01788 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2527421 11 2570845 G -0,5332 0,0184 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2692970 11 2736394 C 0,7689 0,02095 Waist 

KCNQ1 rs179441 11 2560335 C -0,5309 0,02398 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2775835 11 2819259 T -0,4061 0,02546 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2693259 11 2736683 C -0,55 0,02576 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2525422 11 2568846 T -0,4918 0,02906 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2431215 11 2474639 A -0,5868 0,02941 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2533981 11 2577405 G -0,3885 0,03 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2497042 11 2540466 T -0,3916 0,03043 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2672031 11 2715455 G -0,6946 0,03446 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2429887 11 2473311 C -0,5549 0,03466 Waist 

KCNQ1 rs2237870 11 2537967 G -0,5357 0,03646 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2522381 11 2565805 G -0,3839 0,04169 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2651618 11 2695042 C -0,613 0,04203 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2527947 11 2571371 T -0,3796 0,04227 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2533969 11 2577393 C -0,3593 0,04243 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2519077 11 2562501 T -0,3513 0,04545 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2490633 11 2534057 G -0,4569 0,04618 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2495156 11 2538580 T -0,3586 0,04683 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2498221 11 2541645 C -0,5002 0,04711 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2687761 11 2731185 C -0,481 0,04839 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2775858 11 2819282 T 0,3427 0,04937 Waist 

MAGI2 rs12705545 7 78162105 T 0,7834 0,002432 Waist 

MAGI2 rs17437895 7 78177306 A 0,7742 0,006663 Waist 

MAGI2 rs17404237 7 77954675 A 0,4441 0,01789 Waist 

MAGI2 rs491394 7 78482180 T 0,4097 0,02307 Waist 

MAGI2 rs3735444 7 77782074 A -0,4745 0,02766 Waist 

MAGI2 rs6959536 7 78152161 C -0,3652 0,04363 Waist 

NCAM1 rs10891490 11 112885527 C -0,3942 0,02502 Waist 

RPS6KA2 rs2281053 6 166860996 T 1,059 0,007092 Waist 

SCN5A rs6797133 3 38656033 G -0,4565 0,01265 Waist 

SCN5A chr3:38648897 3 38673893 A 0,9727 0,01533 Waist 

SCN5A chr3:38625464 3 38650460 C -0,5651 0,01855 Waist 

SCN5A chr3:38629813 3 38654809 T -0,5609 0,01927 Waist 
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SCN5A chr3:38646564 3 38671560 A 1,004 0,02012 Waist 

SCN5A chr3:38629975 3 38654971 A -0,5489 0,02189 Waist 

SCN5A chr3:38643199 3 38668195 C 0,9749 0,02363 Waist 

SCN5A chr3:38662807 3 38687803 G 0,426 0,02761 Waist 

SCN5A chr3:38624928 3 38649924 C -0,5235 0,03005 Waist 

SCN5A rs9832895 3 38661533 C -0,3905 0,033 Waist 

SCN5A chr3:38608114 3 38633110 T 0,5923 0,03321 Waist 

SCN5A chr3:38576241 3 38601237 A 0,3469 0,04652 Waist 

SCN5A chr3:38649994 3 38674990 C 0,5251 0,04779 Waist 

SGCG rs1410518 13 23795767 T -0,4115 0,04576 Waist 

CLCA1 rs2734700 1 86950320 A 0,002763 7,91E-03 WHR  

CTNND2 rs2727603 5 11663510 T 0,003715 4,62E-03 WHR  

CTNND2 rs2561624 5 11595494 G -0,00185 2,63E-02 WHR  

DOCK1 rs11017460 10 129146491 G -0,00182 2,94E-02 WHR  

DOCK1 rs751008 10 129142417 T -0,00175 3,48E-02 WHR  

EEPD1 rs4723498 7 36280696 C -0,00463 3,57E-07 WHR  

FYN rs6930230 6 112063482 C -0,00195 1,92E-02 WHR  

FYN rs6925303 6 112066432 G -0,00194 1,96E-02 WHR  

FYN rs6914091 6 112081735 T -0,00192 2,08E-02 WHR  

GRID2 rs6856229 4 94566830 C 0,001794 3,32E-02 WHR  

KCNE1 chr21:34736823 21 35814953 C -0,00226 9,80E-03 WHR  

KCNIP4 rs11735609 4 20821762 A 0,001988 1,77E-02 WHR  

KCNIP4 rs10000010 4 21618674 C -0,00194 1,81E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2820396 11 2863820 C -0,0048 4,57E-03 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2510136 11 2553560 T -0,00286 4,73E-03 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2510129 11 2553553 G -0,00282 5,13E-03 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2794201 11 2837625 C -0,00244 7,82E-03 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2792789 11 2836213 C -0,00243 8,62E-03 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2797941 11 2841365 A -0,00242 9,41E-03 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2507551 11 2550975 T -0,00273 1,19E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2794299 11 2837723 T -0,00231 1,26E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2510279 11 2553703 G -0,00256 1,29E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 rs234857 11 2852529 C -0,00219 1,43E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2808904 11 2852328 T -0,00223 1,49E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 rs233448 11 2840424 T -0,00217 1,79E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2803003 11 2846427 A -0,00218 1,98E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2509345 11 2552769 A -0,00253 2,07E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2510725 11 2554149 A -0,00258 2,10E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2809433 11 2852857 A -0,00208 2,41E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 rs179429 11 2550730 A -0,00245 2,91E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2753813 11 2797237 A 0,002347 2,97E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2800379 11 2843803 A -0,00199 2,99E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2814473 11 2857897 A -0,00188 3,34E-02 WHR  
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KCNQ1 chr11:2750690 11 2794114 T 0,001674 4,00E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2754006 11 2797430 G 0,001672 4,23E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2800624 11 2844048 G -0,00185 4,35E-02 WHR  

KCNQ1 chr11:2507085 11 2550509 A -0,00211 4,49E-02 WHR  

MAGI2 rs3807689 7 77782780 G 0,002321 8,64E-03 WHR  

PRKG1 rs10822131 10 52789016 T 0,002463 8,15E-03 WHR  

PTK2 rs13250770 8 97513352 G -0,00217 1,89E-02 WHR  

SCN5A chr3:38569977 3 38594973 G 0,003943 9,90E-04 WHR  

SCN5A chr3:38562097 3 38587093 C 0,002661 5,54E-03 WHR  

SCN5A chr3:38559653 3 38584649 C 0,002608 6,51E-03 WHR  

SCN5A chr3:38565279 3 38590275 G 0,002546 7,92E-03 WHR  

SCN5A chr3:38648897 3 38673893 T 0,004986 8,52E-03 WHR  

SCN5A chr3:38561710 3 38586706 A 0,002516 8,94E-03 WHR  

SCN5A rs6799868 3 38601556 C 0,002313 8,98E-03 WHR  

SCN5A rs11129795 3 38589163 A 0,002489 9,85E-03 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38574816 3 38599812 G 0,002278 1,01E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38561419 3 38586415 G 0,002424 1,16E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38574890 3 38599886 C 0,002216 1,24E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38564412 3 38589408 T 0,00238 1,32E-02 WHR 

SCN5A rs6793245 3 38599037 A 0,00213 1,65E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38625184 3 38650180 A -0,00201 1,69E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38568947 3 38593943 C 0,00211 1,73E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38573610 3 38598606 T 0,00268 1,76E-02 WHR 

SCN5A rs12053903 3 38593393 C 0,002058 2,02E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38572562 3 38597558 G 0,002013 2,34E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38627888 3 38652884 C -0,00187 2,58E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38566693 3 38591689 C 0,001967 2,63E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38575460 3 38600456 C 0,002188 2,74E-02 WHR 

SCN5A rs9856587 3 38655643 T 0,002425 3,13E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38573960 3 38598956 G 0,001899 3,24E-02 WHR 

SCN5A rs1805126 3 38592406 C 0,001864 3,51E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38573339 3 38598335 T 0,002979 3,56E-02 WHR 

SCN5A rs12491987 3 38649044 T 0,003041 3,60E-02 WHR 

SCN5A rs7433206 3 38657708 A -0,00176 3,65E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38578073 3 38603069 G 0,002242 3,75E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38633238 3 38658234 T -0,00174 3,84E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38565853 3 38590849 A 0,001812 4,13E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38631999 3 38656995 G 0,002291 4,21E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38632949 3 38657945 A -0,00169 4,37E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38631849 3 38656845 A 0,002271 4,40E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38633147 3 38658143 A -0,00167 4,63E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38593084 3 38618080 G -0,0031 4,69E-02 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38633061 3 38658057 T 0,002237 4,71E-02 WHR 
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SGCG rs9552923 13 23892786 G -0,00173 3,59E-02 WHR 

SMAD3 rs2414937 15 67432676 C 0,002521 1,27E-02 WHR 

SMAD3 rs6494634 15 67423336 T -0,00216 1,56E-02 WHR 

SMAD3 rs1545161 15 67420680 C 0,001978 1,59E-02 WHR 

SMAD3 rs12438366 15 67432515 G -0,00215 1,60E-02 WHR 

SMAD3 rs6494633 15 67423306 T 0,001932 1,85E-02 WHR 

SMAD3 rs11071937 15 67417608 T -0,00209 1,92E-02 WHR 

SMAD3 rs2118610 15 67428334 A 0,001864 2,31E-02 WHR 

SMAD3 rs12916244 15 67429027 G 0,003246 3,35E-02 WHR 

β: Effect size, MA: Minor allele 

 

Table IV.4 Nominal statistically significant associations with BMI, WC and WHR, with 

individuals from Inter99 being genotyped on the Metabochip.  Effect sizes and p-values shown 

are from an additive genetic model adjusted for age, sex and 4 PCAs. Moreover, WHR has 

been adjusted for BMI. 

Gene SNP Chr Position MA β p-value Trait 

DOCK1 rs11017980 10 129215249 T 0.3049 0.0228400 BMI 

DSCAML1 rs3741280 11 117403235 T -0.2112 0.0225900 BMI 

DSCAML1 rs636530 11 117421858 G -0.2112 0.0332200 BMI 

GRID2 rs16996340 4 93499118 G -0.1917 0.0228800 BMI 

KCNIP1 rs12652223 5 169996594 C 0.1994 0.0176400 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs4697247 4 21887265 C 0.2506 0.0052840 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs10000092 4 21895517 C 0.2444 0.0074470 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs2874892 4 21184155 G 0.2683 0.0093650 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs17505566 4 21143133 C 0.2454 0.0450900 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs7087345 10 78651808 T 0.4519 0.0129700 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs1878001 10 79378558 A 0.1914 0.0384200 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs739677 11 2473980 G -0.3394 0.0006036 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2429887 11 2473311 T -0.4032 0.0011260 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2431215 11 2474639 T -0.4073 0.0013470 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs1811815 11 2475150 A -0.3185 0.0015950 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2430032 11 2473456 G -0.3423 0.0032790 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2427326 11 2470750 T -0.3715 0.0045800 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2428118 11 2471542 G -0.3579 0.0050030 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2428308 11 2471732 C -0.3588 0.0050760 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2428631 11 2472055 T -0.3581 0.0056520 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2428699 11 2472123 T -0.3482 0.0069660 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2692970 11 2736394 T 0.4098 0.0085400 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2498221 11 2541645 T -0.3069 0.0105200 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2647229 11 2690653 T 0.4364 0.0149500 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2494327 11 2537751 A -0.2862 0.0168700 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2497579 11 2541003 C -0.2849 0.0175300 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs2237870 11 2537967 T -0.2871 0.0176200 BMI 
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KCNQ1 chr11:2497741 11 2541165 C -0.2832 0.0180400 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2495168 11 2538592 T -0.2841 0.0181500 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2825454 11 2868878 C 0.2016 0.0207000 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2466214 11 2509638 G 0.2749 0.0251700 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2693259 11 2736683 A -0.2596 0.0254500 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2824835 11 2868259 C 0.1945 0.0255600 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2679718 11 2723142 C 0.3897 0.0256800 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2466628 11 2510052 C 0.2704 0.0264700 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2494679 11 2538103 T -0.2897 0.0288900 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs12576156 11 2498818 G 0.2678 0.0293600 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2514401 11 2557825 G -0.3239 0.0307800 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2490633 11 2534057 C -0.2346 0.0308900 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2463181 11 2506605 T 0.2619 0.0325700 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2493667 11 2537091 A -0.2826 0.0331000 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2810619 11 2854043 A -0.3415 0.0359700 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2672031 11 2715455 A -0.3197 0.0369400 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs12576239 11 2502319 T 0.2564 0.0371400 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2494901 11 2538325 T -0.2740 0.0389200 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2483937 11 2527361 A -0.2274 0.0407000 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2520026 11 2563450 A -0.3198 0.0411700 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2824581 11 2868005 C 0.1777 0.0413800 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2674513 11 2717937 C 0.3543 0.0421400 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2470080 11 2513504 T 0.2474 0.0449500 BMI 

KCNQ1 chr11:2670124 11 2713548 C 0.3172 0.0485000 BMI 

MAGI2 rs3735444 7 77782074 G -0.2364 0.0216900 BMI 

MAGI2 rs10244261 7 77985992 G -0.1719 0.0365900 BMI 

MAGI2 rs714437 7 77982497 G 0.1717 0.0387400 BMI 

MAGI2 rs323143 7 78349645 T -0.3444 0.0477700 BMI 

MAGI2 rs848909 7 78993910 G 0.1813 0.0494300 BMI 

NCAM1 rs10891498 11 112921522 G -0.2386 0.0045130 BMI 

NCAM1 rs1865732 11 112960722 A -0.2255 0.0065900 BMI 

NCAM1 rs10891490 11 112885527 T -0.2234 0.0075320 BMI 

NCAM1 rs2509377 11 112926259 A -0.2192 0.0090530 BMI 

PRKCE rs585156 2 45901755 C -0.1820 0.0411500 BMI 

PTK2 rs4961287 8 141706320 A 0.1971 0.0216000 BMI 

SCN5A rs6797133 3 38656033 A -0.2974 0.0005799 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38633147 3 38658143 A 0.2136 0.0103500 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38633238 3 38658234 T 0.2136 0.0103500 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38632483 3 38657479 A 0.2134 0.0105500 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38632949 3 38657945 A 0.2124 0.0108100 BMI 

SCN5A rs7433206 3 38657708 A 0.2127 0.0108700 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38629975 3 38654971 G -0.2735 0.0150200 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38625464 3 38650460 T -0.2734 0.0153000 BMI 
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SCN5A chr3:38576241 3 38601237 C 0.1972 0.0168600 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38625184 3 38650180 A 0.1995 0.0172900 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38629813 3 38654809 C -0.2676 0.0174000 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38627888 3 38652884 C 0.1886 0.0239900 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38624928 3 38649924 T -0.2513 0.0255700 BMI 

SCN5A chr3:38649994 3 38674990 T 0.2558 0.0374900 BMI 

SGCC rs1410518 13 23795767 C -0.2144 0.0271000 BMI 

SMAD3 rs9302242 15 67389412 G 0.1809 0.0277800 BMI 

SMAD3 rs7181878 15 67389161 A 0.1798 0.0285000 BMI 

SMAD3 rs4776886 15 67381558 A 0.1686 0.0404600 BMI 

SMAD3 rs12324036 15 67377490 T 0.1673 0.0422800 BMI 

SMAD3 rs2118613 15 67378407 C -0.1627 0.0484300 BMI 

CTNND2 rs2727603 5 11663510 G 0.7502 0.0252800 Waist 

DOCK1 rs11017460 10 129146491 A -0.4423 0.0384700 Waist 

DSCAML1 rs12366082 11 117380086 A 0.7839 0.0267600 Waist 

DSCAML1 rs3741280 11 117403235 T -0.5157 0.0282200 Waist 

FYN rs804192 6 112010019 C 0.5392 0.0349100 Waist 

FYN rs6930230 6 112063482 T -0.4314 0.0403000 Waist 

FYN rs6914091 6 112081735 T -0.4212 0.0452600 Waist 

GRID2 rs16996340 4 93499118 C -0.4903 0.0219000 Waist 

KCNIP4 rs4697247 4 21887265 A 0.6849 0.0026540 Waist 

KCNIP4 rs10000092 4 21895517 G 0.6325 0.0063480 Waist 

KCNMA1 rs7087345 10 78651808 G 13.920 0.0025490 Waist 

KCNQ1 rs739677 11 2473980 C -0.8708 0.0005214 Waist 

KCNQ1 rs1811815 11 2475150 T -0.8274 0.0012230 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2429887 11 2473311 G -0.9228 0.0033060 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2431215 11 2474639 A -0.9419 0.0034720 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2693259 11 2736683 G -0.7962 0.0069460 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2639933 11 2683357 T 0.5565 0.0074520 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2430032 11 2473456 T -0.7754 0.0086380 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2498221 11 2541645 G -0.7670 0.0117000 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2428308 11 2471732 T -0.8079 0.0129000 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2672031 11 2715455 C -0.9577 0.0138300 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2428118 11 2471542 A -0.7929 0.0142200 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2494327 11 2537751 T -0.7318 0.0160000 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2428631 11 2472055 G -0.7853 0.0166900 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2497741 11 2541165 G -0.7252 0.0169900 Waist 

KCNQ1 rs2237870 11 2537967 C -0.7269 0.0178600 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2428699 11 2472123 A -0.7731 0.0181800 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2427326 11 2470750 T -0.7857 0.0182100 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2497579 11 2541003 C -0.7151 0.0187400 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2687226 11 2730650 A -0.6748 0.0207800 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2687761 11 2731185 A -0.6723 0.0211900 Waist 
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KCNQ1 chr11:2495168 11 2538592 T -0.7024 0.0212800 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2494679 11 2538103 T -0.7729 0.0215500 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2493667 11 2537091 T -0.7549 0.0248500 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2686513 11 2729937 C -0.8581 0.0263800 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2490633 11 2534057 C -0.6016 0.0290200 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2651618 11 2695042 T -0.7853 0.0294300 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2494901 11 2538325 A -0.7307 0.0300300 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2466214 11 2509638 T 0.6732 0.0305700 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2684666 11 2728090 T -0.8410 0.0308600 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2692970 11 2736394 G 0.8434 0.0327500 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2684644 11 2728068 G -0.8251 0.0342900 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2636388 11 2679812 A -0.4513 0.0378400 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2466628 11 2510052 T 0.6362 0.0395500 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2682672 11 2726096 T -0.8018 0.0395500 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2683628 11 2727052 G -0.8002 0.0399400 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2463181 11 2506605 C 0.6382 0.0400900 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2528762 11 2572186 T -0.4959 0.0417000 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2693605 11 2737029 C -0.6597 0.0422900 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2645102 11 2688526 T -0.4497 0.0436000 Waist 

KCNQ1 rs12576156 11 2498818 G 0.6289 0.0437000 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2722810 11 2766234 T -0.6061 0.0446500 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2695756 11 2739180 G 0.7148 0.0471400 Waist 

KCNQ1 chr11:2497042 11 2540466 T -0.4282 0.0495800 Waist 

MAGI2 rs17404237 7 77954675 A 0.4872 0.0295300 Waist 

MAGI2 rs848909 7 78993910 T 0.4914 0.0356600 Waist 

MAGI2 rs2215546 7 78609930 T -0.4941 0.0380800 Waist 

MAGI2 rs6959536 7 78152161 T -0.4285 0.0492900 Waist 

NCAM1 rs10891498 11 112921522 A -0.5416 0.0110800 Waist 

NCAM1 rs10891490 11 112885527 G -0.5220 0.0138300 Waist 

NCAM1 rs2509377 11 112926259 T -0.5050 0.0178100 Waist 

NCAM1 rs1865732 11 112960722 T -0.4524 0.0317000 Waist 

NCAM1 rs4937993 11 113004662 G -0.4394 0.0385600 Waist 

PRKCE rs585156 2 45901755 A -0.4966 0.0279800 Waist 

PTK2 rs4961287 8 141706320 C 0.5016 0.0212300 Waist 

SCN5A rs6797133 3 38656033 T -0.6807 0.0019180 Waist 

SCN5A chr3:38629813 3 38654809 A -0.7400 0.0095010 Waist 

SCN5A chr3:38625464 3 38650460 T -0.7390 0.0097390 Waist 

SCN5A chr3:38629975 3 38654971 C -0.7351 0.0099530 Waist 

SCN5A chr3:38624928 3 38649924 C -0.7153 0.0122300 Waist 

SMAD3 rs7181878 15 67389161 A 0.5308 0.0108500 Waist 

SMAD3 rs12324036 15 67377490 A 0.5270 0.0116900 Waist 

SMAD3 rs9302242 15 67389412 G 0.5226 0.0121600 Waist 

SMAD3 rs12911469 15 67379222 A -0.5126 0.0142400 Waist 
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SMAD3 rs2118613 15 67378407 T -0.5117 0.0144100 Waist 

SMAD3 rs4776886 15 67381558 T 0.4977 0.0171800 Waist 

SMAD3 rs11634686 15 67382051 A 0.4714 0.0240300 Waist 

SMAD3 rs12907997 15 67380609 C -0.4490 0.0318500 Waist 

CLCA1 rs2734700 1 86950320 A 0,003908 0,001556 WHR 

CTNND2 rs2727603 5 11663510 T 0,007053 6,78E-06 WHR 

CTNND2 rs2561624 5 11595494 G -0,00228 0,02115 WHR 

DOCK1 rs10764990 10 129152608 G 0,002127 0,03369 WHR 

DOCK1 rs11017460 10 129146491 G -0,00199 0,04583 WHR 

EEPD1 rs4723498 7 36280696 C -0,00199 0,04462 WHR 

FYN rs6930230 6 112063482 C -0,00233 0,01798 WHR 

FYN rs6925303 6 112066432 G -0,00232 0,01845 WHR 

FYN rs6914091 6 112081735 T -0,00229 0,02017 WHR 

GRID2 rs6856229 4 94566830 C 0,002515 0,01238 WHR 

GRID2 rs11097383 4 94583840 C -0,00314 0,01704 WHR 

KCNE1 chr21:34736823 21 35814953 C -0,0027 0,009496 WHR 

KCNIP1 rs2301147 5 169806216 A -0,00395 0,03181 WHR 

KCNIP1 rs2301149 5 169805956 C -0,00397 0,03189 WHR 

KCNIP1 rs314156 5 169805411 C -0,00389 0,03316 WHR 

KCNIP1 rs953601 5 170064713 A -0,00326 0,04882 WHR 

KCNIP4 rs10000010 4 21618674 C -0,00238 0,01476 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2639933 11 2683357 G 0,002795 0,004073 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2695272 11 2738696 T 0,002671 0,007994 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2510136 11 2553560 T -0,00288 0,01667 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2510129 11 2553553 G -0,00279 0,01932 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2727882 11 2771306 A 0,002722 0,02435 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2728005 11 2771429 C 0,002698 0,02598 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2820396 11 2863820 C -0,00436 0,02719 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2753813 11 2797237 A 0,002799 0,02845 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2495579 11 2539003 G -0,00224 0,02954 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2507085 11 2550509 A -0,0027 0,02996 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2510279 11 2553703 G -0,00263 0,03122 WHR 

KCNQ1 rs179429 11 2550730 A -0,00286 0,03139 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2507551 11 2550975 T -0,00274 0,03253 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2675965 11 2719389 C -0,00207 0,03548 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2509345 11 2552769 A -0,00258 0,04495 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2747784 11 2791208 A 0,002322 0,0457 WHR 

KCNQ1 chr11:2754006 11 2797430 G 0,001931 0,04759 WHR 

PRKCA chr17:61726152 17 64295690 A -0,00398 0,02265 WHR 

PRKCA chr17:61728291 17 64297829 C -0,00393 0,02429 WHR 

PRKCA rs4520871 17 64301655 G -0,00389 0,0258 WHR 

PRKCA chr17:61734186 17 64303724 A -0,00385 0,02735 WHR 

PRKCA rs16959046 17 64304634 G -0,00384 0,02786 WHR 
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PRKCA chr17:61747759 17 64317297 T -0,00377 0,03515 WHR 

PRKCA chr17:61760907 17 64330445 C -0,00376 0,03515 WHR 

PRKCA chr17:61754176 17 64323714 C -0,00374 0,03651 WHR 

PRKCA chr17:61759171 17 64328709 A -0,00374 0,03651 WHR 

PRKCA chr17:61740958 17 64310496 T -0,00211 0,04064 WHR 

PRKCA chr17:61731543 17 64301081 T 0,002011 0,04818 WHR 

PRKG1 rs4935306 10 53786295 T -0,00205 0,04864 WHR 

PTK2 rs7016497 8 141677324 T 0,003154 0,007715 WHR 

RSPS6KA2 rs4710051 6 166865675 C 0,002927 0,007406 WHR 

RSPS6KA2 rs12208871 6 166873823 T 0,00336 0,01722 WHR 

RSPS6KA2 rs9356500 6 167056898 T 0,003191 0,03361 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38605736 3 38630732 C -0,00315 0,02109 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38603646 3 38628642 A -0,00249 0,03259 WHR 

SCN5A rs12491987 3 38649044 T 0,00358 0,03512 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38562097 3 38587093 C 0,002397 0,03704 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38559653 3 38584649 C 0,002315 0,04376 WHR 

SCN5A chr3:38561710 3 38586706 A 0,002275 0,04851 WHR 

SGCG rs1410518 13 23795767 C 0,002351 0,04129 WHR 

SMAD3 rs1470002 15 67469568 T -0,00271 0,006775 WHR 

SMAD3 rs2414937 15 67432676 C 0,002872 0,01625 WHR 

SMAD3 rs12904824 15 67383287 G 0,002297 0,01905 WHR 

SMAD3 rs1465841 15 67385469 G 0,002284 0,01937 WHR 

SMAD3 rs881862 15 67385697 G 0,002278 0,01972 WHR 

SMAD3 rs11856909 15 67378033 A 0,00217 0,02802 WHR 

SMAD3 rs12913547 15 67467507 C -0,00261 0,02816 WHR 

SMAD3 rs12916244 15 67429027 G 0,003694 0,0389 WHR 

TGFA rs11126273 2 70715824 C -0,00359 0,01704 WHR 

β: Effect size, MA: Minor allele 
 
Table IV.5 Nominal statistically significant associations with BMI,, with individuals from 

ORG-ADIGEN being genotyped on the SOMETHINGchip.  Effect sizes and p-values shown 

are from an additive genetic model adjusted for age, sex and 4 PCAs.  

Gene SNP Chr Position  MA OR p-value Trait 

AKAP9 rs10236483 7 91635232 A 1,224 0,007633 BMI 

AKAP9 rs10271174 7 91623906 A 1,171 0,04506 BMI 

AKAP9 rs2269727 7 91590626 C 1,188 0,02898 BMI 

AKAP9 rs2301559 7 91584663 T 1,187 0,02967 BMI 

AKAP9 rs4644173 7 91597533 A 1,187 0,02967 BMI 

AVPR1B rs637746 1 206229972 T 1,326 0,007716 BMI 

BTRC rs3127245 10 103308293 T 0,7945 0,01813 BMI 

CTNND2 rs1501776 5 11008488 T 1,276 0,001408 BMI 

CTNND2 rs2907120 5 11017449 C 1,256 0,002368 BMI 

CTNND2 rs2937509 5 11011635 T 1,224 0,005886 BMI 
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CTNND2 rs7722253 5 11769407 T 0,8406 0,02729 BMI 

CTNND2 rs852586 5 11008988 C 0,8504 0,02821 BMI 

CTNND2 rs852577 5 11004965 T 0,8507 0,02952 BMI 

CTNND2 rs1354134 5 10982785 G 1,199 0,03565 BMI 

CTNND2 rs7702295 5 11225390 C 1,161 0,04928 BMI 

DOCK1 rs4750892 10 129242856 A 0,7834 0,02475 BMI 

DOCK1 rs9418810 10 128729157 T 0,8272 0,04684 BMI 

DOCK1 rs10765017 10 129058884 A 1,184 0,047 BMI 

DOCK1 rs11017615 10 129055440 C 0,7492 0,04822 BMI 

DSCAML1 rs7944321 11 117561011 G 0,7768 0,005766 BMI 

DSCAML1 rs595964 11 117531998 G 0,7609 0,02467 BMI 

DSCAML1 rs4537793 11 117558366 C 0,7973 0,02651 BMI 

FYN rs3777905 6 111977281 C 1,176 0,02908 BMI 

FYN rs2072638 6 167108340 T 1,173 0,04139 BMI 

FYN rs2236312 6 167280094 G 0,8235 0,04467 BMI 

FYN rs707765 6 167137368 C 0,8601 0,04978 BMI 

GPM6A rs2643990 4 176908185 G 0,7963 0,007172 BMI 

GPM6A rs4690535 4 176782318 A 1,21 0,0112 BMI 

GPM6A rs1014381 4 176785776 G 0,838 0,02158 BMI 

GPM6A rs10006242 4 176783314 G 1,176 0,03492 BMI 

GRID2 rs892664 4 93980642 T 1,286 0,002006 BMI 

GRID2 rs13110787 4 94363664 G 1,277 0,002574 BMI 

GRID2 rs6831965 4 93618705 G 1,601 0,006412 BMI 

GRID2 rs1865431 4 93992250 T 1,225 0,01368 BMI 

GRID2 rs6821061 4 94319433 C 0,6878 0,01789 BMI 

GRID2 rs9307122 4 94351161 C 1,193 0,01943 BMI 

GRID2 rs1393804 4 94303122 A 1,199 0,02024 BMI 

GRID2 rs12645274 4 94325195 G 0,7019 0,02092 BMI 

GRID2 rs13101814 4 93727204 T 0,8125 0,02732 BMI 

GRID2 rs1913301 4 93403861 C 0,7109 0,03163 BMI 

GRID2 rs3796675 4 94365116 A 0,7637 0,035 BMI 

GRID2 rs17319190 4 93677843 T 1,357 0,04383 BMI 

GRID2 rs12710870 4 93539620 G 1,174 0,04458 BMI 

GRID2 rs12507379 4 93897678 A 1,177 0,04949 BMI 

KCNIP1 rs17745927 5 169960776 A 0,7691 0,009096 BMI 

KCNIP1 rs6873409 5 169887090 G 1,52 0,009262 BMI 

KCNIP1 rs12523655 5 169967475 G 0,8458 0,02941 BMI 

KCNIP1 rs7701794 5 170110717 C 1,204 0,03 BMI 

KCNIP1 rs11957313 5 169882972 G 1,259 0,03269 BMI 

KCNIP1 rs6878302 5 169854487 T 1,168 0,04185 BMI 

KCNIP1 rs12173124 5 170132064 C 0,8567 0,04438 BMI 

KCNIP1 rs9313511 5 169914614 A 1,181 0,0479 BMI 

KCNIP1 rs905809 5 169961147 C 1,163 0,04893 BMI 
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KCNIP4 rs16872561 4 21953836 T 1,565 0,002056 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs12501359 4 20970799 G 0,7784 0,002126 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs4235289 4 20984186 G 0,7936 0,003242 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs13113329 4 21002848 T 0,793 0,006024 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs13132286 4 20972739 A 0,8241 0,009585 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs17466300 4 21104079 C 0,8039 0,01207 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs6448050 4 21016857 C 0,8189 0,01382 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs1503976 4 21321148 G 0,8316 0,01518 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs16870839 4 20945168 G 0,8202 0,01558 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs6830109 4 21101543 G 0,8115 0,01668 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs16870878 4 20953237 A 1,3 0,02288 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs1495508 4 21002075 T 0,8519 0,03702 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs10516402 4 21407661 T 0,8612 0,04148 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs11726974 4 20916565 T 0,8602 0,04472 BMI 

KCNIP4 rs12504827 4 21481084 G 0,8635 0,04689 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs1866587 10 78912098 C 0,6926 0,000325 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs11002179 10 78917948 C 0,7656 0,003656 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs3127449 10 78939737 A 0,786 0,004019 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs16935090 10 79013206 G 0,7869 0,0096 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs12219105 10 78843546 T 1,302 0,01647 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs250708 10 78857963 A 0,7264 0,02109 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs2616612 10 78657189 T 0,828 0,0214 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs555766 10 78685945 C 0,8306 0,02455 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs7069801 10 78903910 A 1,232 0,02469 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs682275 10 78909344 C 1,182 0,02485 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs681088 10 78902848 G 0,8515 0,03085 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs7907504 10 78977116 C 0,7995 0,03662 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs7921994 10 78964686 T 1,207 0,03664 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs696211 10 78899614 A 1,178 0,03925 BMI 

KCNMA1 rs166991 10 78885433 T 0,8563 0,0443 BMI 

KCNMB1/KCNIP1 rs959461 5 169812358 A 1,239 0,02469 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs231916 11 2704944 C 1,354 0,001569 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs736609 11 2495156 T 0,7857 0,002295 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs179431 11 2508724 G 0,7731 0,003495 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs4930018 11 2841144 G 1,264 0,003519 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs231885 11 2698161 T 1,488 0,006407 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs2283149 11 2500006 G 0,8022 0,00657 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs4930026 11 2856994 T 0,7915 0,007451 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs2283208 11 2700435 G 0,8306 0,01347 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs2283229 11 2818820 G 0,8004 0,02313 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs163182 11 2800792 G 0,8484 0,02838 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs233448 11 2797000 C 1,195 0,03212 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs2237899 11 2822824 C 0,8173 0,03493 BMI 
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KCNQ1 rs11023999 11 2734659 G 0,841 0,03633 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs4578370 11 2462309 T 0,7059 0,04201 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs151216 11 2637391 C 0,7564 0,04337 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs2237882 11 2747784 G 1,191 0,04443 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs2157762 11 2520135 A 0,8355 0,04738 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs234857 11 2809105 T 1,173 0,04792 BMI 

KCNQ1 rs4930013 11 2818735 A 1,168 0,04874 BMI 

MAGI2 rs170417 7 78144980 T 1,358 0,001771 BMI 

MAGI2 rs10485911 7 78165235 T 0,6879 0,01127 BMI 

MAGI2 rs798323 7 77728476 A 1,225 0,01807 BMI 

MAGI2 rs10485961 7 78977339 G 0,784 0,0186 BMI 

MAGI2 rs17151525 7 78279723 T 0,7094 0,01951 BMI 

MAGI2 rs11514934 7 78118391 C 0,6919 0,01985 BMI 

MAGI2 rs2069132 7 78819655 C 1,281 0,02729 BMI 

MAGI2 rs17151376 7 78186815 G 0,7761 0,02796 BMI 

MAGI2 rs1829989 7 77668687 C 0,8551 0,03755 BMI 

MAGI2 rs4730427 7 78123896 C 0,8021 0,04138 BMI 

MAGI2 rs12531018 7 77694644 T 1,195 0,04715 BMI 

MAGI2 rs6466213 7 77892967 C 1,244 0,04835 BMI 

NCAM1 rs7123697 11 112945541 T 1,286 0,000951 BMI 

NCAM1 rs6589386 11 112948963 C 0,8518 0,03377 BMI 

PRKCA rs1550646 17 64348115 T 1,216 0,02565 BMI 

PRKCA rs1008822 17 64344383 C 1,188 0,02806 BMI 

PRKCA rs1838100 17 64341443 C 1,208 0,03217 BMI 

PRKCA rs1319715 17 64320085 A 1,191 0,03555 BMI 

PRKCB rs17755585 16 23937673 C 1,327 0,006484 BMI 

PRKCB rs2283540 16 24038271 C 0,8248 0,01528 BMI 

PRKCB rs7191360 16 23932693 C 0,8327 0,02389 BMI 

PRKCB rs169143 16 24044949 A 1,179 0,02566 BMI 

PRKCB rs9938849 16 23925436 G 0,7587 0,02899 BMI 

PRKCB rs1548384 16 24115010 T 1,238 0,03446 BMI 

PRKCB rs198178 16 24128125 T 1,166 0,03932 BMI 

PRKCB rs198145 16 24110116 A 1,173 0,03947 BMI 

PRKCE rs11125039 2 45950188 A 1,365 0,000366 BMI 

PRKCE rs11903566 2 46028817 G 1,588 0,005335 BMI 

PRKCE rs714104 2 46318300 G 1,244 0,007283 BMI 

PRKCE rs935653 2 45942048 C 1,339 0,007556 BMI 

PRKCE rs281476 2 46254108 A 1,236 0,0174 BMI 

PRKCE rs17745066 2 46341585 G 1,216 0,01783 BMI 

PRKCE rs4952787 2 45947977 G 1,248 0,0284 BMI 

PRKCE rs4337520 2 46323332 C 0,8012 0,03235 BMI 

PRKCE rs6727211 2 46338634 T 1,176 0,03332 BMI 

PRKCE rs4953276 2 45937346 C 1,262 0,03479 BMI 
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PRKCE rs2122110 2 45953758 G 0,8342 0,03657 BMI 

PRKCE rs1947195 2 45938829 C 1,246 0,04187 BMI 

PRKCE rs10189339 2 45947264 A 0,8487 0,0424 BMI 

PRKCE rs4245804 2 45955850 G 0,8533 0,04261 BMI 

PRKCE rs2345177 2 45955862 T 0,8534 0,04304 BMI 

PRKG1 rs10762524 10 53443918 T 0,8172 0,007097 BMI 

PRKG1 rs10823964 10 53447049 T 0,8229 0,008969 BMI 

PRKG1 rs1871080 10 53478604 G 1,329 0,01003 BMI 

PRKG1 rs1903999 10 53469713 G 0,7484 0,01027 BMI 

PRKG1 rs1937677 10 53341771 A 0,8085 0,01102 BMI 

PRKG1 rs6480572 10 53339650 C 0,8085 0,01102 BMI 

PRKG1 rs7069974 10 53312176 T 0,8084 0,01107 BMI 

PRKG1 rs1881597 10 53723823 C 1,202 0,02045 BMI 

PRKG1 rs7907601 10 53297578 G 1,21 0,02239 BMI 

PRKG1 rs12249467 10 52750515 G 1,243 0,02273 BMI 

PRKG1 rs10740321 10 53115673 C 0,8412 0,02337 BMI 

PRKG1 rs1194492 10 53636306 G 1,205 0,02507 BMI 

PRKG1 rs7901487 10 53459394 C 0,8511 0,032 BMI 

PRKG1 rs2174257 10 53629461 A 1,175 0,03516 BMI 

PRKG1 rs6480542 10 53315978 G 1,189 0,03975 BMI 

PRKG1 rs10740406 10 53417852 T 0,8589 0,04059 BMI 

PRKG1 rs1194659 10 53823557 T 1,171 0,04225 BMI 

PRKG1 rs2134760 10 53625407 A 1,183 0,04248 BMI 

RPS6KA2 rs10946191 6 167136851 C 0,7773 0,0137 BMI 

SCN5A rs7375095 3 38609245 C 1,518 0,002957 BMI 

SGCG rs12585910 13 23774351 C 0,8157 0,02123 BMI 

SORBS1 rs10882607 10 97264828 A 1,326 0,006176 BMI 

TGFA rs6711824 2 70729663 C 0,7982 0,04774 BMI 

TGFA rs1375341 2 45982771 G 0,8524 0,04921 BMI 

β: Effect size, MA: Minor allele 
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Appendix V: Dansk Resumé 
Fedme og alkohol afhængighed (AA) er almindeligt forekommende komplekse sygdomme. Disse er 

i dag anerkendte som et stort sundhedsmæssigt problem, grundet de mange følgesygdomme, der i 

værste tilfælde kan resultere i for tidlig dødelighed. Disse sygdomme er karakteriserede ved deres 

komplekse nedarvning, hvor interaktionen mellem genetiske faktorer og miljø faktorer gør 

identifikationen af underliggende genvarianter svær. I nyere tid er der kommet stort fokus på et 

muligt overlap mellem fedme og AA. Et afhængigheds forhold til alkohol of potentielt mad kan 

skyldes at hjernens belønnings system, der driver lysten til mad og alkohol, er ude af ligevægt. 

Formålet med dette speciale var at undersøge det epidemiologiske forhold mellem fedme og alkohol 

indtage, med ønske om at afdække genetisk variation associeret med begge disse. Specialet 

indeholdt tre studier. 

 I det første studie (Studie I) blev forholdet mellem fedme og alkohol indtag udredt, 

hvor en signifikant sammenhæng blev fundet mellem disse fænotyper. I kvinder blev der fundet et 

negativt forhold mellem alkohol indtag og fedme, dette kunne ikke etableres i mænd. Dog kunne 

det vises, at alkohol øgede central fedme i begge køn. Moderat alkohol indtag ydede tilsyneladende 

en beskyttende effekt mod overvægt, mens et højt alkohol indtag øgede risiko for central fedme. 

 I det andet studie (Studie II.A), blev det undersøgt hvorvidt et genetisk overlap kunne 

etableres mellem fedme og alkohol indtag. Der blev undersøgt om varianter, der var hel-genom 

associerede med BMI og WHR, samlet var associerede med alkohol indtag. Dette blev gjort ved at 

fremstille to risiko scorer, en for generel fedme (BMI varianter) og en for central fedme (WHR 

varianter). Det blev ydermere undersøgt hvorvidt der kunne findes en interaktion mellem risiko 

scorer og alkohol indtag i forhold til BMI og WHR. De to risiko scorer var ikke associerede med 

BMI og WHR, hverken i mænd eller kvinder. Derudover blev der ikke fundet nogen interaktion 

mellem risiko scorer og alkohol indtag i forhold til BMI og WHR.  

 I det tredje studie (Studie II.B) var proceduren meget lig det andet studie. Her blev et 

potentielt overlap mellem fedme (BMI, WHR og WC) også undersøgt i forhold til alkohol indtag. 

Her blev det undersøgt, hvorvidt varianter i et gen-netværk der samlet var associerede med AA, 

også var associerede med alkohol indtag. Det blev gjort ved at teste de enkelte varianter i forhold til 

fedme. En enkelt variant rs2727603 i genet CTNND2 var signifikant associeret med WHR efter 

justering for multiple tests. Effekten af denne variant kunne skyldes fortrinsvis deponering af fedt i 

det centrale abdominale område. Effekten af rs2727603 kunne dog ikke repliceres i hverken GIANT 

eller en intern kohorte, hvilket kunne tyde på at dette var et tilfældigt fund. Manglende associationer 
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kunne skyldes lav statistisk power til at påvise små effekter og et større antal homogene individer i 

undersøgelsen kan være påkrævet. 

For at opsummere, så har disse studier bidraget til den igangværende udforskning of forståelse af 

det mulige overlap mellem fedme og alkohol indtag/AA. Et epidemiologisk forhold blev påvist, 

mens hypotesen om fælles genetisk risiko kunne ikke underbygges.  

 


